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methyl 
Central cation in inorganic complex 
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INTRODUCTION 1 

Crystal Field Theory (C.F.T.), and its congeners, 

Ligand Field Theory (L.F.T.) and Molecular Orbital Theory 

(M.O.T.), have been most su.ccessful in explai'ning many 

of the properties of transition metal complexes. This 

is particularly true of their electronic spectra, mag

netochemistry9 and chemical thermodynamic properties. 

HowEever, these·thecries have been ignored in relation 

to the explanation of changes observed in the infrared 

spectra of series of transition metal complexes on 

change of central cation. The purpose of this work is 

to examine such changes in the light of these theories. 

The basis· of the above theories is the splitting 

of' the inner orbitals of the metal ions, due to the 

field of the ligands surrou.nding than:t. The field may be 

considered to arise f'rom electrostatic repulsion by the 

ligand electrons (C.F.T.), or as a result of the chemi

cal bonding between the central cation and the ligands 

(L.F.T. and WI.O.T.). The result of this inner orbital 

splitting is ~·stabilisation of the electrons of the 

orbital, as .compa:rred with their energy in the absence 
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of the field. 

The problem of estimating the contribution of 

inner orbital splitting (I.O.S.) effects to the stabil-

isation of series of transition metal conrDlexes is app

roached.in thermodynamic ·studies by plotting the thermo

dynamic parameters in question against the atomic number 

of the metal ion across the series. Effects other than 

I.o.s. effects, such as ionic contrs.ction, are consider-

ed to vary linearly with increase in atomic number .. 

These are estimated for ions in the series for which 

I.o.s. stabilisation is expected by interpolation between 

valu.es of the parameter observed in ions for which no 

I.O.S. stabilisation is expected. In octc1.hedral config-

u.ration for example, I.o.s. stabilisation is expected to 

be zero for the d0 , ~5, and d10 confi~1rations. Stabil-

isation in excess -of the interpolated values for other 

electronic configurations in such a series is then con-

sidered to arise from I.o.s. effects. 

This approach has been adopted in ex~nining I.O.S. 

effects in the IR spectra of transition metal complexes. 

The frequencies of the metal to ligand stretching vibrat-

ions resemble thermodyn~:tmic stabilisations of the metal 
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to ligand b0~1d~ in that both are a measure of the str":"' 

ength of the bond. However, unlike thermodynamic proper

ties, metal to ligand stretching frequencies depend also 

on the mass of the central cation in a transition metal 

complex. Since tho increase in ma.ss across a transition 

metal. series is fairly regu.lar, the raass effect on the 

IR spectru.m will be accou.nted for by interpolation in the 

same way· as i.6nic con·Vraction in thermodynamic studies. 

Electronic orbital degeneracy 9 and consequent 

splitting of the degenerate orbitals in the field of the 

surrounding ligands 9 may occur in partially filled p, d, 

and f shells. p-Ghells are of no further interest, 

because of the much greater importsnce of their mixing 

with the orbitals of the other atom in the bond, than 

their actual splitting. In d-shells, the mixing is 

much less extensive, so that the IOS approach remains 

valid. In f-shells, both splitting and orbital mixing 

effects are extremely small, and affect the thermochem

ical properties of the f-block elements only very slight

ly. Thus, while IOS stabilisations of d-block element 

complexes may be as much as 100 kaal./mole, in £--block 

elements they are generally of the order of only 1 kcal/ 

mole (10). Because IOS effects will therefore be easier 
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to detect in d-block metal complexes, the discussion will, 

in the main, centre on these, although complexes of the 

Lanthanides will be dealt vvi th briefly. 

To obtain as complete a picture as possible of the 

part played by inner orbital splitting, an extensive 

study of non-transition Inetal complexes, and their In 

spectra, was also undertakeno Since these are free from 

IOS effects, they are useful in ascertaining the role of 

effects other than inner orbital splitting., Factors 

other thru1 the latter which have previously been found 

to bo im})Ortan t, are change of ionic radius, and of ion

isation potential of the central cation. 

Cationic, neutral, and anionic types of complex 

have been included for the sruce of completeness. How

ever, the main body ·Of vvork has centred around the beta

keto-enolates, or, as they are sometimes krwwn, the beta 

diketonates.. Several differently substitlJ..tod forms of 

these complexes were studied ( F'ig,.l ) , but t:1o ligru1d 

most stu.died was acetylacetone (AcA.c), which is tho best 

knovm of all of the beta-Cliketonates. These complexes 

were found to be the most suitable for this study for 

several reasonso They are readlly prepared, and beta-
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Fig. 1. Stru.ctures of different beta-diketonate 
ligands used in this stu.dy, and abbreviations used 
for theu. 

Rl R2 ~ L~gand. Abbrev·iation:: . . 

-CH3 -H -CH3 
acetylacetoneo Acac 

-CH3 -·H ·-Ph benzoylacetone Bzac 
-Ph -H -Ph dibenzoyloethane DBM 
-CH3 -H -CF3 

trifluoroacetylacetone TFA 
-CF3 -H -CF3 heAafluoroacetylacetonc HFA 
-cu3 -H -C ( CID

3 
);

3 
pivaloylacetone Pvac 

-C(CH3) 3 -H -C(CH
3

) 3 
dipivaloylnethane DH/I 

-CH') -H 
:J 

-OCH2cH3 
ethylacetoacetate EAA 

-CH
3 -CH 3 -cH

3 
3-nethylacetylncetone 3-NieA 

-cH3 -CH2cH 3 -CH
3 

3-ethylacetylaGetone 3-EtA 
-cH 3 -Br -CH 3-broooacetylacetone 3-BrA. 

3 
-CH3 -N02 -CH 3 

3-ttitroacetylacetone 3-N02A 

aFree ·ligand = AcacH, BzacH, etc., cl.llion = Acac-, Bzac-, etc. ................ . --
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diketonate derivatives are known. for most metals in the 

periodic system. The beta-diketonates of at least sixty 

five metals are reported in the literature, while comp:-

lexes of forty-seven of these, in more than one valency 

state in many cases, were prepared for th::..s study. The 

table below, arranged according to the periodic system, 

indicates all the elements vri tll knovm beta-dike tone 

derivatives. Those in brackets were not prepar6d by 

ourselves. The indices represent the different oxidat-

ion states of the elements for vvhich beta-diketone 

derivatives are knovm .. 

Li Be(B) 

Na Mg Al Si 4 

K Ca Sc Ti3, 4v3,4cr~'3r!In2 '3Fe 2 '3Co 2 '3Ni 2 cu_2 Zn2Ga3 (Ge) 4 

Rb Sr Y zr4 (Nb)5mo3' 6- Ru3 Rh3 (Pd) 2Ag1 Cd2In3(Sn) 4 (Sb)5 

Cs Ba La Hf4 (Ta)5(w) 6 (Re)3(os) 3 (rr)3(Pt) 2 (_1\.u)Hg2Tl1 '2..Pb2 

ce3 Pr3 Nd3 -
Th4 - u4,6 

Sm3 Eu3 Gd3(Tb~)Dy3 Ho3 Er3(Tm)3 

(Yb) 3 (Lu)3 

Underlined indices indicate that that particular oxidation 

state of the element was not prepared as a beta-diketonate 
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deriYatives in this study. 

It is possible that ( as will be discussed further 

on ) changes of coordination nw~1ber and stereochemistry 

across a series of complexes will change their IR spec-

tra. In order to eliminate, as far as possible, effects 

other than IOS effects, series of complexes are required 

in which structure is constant throu.ghou.t. Beta-diket-

onates are monobasic gcic1s, hut are hidentate ligands. 

In complexes of these ligartds with trivalent ions of 

coordination nu.111ber six, both the coordination number 

and oxic.ation state req1J.irer .. 1ents are satisfied by the 

formation of com~)lexes of the type [M(Acac) 
3 
J. These 

have been sho'V'm by structural det.ermination to be very 

similar structurally. In di valent beta-diketonates, 

the resulting complex [M(Acac)
2
J can satisfy the ions 

with coordination nmnber of four only. In ions with 

coordination numbers of six, the covalency may be sat-

isfied by coordination of a further acetylacetonate 

grou.p, giving complexes of the type [M(Acac)
3
J- ( lt.). 

The two vacant positions may otherwise be occupied by 

neutral ligands such as H2o, NH
3

, Py, dipy 8J:1d phen, 

giving complexes of the type [M(Acac) 2 (H2o) 2 ]. In the 

divalent series, the coordination n:urnber is often lower 

than six, vvb.ereas in the trivalent series it is invariab-
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ly· six, so that in the latter series structural _constemcy 

thro·ughou.t is more frequently observed, making· them nore 

su.i table for· IOS studj_ es them the di valent series. 

A fllrther reason for our choice of the beta-dik-

etonates is the extensive literature already existi~g 

on these com:plexes. Most importemt of all in this res-

pect, was the work done on determining spectroscopic (11) 

an.d thermodyna.,'11ic (38);(39) IOS parameters {Dq), which 

are essential to em investigation of the effects of IOS,· 

In adc1i tion, a large body of work aD..ready existed on the 

infrared spectra of these complexes, although no attempts 

to interpret ·them in terms of IOS effects have been made. 

The information gained from them did, however, form a 

very useful basis for our ovm work. 

Investigations in the field of beta-o.iketonate IR 

spectra have been concentrated on two •1roblems. The 

first of these is the question of band assigru11ent. On 

co;11plexation with a metal'· resonemce is possible in the 

chelate ring, with approaching equivalence of the :ring 

c:c and c=o bond orders. The IR stretching vibrations 

are therefore expected very close together in the spec-

trtun. Two bands are in fact· observed in. the ranee 1625 -

1500 cm-1 , which is where these two vibrations are expec-
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ted to absorb. The qusstion of the correct assignment 

of these two bands has been the S<J..bject of much discuss

ion in the literatureo The earliest attempts to distin

guish between the tNo baDds WE~re those of Lecompte {49). 

By considering the vibrations of acetylacetone to 

arise from the in- and out- of - phase colJ.pling of tho 

vibrations of acetone~ he Empirically assigned the 

higher of the two ball.ds in the 1650 - 1500 em -l region 

of the acetylacetonate spectrum as the carbonyl stretch

ing vibration (C=O str")" The lower was assigned to the 

carbon - to carbon stretching vibration. (C=c str.) 

Bellamy and Brru1.ch (50), howeyer 9 because the c.::o str. 

in orgc:tnic molecules was usually of greater intensity 

than the c:::c str., suggested that, irrespective of :pos-

i tion, the more intense of these tvvo bcmds in any parti

cular case should be regarded as being the c=o str. 

Fu.rther attempts to resolve th-:; problem were made 

in the fcrm of normal coordinate treatments (NCT 's). 

The earliest of these was that of Nakw1oto .§.! al. (51). 

These authcrs used Cu (II) acetylaceto:..1.ate fo:;." their 

study. The problem was simplified by considering a 

sir.cgle ring only, m1d neglecting interactions between 
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the tvvo rings of the complexo A :ft..:trther simplification 

was that the methyl group was regarded :for the purposes 

of calcu.lation as a single atom of mass 15, and methyl 

vibrations assigned empirically. This same approach 

to the vibrations of ring substituents was afopted by 

these au.thors in their paper on the ef:fect of change 

of the 1, 3 su.bsti tuents of beta-,diketonates on the 

IR spectra of their copper clLelates (55). This, w.d 

further work on the tris(wetylacetonates )of Cr (III), 

Fe(III), Co(III), ru~d Al(III), (57), indicated that the 

assignments of Lecompte. shou.ld be reversed. The higher 

band was thus assigned as the c=c str., and the lower 

as the c=o str. 

Shimanouchi !,1 al.(52) undertook a more refined 

treatment of the problem, in which the complete 29 -

hody problem :for Cu(II} acetylacetonate, and 43-boc1y 

problem fer Fe(III) acetylacetonate, were considered. 

The results of this treatment substantially supported 

the work of N.?.kamoto, and indicated th?.t the higher of 

these two bands was the c=c stx·. Howev&r, this assign

ment vms almost simultaneousl;y reversed by Nakamoto in 

his NCT of the ccmplex [PtAcacC1
2

] -.(53) 
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The latter change of assignme~t is seen to be 

verified by Pinchas et Ill. .. (54), in their studies on 
18 . 

0 - m.tbsti tuted acetylaceitonates of Cr(III) and Mn(III). 

In comparing the IR spectra of the norrual acetylaceton

ates with those of the 180- substituted complexes, it 

was fouJ.1d that a reduction of 13 cm-l occured in the 

higher frequency band on insertion of the heavier iso-

tope. No change occu.red in the second bcmd. These 

au.thors were thus able to assign the higher band to 

the c=o str., and the lower to the c=c str. 

'l'he bands of greatest importance in relation to 

the effect of change of metal are the metal - oxygen 

stretching vibrations ( r:~-0 str.). The :tTCT of Nakamoto 

on Cu(II) acetylacetonate suggested that the band at 

455 cm-1 in this complex, and the corresponding bc:-,nd 

in other beta-diketonates, was the M-0 str. The work 

of Pinchas et §1.. on 18o - su.bsti tuted acetylacetonates 

haR suggested that the bands in the 520 - 650 cm-l 

region are in fact the purest M-0 vibrations. This 

problem is not yot fully resolved, and the discussion 

of these assignments is de:ferred to the discussion on 

00 8 -1 . the beta-diketone spectrum in the 2· - 00 em regJ.on • 

. ( page 210 ) 
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The second problem in which work on the IR spectra 

of beta-diketonates has been concentrated has been the 

correlation of shifts of band frequencies with r.1etal 

ion par8ll1eters 9 e .. g. ionic radius and ionisation poten

tial. Other parameters, su.ch as stability constants, 

have also been used to obtain correlations (59). Th..:te 

to earlier lini tation of instr,_unentation 1Ni th res::.Ject 

to rcmge in the far IH., the c:o ru.1.d c=c vibrations have 

received more attention thru1 the longer wavelength M-L 

vibrations. 

The previot:ts literature on the Ill of beta diket

onat~s is of no direct interest to an IOS interpretat

ion of shif·;s of b2J.1ds in the spectra of transition 

metal (TIYI) complexes on chcmge of netal. However, it 

will be briefly reviewed inasmuch as ·cJJ.is will be useful 

in our discus~~ion on the IR spectra of non-transition ' 

metal complexeso 

Holtzc.:law and Collmsn (59) found a correlation of 

the c=o str., with the stability constru1ts of a series 

of seven acetylacetonates. Substi tu.ent effects at the 

3-position of acetylacetone were also examined, and an 

apparent relationship of the C=O str. with the mass of 

the substituent found. 
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West and Hiley (60) :::>lotted the C=O stro against 

overall ionisation potential, Iz' of the metal, for 

eighteen metal derivatives of acetylacatone, and obtain-

ed good linear relationshipso The C=O str. was found to 

decrease with increasing ionisation potentialo This 

work was supported by Lg,wson(l), who now also o"bserved 

a similar relationship for the C=C str. The latter 

vi brat ion moved to higher vmvenu.m"ber with increasing 

ionisation potential of the central cation, which ·vas the 

inverse of the relationship exhibited by the C=O vib-

rationo 

Djordjevic(63) examined the IR spectra of Al, Ga 

nnd In trisacetyla~etonates~ The spectra ware reported 

from 4000 to 400 em -l, and C;ompari.sons of bond strengths 

made, assuming the :M-0 fre@encies to arise from the 

oscillations of isolated M-0 dipoles. It was concluded 

that force const,:.u1.ts did ncJt decrease markedly with 

increasing atomi~ number, and that the bonding type 

was the same in all cases. The decrease in M-0 str. 

wns therefore attributed entirely to a mass effect. 

The 1J[-J,pers of Kawasaki et alo (104) and Kline (105) 
- - ---

et al o were fou.:nd to be useful as sources of spectral 

frequencies of complexes which were not prepared by us. 
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Not many usefu.l interpretations of the shifts 

observed in tho IR spectra on chc,nge of ion in TIVI com-

ple:x: series 9 as distinct from non-TM com:plexes, have 

previot;t.sly been reported. Form£m 8l1d Orgel ( 3) have 

attributed the increasing complexity of bands in the 

800 - 400 cm-l region of the spectru.m of Mn (III) acetyl

acetonG.tc9 as comlJared with those of Fe(III) and Cr(III) 

acetylacetonates, to Jahn-Teller distortion of the Mn 

complex. 

The increase in fre~~ency of the M-C str. in 

·!exacyano complexes through the series Cr(III)<Mn(III) < 

Fe(III) <Co(III), ha~1 been interpreted as str~gthening ,.. 
of the M-C bond du.e to increasing metal-ligEm.d ( M- 'Jfl-) 

?t-bonding, with increase in the nu.mber of d~orbi tal 

electrons in the central cation (4). This was a most 

reasonable inter!)retation, since the study of the var-

iation on the M-C str. was accompanied by observations 

of the integrated intensities of the CitN vibration. 

Insofar as ease of electron delocalisation leads to 

greater chc:m.ge of dipole moment during the vibration 

( and hence greater bond intensity ), the latter may 

be interpreted in terms of the Gxtent of ?t -bonding. 

This, as is supported lJiy interpretations of the shifts 
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in the M-C str~ in the series, indicated that the extent 

of 'Jl: -bonding increased in the same order as the M-C str. 

For series of divalent transition metal ions, it 

has been observed that the strength of the metttl to 

ligand bond ( M....;L ) , as indicated by the magnitudes of 

the M-1 str., follows the trends predicted by the 

Irving- Williams stability order 1 which is derived 

from stability constant stl..:tdies ((5) o The trends 

in it ar? interpreted in tarms of the ionisation pot

entials and ionic radii of the metal ions. In addition, 

it has been noted that the stability order, as indicated 

by rv:r..-o stretching frequencies, follows the same trends 

for both tris(oxalato)-metallates and trii4(acetylacet

onates) (8), 

The Irving- Williams stability order makes a sig

nificant sdvancc over previous stability orders. It 

suggests a stabil ty order of Mn<Fe <Co<l'h<CU>Zn, 1vhich 

re':!ogn.izes the necessity for treating the data for 

d-block elements separately from those of non~TM elem

ents. This is not so in orders such as that of Mellor 

and galey (5), vizo Mgdvin<Fe<Cd< Zn<C<X Ni< Cu<Pd, which 

have a limited usefulness, in that they apply to only 

a lir.oi ted number of ligand systems.· 
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There appears also to have been some lack of sys-

tematic approach to the IR spectra of beta-diketonates. 

For example 9 the metals which were selected for compar-

ison in currelations of the 0=0 str. with stability 

t t 1\r I 1,r. II M II caii 1\.1 II c II c II d cons an s are 1· a 9 'll , mg , 9 . l·i n 9 o , u , an 

Pdli (?9) o A fu.rther d.ifficul ty encountered in work of 

this na.ture is that in many ccw.es verification of the 

precise composition of the complex subject to spectral 

exru11inati.on has not been reported.~ For instartce, the 

both been described ao "nickel G.cetylacetonate" (1},, 

(55). We have attempted to obviate these difficult~es 

by elemental mic:v.oonalysis of ~he majority of complexes 

dcscribeJ 9 especiully in those·cases 9 as in the one 

mentiohe<i above 9 where scme doub !i a.s to the precise 

identity of the complexes might co~ceivably arise. A 

complete e1ementa1 m1.::1lysis was also per:fon!led for 

con1plexes such as [ Ti (Acac) 
3 

], which are highly suscep

tible to oxidation. These were prepared under rigorous-

ly oxygen-free conditions in a nitrogen box. 

In add~ticn to the beta-diketonates, series of 

com]Jlexes with ligo.J.1ds su.Jh as the oxalate o..nd the 

cyanine ion were also studi.ed. The oxalates are part-
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i ClJ.larly useful, since spectroscopic Dq values aJTe re

ported for i~hese in the literature (11)" much detailed 

infor.m2tion ou the IR spectra of nitrog~n-donor liga~ds 

nlready exists in the literature, so that this too was 

extensively used in suppo:':"tin-s our conclusions. 

To su.pport the conclusions dravm from the IR 

studies, the UV spectra, and ( to a lesser extent ) 

the NMR spectra, were recorded for many of the complex

es. It V'ras hoped that the information on e.spects su.ch 

as the extent of n-bonding, whie:h is yielded by these 

methods, YJo~.,lld prove useful in explaining deviations 

from the simple CF approach to stabilisotion of these 

complexes. A larg(-;! volu.me of vvork is already available 

in the l:i.tPrature on this aspect of the V'.rrork, most 

noteworthy of which is the work of Barmffil (42), and 

Cotton (ttQ L on the UV aspects, and Eaton (48), on the 

NWR aspects of the problem. 

Finally, extensive precau.tions were taken byt us in 

order to P.nsure the reproducibility nnd reliability of 

the frequencies reported hPre. In the course of our 

investigations, several of the spectra were recorded 

on as mo..ny as fl ve different .IR -spectrophotometers .. 

In many cases, alternative sarnpling techniq:u.es were 
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employed. ~he latter included solution spectra in CHC1
3 

and cc1
4 1 <l.nd also nujol nulls 1 and Csi and KBr pellets. 

No significant vctriations were observed., ancl in general 

reasonable agreement was found vvith reported literature 

values. 
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EXP:isHINENTAL 

A. PHYSICAL TECHIUQUES 
.. _ t T- .• ,~-·--· --· 

1 •. IR_ Spectra 

Due to diffiCl.:tl ties in obtaining ndeq1.1ate instru.-

nentation :!.n th13 earlier stages of this work, spectra 

were deternined on one or nore of the following instru-

nents g B'ecknan IR-8, Beckn1:'ill IR-10, Beckr.1an IR-12 and 

Perkin-EJ.ner 521 spectrophotwneters, each calibrated 

against co2 anc1 polystyrene. Later, the full-tine use 

of a BeckJ.an IR-12 spcctrophotoneter was available, and 

. all spectra were r8peated on this instru.nent. All 

frequ.enci.es reported in this v.'ork represent those rec-

ordod on this instru.uent, so a8 to ensure conditions of 

naxiuun reproducibilii;yG The replicate spectra on the 

other instJ:."l.lE1ents yielded good frequency agreer:wnt. 

Nujol uull~1 \".rere prinarily used as sru:1pling tech-

niques for all of the conplexes. r~fany spectra were, 

however, repeated using KBr and Csi pellets, and also 

as sol1..:1.tion spectra in CHC1
3 

and cc14 • This ~."as done 

in order to elioinate any possibility of effects due 
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to the physical state of the 8D.nple ( !J..~J!?.o 8pli tting 
! 

of bands due to occUJJation of sites of lower synnetry 

in tho crystal lattice by the nolecule, which are obv

iat·ed by recording the spectr8. in solution.) Also, in 

nany cases the nore refractory types of cunpounds do 

not give satisfactory spectra as L11J.lls 9 so that th0se 

were recorde4 as Csi pellets~ 

The reasonably close agreenent observed betyrecn 

tho three different sanpli11g techniques ( Nujol rtiulls~ 

C~:I pellets and CHCl, solution spectra Y is illustrated 
_) 

by the fre~lencies observed for the series of conplexes 

ML
3

, (where I\~ = Sc, V 1 Cr? Mn 9 Fe 9 Co 9 and L -· Acac 9 Bzac 

and TFA.) The frequ.enci es reportec1 are the C=Q'str. 7 

I I 
c=ostr. rmcl ¢JI-O. + c-cH

3
) str .. (cm-1). 

J 

Vibration 

C-Ostr. 
II 

II 

C-~Cstr. 

II 

II 

c:< 1. ,..Jt:JI.1P 111~ 
---2. 

technique 
...,_--,~-

nujol null 

Csi pellet 

CHC1
3 

soln. 

nujol null 

Csi pellet 

CHCl, soln. 
_) 

L= Acac o 

M. = Sc V 

1580 1571 
1579 1569 
1582 1565 

1529 1526 
1529 1531 
1529 1530 

Cr 

1574 
1574 
1579 

1522 
1527 
1528 

Mn 

1593 
1590 
1585 

15:6 
1516 
1')24 

Fe 

1575 
1573 
1576 

1530 
1529 
1531 

Co 

1580 
1581 
1580 .. 

1522 
1521 
1528 



Vi bratio:t1 
""~ 

(cn-1 ) 
Q ru:w _li Jl~ei 
tet;hnique .. . ,....., . 

L = Acac 

H = Sc v Cr 

(M-0 + nujol null 
C-CH3)stre Csi pellet 

439 
437 
446 

449 
448 
452 

462 
461 
462 

C-Ostr. 

C-Cstr. 

(M~-0 + 

CI-IC1 1 soln. 
..) 

L = Bzac 
nujol nu.ll 
Csi pellet 
CHC1 3 soln. 

1553 
1558 
1560 

1547 
1551 
1552 

1555 
1555 
1557 

nujol null 151.3 1513 1524 
Csi pellet 1526 1523 1525 
CHC1 3 so1n. 1523 1525 1527 

nujol null 446 

447 
4.51 465 

466 

Ivin 

462 
460 

464 

1560 

1557 
1560 

21 

Fe 

437 
436 
437 

1551 
1552 

1555 

1515 1520 
1517 1528 
1520 1525 

465 
464 

CHCl~ soln. 445 
451 
451 466 468 

446 

450 
450 

C-Ostr. 

_) 

nujol .uull 
Csi pellet 

L = TFA 
1624 
1621 

1615 
1613 

1615 
1614 

1616 
1628 

1616 
1615 

Co -
466 

466 

468 

1561 
1562 
1561 

1525 . 
1524 

1525 

479 
479 
485 

1609 
1628 

(M-0 + nu j ol null 
c-cH3)£tr. Csi. pellet 

426 

424 
429 
428 

437 
437 

432 
432 

424 445 
427 44T 

Tho agreenent. between the frequencies of these 

vibrations in dif'ferent nedia :iie fai:vlyT good. The 

di:fferences ohserved 7 are however due to solvent effects 

rather tharl due to uncertainty in reading off the fre-
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qu.encies, since the resolution of tho instrlJnent is 

-1 reported by the r:wkers to be better than 0· 5 en . in 

the range in which the spectr.'l. 1."rere recordec1. (Becknan 

IR 12.) FIJ.rther, . for the nore inportant bands in rel-

ation to our study, scale expansion was used, so that 

-1 the frequencies were read off a scale of 10 en 

1 inch, ir:u::;tead of the nor::1al fornat of' 100 cn-l --

1 inch. CsBr plates were used for recording the spectra 

of the complexes recorded as nujol mulls. 

The UV spectra "''ere recorded on a BeckL1an DK-2A 

ratio recorling spactrophotoneter. These were recorded 

in solut:'Lon, nostJy in CHC1
3 

anc1/or MeOH. The nore 

ioD.ic types of conplex, such as the oxalate- and cyano-

conplexes, were recorded in aqueous solution. 

The NMR spectra were recorded using a Varian A60 

spectroneter. TetFanethylsilane was used as an intern-

al calibrant, and deuteroCJhlorofom was l.A.Sed as the 

solvent in all cases. 
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Melting points were recorded u~ing a Kofler 

hot-stage nicroscope. These agreed fairly V'li th those 

in the literature 9 whor'3 re::10rted. These li terat1xre 

nel ting points are reported along with our ovm 9 for 

the purposes of co·,:lparison. 

These were perfcrned in the laboratory of 

Dr F. Pascher, Bonn, and also by Dr.Fuhr of the Chenistry 

Departnent 9 University of Cape ToV'm. 

B.. Prepai'ation of CoJ~1lJOu.nds 
--~...-..... .. ~ ............ ..--· . -

In general, nethods described in the literature 

w.ere followed, although in nany cases u;:seful modificat-

ions were developed, so that these will be briefly 

described. The beta-diketonate l~gands used are shoV'm 

in Fig. 1. 
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1 .. Beta-dikE.tonates of tra:nsi tion netal __(]II). ions 

Sc 2o 
3 

( 991G ~ 0 • 25 g ) vv;+s dissolved in HCl (10M, 

15 L1l ) and tlle solution eva:c)Qrated to dryrJ.esso Water 

.(1111 ) vvas added, and this then also evaporated to 

dryness. Further water (10 nl) was added, oncl to this 

solution was then added the stoichionetric quantity of 

the ligan.d. in a little . ethanol. Pil i:x,wd.iate precipi t-

nte occurred, which vms collected by filtration. With 

the exceptio:n of tho Bzac ar:td DBM conplexes, all of 

the chelates were purifiec1 by sublir-:.1atio1~ at 1 nr..1 Hg 

and 100 - 150•c. The DBJVI conplex was recrystallized 

fror:1 chlvrofon:o./ o-Ghunol, and the Bzac cor::J.plex fron 

benzene/heptQ!le. Attenpts to p1..:1.rify the DBt1 aJ.'ld Bzac 

conplexes by subl.imation lead to their pyrolysis 

Unles:::~ otherwise stntec1~ all con;.)lexes other than 

the DBM and Bzac conplexes were purified by sublination 

at 100 - 150°C and 1 r1L1 Hg, and the Bzac and Dm!1 coDplex-

es were purified by rec-.:·ystallisation fron the sar:1e 

solvents as above, for the netals Sc(IIIL V(III), Cr(III), 

Mn(III), Fe(III) and Co(III). 
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The cru.do Sc (III) beta-cliketonates were pale 

orange to yellovv, but on purification Sc (Acac) 
3

, 

Sc(TFA)
3

, Sc(3-MeA)
3 

and Sc(3-EtA)
3 

were obtained as 

pure white crystalline substances. The colou.r renain-

ed yellow in the purified Sc (Dm:l) 3' Sc (DH:l) 
3 

2.nd Sc (Bzac) 
3 

conplexes. Analyses m1.d oel ting points for the conpl-

exes are. as follows 

Conplex 
-· +'· •• 

c(%) nctot c (o-b) 
~~ H¥Cz() &~t_._c.· c2_ 

(calculated) (found) 

Sc(Acac)') 
_) 

52·5 6·2 52·5 6·3 188 

Sc(DPM).3 66.7 9·7 66·7 9·6 152-153 
Sc (3-r.~eA) 

3 56·2 7·1 56·0 7·1 125 
Sc(3-EtA)

3 59·1 7·8 58·8 7•5 131-135 

Sc(TFA)J 35.8 2·4 35·9 2·5 105 
Sc(Bzac 

3 
68·2 5·2 67·9 5·4 222-224 

Sc (DBTd)J 75·6 4·7 75·7 4•5 264 

Ti taniun (III) 
&-' - • .. .. ,. ---,_. 

Only the tris(acetylacetonate)of Ti(III) was 

prepared. The nethoc1 of Barm:I.L'l ( 41). was used vii thou t 

nodification. The coDplex is highly susceptible to 

oxidationi so that its preparation, as well as the prep-
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aration of a nujol DlJ.ll for recording its IR SJ1ectru.L1, 

were perforned under nitrogen in a dry-box. (The nitro-

gen u.s eel was extra-high purity, containing less than. 

1 p .. p .. n~ of oxygen.) Weighing of a sanple for ruJ.alysis 

vvas carried by introducing a preweighed glass capsule 

plus platinun boat into the dry-box, placinG a little 

of the sample: in the boat 9 and then placing the boat 

inside the air-tight capsule. The latter, containing 

the boat plus sar:.1ple, was renovecl fron the dry-box and 

weighed. This nethod was fou.nd to give EJatisfaetory 

analyses 9 siEce it eliuinated contact of t~ne highly 

oxy c;en-sensi ti ve cor:1pl ex with the air. 

The IH. spectrur1 was recorded as a nujol D1J.ll. 

The null was prepared u.nder N0 , ond placed between KBr 
c... 

plates which had previo;.:tsl;y been placed in the c1ry-box. 

The plates containine; the null were transported fron 

the dry-box in an air-tie;ht container. The product of 

oxidation is titanyl acetylacetonate, in which a strong 

. -1 . T1=0 b::md at 990 cn 1s observed. The absence of this 

bru1d was taken as evidence tl1at the spectrmJ. recorded 

is that of Ti(Acac)
3

• 

Analysed for TiCl5H2106 0 calcd~ c = 52~2%, H = 6·1%, 0 

Ti ( as TiO 2 
) - 13· 91~-;. Found~ c -· 53·01S 7 H = 6·11~ 

d T . 1 11 3"'.· an 1 == 'r • /" • 
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These were proparec1 by the nethod of Morgan and 

Moss (70) reported for the acetylacetonate. For 

the prepnrat~on of V(Dm1n
3 

w.d V(Bzac)3' a solution of 

the :cespecti ve ligands in one part of ethanol to two 

parts of ether 'n;as ·1.:t.sedo This 'NaS found to be satis-

factory~ even thougb conveDtioD.al nethods have been 

reported iD. the literature to yield iEl'lure produ.cts, 

which are difficult to purify. The DBM conplex in 

particular vvas obtained in high yield, ar1d in a high 

state of pu.ri ty. This nethod was fo1..m.d t:o be r.~uporior 

to the li te:c:·ature nethod (71) of reducing vanadyl di

benzoylnGthanate ( VO (DBlVI) 2 ) vvi th zinc dust in the 

presence of excess lig::tnd. As prepareu by our nethoc1 

this conplex is obtain.ed as black _pris;~1s, which give 

red solutions in CHC13' v7hereas the c.:ouplex is describ

ed in the literature (71) as being brovvn., an.d hrrs re-

ported Del ting point::~ soDa 35 OC lower than ours. As 

with Ti (Acac) 3, the absence of van.adyl peaks vras tBJcen 

to indicate that oxidation to the vanadyl conplexe~3 had 

not taken placeo Because of the sensitivity of V(III) 

conpounds ~ the spectra were recorded iLmediately after 
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synthesiso Conuercial sar:lples ( Koch-Light ) of 

V (Acac), ·were found to be the oxidation product, ., -· 

Cor,mlex 2..~1:22. lt(J~) 9 (:i;) H((lx)) m.Pt. m.P~j.:_g_) 
""*'"• ··-. ~-

(calculated) (fmlnd) (found) (literature) 
ref. 
~ 

V(Acac)") 
..) 

51·8 6·0 52•3 5·6 184 184 (72) 
V ( 3·-MeA) 

3 55·4 7·0 55•5 6·7 179 
V(3-EtA)., 58·3 7·7 57·7 8.1 182 

.) 

V(DBM)
3 75·0 4·6 75·0 5·0 245 210 (71) 

n 75·0 4·7 
V(Bzac)., 

.) 
67·8 5·1 67·1 5·3 201 

V(TF.L\.) 35·3 2·4 35·3 2o4 129 3 
V(HFA)

3
.H20 25 4 0·7 25·4 0·7 a 

aThe extrerae volatility of this conplex rendered the 
recording of a Belting point iopossible. 

Except for the conplex Cr(DBM)
3

, all o:f the Cr(III) 

beta-diketonates vrere prepared according to the 1~ethod 

of Fernelius ond Blanch (73) for preparing the acetyl-

acetonate. The eli benzoylaethanate vms prepared by the 

methcd of ligand exchange (74), since conventional neth-

ods were fou.nd to be unsatisfactory. 
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,Co_pplex Q_{il H (JiJ.. p (~i;) u(cl) 
~ r:LPt. £!·.Pt ( 

0 

c) 

(calculatGcl) (f'oclnd) ( fo~.lnd) (literature) 
(ref.) 

Cr(Acac)
3 51·6 6·1 51•9 6•1 213 216 (73) 

Cr ( 3~I'·IeA) -) 55·2 7·0 55•0 7•0 160 
_) 

Cr(3-EtA)3' 58•2 7•7 58•7 7·8 155 
Cr(DPM) 3 65·9 9•6 66·0 9•6 227 229 (75) 
Cr(TFA) 3 3l=i"2 - , ( 2•4 35•0 2•6 136 
Cr(Bzac)~ 67·3 5·1 60·7 5"1 255 

--' 

Gr (DBJ'J) ") 
..) 

7::1-•9 4•5 75•0 4•7 312 

manganese (III) ....... _...,... ... ~ ................ 

The procedure followed in all car:::es was that of 

Charles m1.cl Bryant (76) for the acetylacetonate. For 

solid liga.nds 7 an ethanolic solution of the ligand was 

used in place of. the pure liqlJ.id ligand. 

Qonplex PJ1!2. H (JS:l. £':.0~) H(<l -~i. ~II • Pjl.: (" C) 

(calculated) (fo,,;md) (i'ound) · (literature) 

(~) 

Ivin(Aca~) 3 51·2 6 .. 0 50·7 6·4 150 150 (76) 
Mn(DPM), 

..) 
65·6 9·5 65·} 9•3 }.62 165 (75) 

Ivin (Bzac) 
3 66·9 5·1 67·0 5·3 192 

r.iln(DBM)
3 7~-. 6 4·6 74•3 4•8 250-251 

I\fn(TFA) .. 35•1 2•4 35"1 2•2 118 
.J 
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Iron. (I11J. 

The synthesis of the Fe(III) beta-diketonates was 

sinilar for all the differently substituted beta-diket-

onato ligands. The ligand dissolved in a little ethanol 

1N2.S added to a solution of the stoichionetric quantity 

of Fec1
3 

.. 6H20 in water 9 and bu.f:fered viith sodiur,1 acetate. 

The reel solution vras shaken for tvtenty four hours and 

the bright red crystals which deposited v:rere fil tbred 

off. 

Co.&~lJ:L~x c (o/~ H(%~ .9.. C7~ L H(~ ~~t._(·_c_) 

( calcu.:::..ated) (found) (found) (literature) 

Fe(Acnc), 
_) 

51•0 6nQ 51·.3 5·9 190 179 (77) 
Fe (DPM) .1 65·4 9·5 65·0 9·2 164 163 (75) 

.J 

Fe ( 3-MoA) ., 54·7 6·9 53•3 6•9 lOG 
.) 

Fe(3-EtA) . 3 57•5 7•6 56•7 7•6 122 
Fe(TFA)

3 35·0 2·4 35•0 2•.3 112 
Fo (HFA) .1 26•6 0"5 26•5 0•7 gSa 

:) 
Fe (Bzac) ). 66·9 5•0 67•0 5•3 218 222-224 (77) 
F o ( DBlvi) " 74"5 4•6 75·2 . 4~ 7 258 262 (78) 

.) 

aThis 
I 

valr .. e r'lgy be unreliable due to tho extrene 
volatility of the produ.ot. 
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Tho nothod reported for the acetylacetonate (79) 

was found to be satisfactory for the other ligands. 

~1~~ 9 (t~) fL(JG) c_00) H(/0 M ~J?J;_~ ( o C )~ 

(calculated) (f01.ll1.d) (found)(literature) 

Co(Acac)') 50•6 6•0 50·5 6·1 213 213 (79) 
_) 

Co (DPiv1) 
3 65·1 9·4 65~1 9·4 236 245 (75) 

Co (Bzac) .) 
_) 

66•4' 5•0 66·5 5·4 208 -
Co(DBM) 3 74•2 4·6 73·8 4•7 260 

Co(TFA), 
.) 

34·8 2·4 34•9 2· 2 158 

Gal1imJ (III) -· - . .. 

Both Ga (Acac) 3 ru1.c1 Ga (TFA ) 3 'vere prepared by the 

nethod of Morgan and Drew (80) for the acetylacetonate. 

29IJ.ple..x c (l~) H(<) ...;;~.£. .... Q (f~). g_(LU _!~!.:. Pt .. ( • C ) 

(calculated) (found) (Found) (li teratu.re) 

Ga(Acac), 
_) 

49•0 5·8 49•1 5·8 194 194 (62) 
Ga(TFA)

3 34·1 2 ) . ) 34•3 2·3 128 
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The tris(acetylacetonate) was prepared by tne 

nethod of Du.nne c.nd Cotton (Ul). ~-.'ince a reference 

IH spectrlJn vvas reported by these authors~ the identity 

of the co;"J.plex ~'Tas checked by coaparison of our Q1im 

spectrur1 wj th that :reported, and. no analysis v;as u.nder-

taken. Decau.se of tho extrene sensi ti vi ty of the com-

plex to oxidation~ the sa.11e procE-du.ce for recording 

spectra was adopted as for tho Ti(III) conplex .. 

Only the acEtylacetonate was prepared. For this 

the nethod of Barbieri ( 32) vras u.sed, bu. t poor yi.elds 

were obtained." 'l'ho yields v,rere inproved by buffering 

the solution with ooc1iu.:~1 acetate instead of sodiUL1 bi-

carbonate as in the literature. 

C = 4 5 • 2 , H -- 5 • 3 ; f ou:1. d: 



The nethod of Dwyer and f'argeson (83) vms used to 

prepare both Rh(Acac)
3 

and Rh(TFA)
3

• Rh(Acac)
3 

was 

purified by recrystallisat;ion from benzen~-;;/heptane, 

while Rh (TFA) 
3 

was purified by su.blirnation, at 150" C 

and 1 rnm Hg. 

Calcd for Rh(c15H21or;) : C = 45·0%, H.= 5•3%. Fbu.nd: 

C = 45•2%, H = 5•3%. M.Pt~ - 25G~C 

Calculated for PJ1(C15H12F
9
o6): C :.: 32c0~~' H = 2•2%. 

Found: C = 34·5%, H = 2·f;%. M.Pt. = 175•0 

Inch urn ~r._d Yttrium {l.~J;) 

These were prepared by the same method as for the 

Ga(III) complexes. 

CaJ.culated for Y ( c15H12F 
9
o6 ) g C = 32 • 9%~ H = 2$ 2% .. 

Found: C == 32·11~, H = 2•4%• M.Pt. = 220.C(d) 

Calculated. for In(c15H12F
9
o6 ): C = 31·39%, H = 2·1%. 

Found: C = 3le4%, H = 2·1% 
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2. _Beta-diket.E_n~tet?_ _of _tt_3.!lsi tion_meta.l_(II) · ions. 

Manganes_e. (II) 

The dihydrated bis(acetylacetonate) was prepared 

as described in the literature (85) .. The polymeric 

form was prepared by sublimc:-"tion of the bis (aquo )-

complex (85 ). at 150° C and. 1 mm Hg. The diammine and 

tris~cetylacetonat~were prepared as in ref. 84. The 

tris€J.cetylacetonate)· complex K[Mn(Acac)
3

] could not 

be analysed because of the difficulty of analysing for 

carbon in the presence of potassiumo However, these 

anionic complexes are distinguishable from their ne1.1tral 

cou.nterparts by the fact that they are soluble in water, 

whereas the latter are not. Since ifue Mn(II). tris(acet

ylacetonate) complex is susc~ptible to oxidation, it was 

prepared under nitrogen, with the same prt~cau.tions as 

were used :Ln tho prerJaration of Ti (Acac ).3 • 

Fo 1md C = 45·8, H = 5·3% M.Pt. - decomposes 25o•c 

without melting. 



Calculated for Mn(c10H14oL~) .2H20 

FolJ.Ld @ = 41• 8%, H = 6 • 3%. 

Iron (IJ1 
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The anhydrous complex was prepared accordi.ng to 

the method of Buckingham '<rt al. (86)l. The tris(acetyl

acetonate) was prepared accordir.g ito the method of Dwyer 

and Sargeson ( 84), and was not walysed ·because o:!: the 

difficulty of a:t1alysing for carbon in the presence of 

potassil.1m, bu.t as with the 'l!:1n(II) analo.gue, was distin-

gu.ishable by its solubility in water. 

Cobalt(II) _____ ,.... .. ............... 

Whereas th.; I\'In (II) and. Fe (II) tris (acetylaceton

ates) we.-~-e not analysed because of the pres::mce :)f 

potassiu_'TI, and tecm:t.se the;;r C'ould not last sufficiently 

long enough t.o be analysed commercially without: oxidat

ion to the M(III). compounds, K [Co(Acac)
3
]is stable 

towards ai".' oxid~tion, and so was analysed commercially. 

The tris(acetylacetonate) complex, and th8 diammine and 

bis(pyridine)-bis(acetylacetonates) were prepared as in 
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ref. 84. Tlte comple_xes [r.o(Acac) 2 ]4 and (Co(Acac),2(II2o) 2] 

were prepared as in ref. 87. 

c.omp,lex 
.... rl . 

s;Jfo) H (J'~) 

(calculated) 

Co(Cl0Hl404) 46e7 5·5 

Co (Cl0Hl8(' 6) 41•0 6•2 

Co (c10H;?.OTir2o4) 41•2 6•9 

co ( c20H24~2° 4) 57•8 5•8 

K[Co(cl5H2307)J 43•5 7•6 

c(L_l;)_ [!_(f), 

(found) 

44•9 5·8 
41•2 6·2 
41•6 6•9 

55•2 5"6 
43•7 5•7 

180 
a 

aThe aC.ducts of Co(Acac) 2 decompose on heating. 

Nickel (II). 

Essentially the same methods as used for preparing 

the analogous Co(II) complexes were used to prepare 

[Ni(Ac~c)~ 3, fiNi(Acac) 2 (H2o) 2],[Ni(Acac) 2 (NH3 )2 J 

fith (Acac) 2 (IJY) 2J 9l1d IdNi (Acac )3J • 

Complex 
.., . ---· ------ .9J%) l[(~) £00.. H~ 

(calculated) (found) 

Ni ( c10H14 0 ~) 46·7 5·5 45•0 5·7 232-235(d} 

Ni(Cl0Hl806) 41•0 6•2 40•0 5·8 

Ni(ClOH20N204) 41•3 6•9 41•6 6•9 

Ni(C20H24N204) 57·8 5·8 54.1 6.0 

I£[Ni (Cl5H23~7)] 43•5 5•6 43·9 5·4 
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Co;e:Qer(II) __,_, . . ....... -...:.. 

A large nu.mber of copper(II) beta-diketonates 

were prepared by the method reported (88) in the lite-

rature for Cu. (Acac) 2 a 
1Ihe complex [Cu. (TFA) 2 (H20] was 

prepF.~.red by adding an ethanolic solution of methylamine 

to a stoichiometric mixture of Cu. (II)) acetate and (']:'FA)H 

in water .. A deep blu.e cr;rs-talline precipitate is obtain

ed, which on standing loses water to form th.e pc,lu blue 

anhydrous complex$ (The synt~'lesis of this complex was 

as a result o:f attempts to prepare [Cu.(rr:'FA) 2 .NH2CH) The 

structure is supported by the occurrence of the 0-H str. 

in the IR spectrum.) 

~ (7b )_ M.Pt.('C) 

(calt.;ulat3d) (found) 

Cu(Acac) 2 45·9 5·4 46·0 5·4 270(d) 
Cu(TFA) 2 32·5 2·2 33·3 2•5 190-195 
Cu(TFA) 2 (H20)31·0 2.6 30·7 2·4 -(d) 
Cu(Bzac) 2 62.3 4•7 62·0 4•7 a ... 
Cu(DBIII) 2 70•6 4•3 70·6 4·4 a 

Cu(DPM) 2 61•4 5•4 61$3 5·4 a. 

Cu(PvA) 2 55•6 7•6 55·7 7•8 290(d) 
Cu (HFA)2 (H20) 24 • 2 0<8 24•4 1·3 161 
Cu(EAA) 2 44•8 5•6 45"4 5•8 195 

ad8COlTI"IJOSe J. above 300"C without melting. 
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Zinc (II) 
.... __ =*' ··- • -

[Z~(Ac~c) 2 (H2 0)] was prepared by the method of 

Rudolph and Henry (89). The anhydrous complex , 

rr·zn (Acac ) 2 ] 
3 

was prepared by sublimation of tne hydrated 

complex.. K [ Zn(Acac) 
3

]was prepared by the method of 

Dvryer and Sargeson ( 84), as was also the complex 

Complex .. ~ 0 C%) H (fa) 

(calculated) (found.) 

K ff"Zn(Acac}
3

] 41$2 5·8 41·5 5~5 

.2H20 

~n(Acac)?(H2~)]42•7 5·8 43ol 5·7 
[Zn (Acac) 2py] 52c6 5·6 51·7 5·5 

All of the group ia beta-diketonates were prepar-

ed by adding the stoichiometric quantity of the liga:..1.d 

f or, if solid, a saturated methanolic. solution of the 

ligand ) t:o a satu .. ratad solution of the metal hydroxidle 

in meth~:mol.. .A:n. immediate precipitate occurred, but 

care had to be taken in adding the ligand, since if 
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addition was too rapid, the exothermic reaction caused 

a considerable evolution of heo:~ whi~h led to hydrolysis 

of the ligand, and consequently poor yields, The com-

plexes were purified by recrystallisation from ethanol 

and isopropyl alcohol. The analyses indicated that, 

with few exceptions, the complexes were the (aquo)

adducts. Analysis of the Cs and Rb complexes did not 

appear to give reliable results, so that analysis of 

these was abandoned~ 

_9omplex ewf)_ IiOO. c (~~ li.CH 
(calculated) (fm:t.ro.d) 

[Na (Acac) (H2o)~ 37o9 7·0 37~6 7·0 
[Li(Acac)] 56c6 6o6 55"5 6·6 
[K(Acac) (H20)] 38·5 5o8 39"7 5~5 

[ Li (DPM) (H20) 2J 58·4 l i). 2 59e2 9·4 
[K(HFA) ~~I 20) 2 ] 21"3 lo8 22·3 0•9 
[K(Bzac) (H20)] 55"0 5•1 53·5 5·1 
[Na(Bzac) (H20)] 59•4 5"4 58·0 4•6 
[K(reFA)] 31"2 2•] 29•0 2·6 

4. · Gr:,ou.l?.. II!:_ b~ta-:,.diketC2_1}.fl.tes 

Be (Acac) 2 was prepar0d as in ref. 90. K [ 0a (A,cac )'
3
1 

was pre~ared as in ref. 84; The complexes[Ca(Acac) 2 (H2o) 2 ] 
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[Sr (Acac) 2 (H2 0) 2] and [Ba (Acac) 2 (H20) ~ were prepared by 

adding methnnolic solutions of acetylacetone to solutions 

of the stoichiometric qu.anti ty of the nitrate· in water, 

and precipitating the complex by adding sodium hydroxide. 

Prolonged drying in a dry:l.ng pistol lead t·o dehydration 

of these complexes, and formation of the anhydrou .. s com-

plexes e.g. Ca(Acac) 2 • 

The Mg(II) complex isolated by this method appear

ed also to be the bis(aquo)- complex, as evidenced by 

analytical data, and the presence of strong 0-H stro 

vibrations in the ::::R spectrum. Frerp.lencies in the IR 

spectrum otherwise agreed with those reported for the 

anhydrou.s cc~r.plex (l)o 

Com:,elex c (2~1 H (r)0) c C1f.i I-I(%) M.Pt ( • C)_ 

(calculated) (found) (founc1) (ref •. ) 

[Be (Acac) 2 j 57•9 6j8 55 .. 4 6·8 105 108 (90) 
[Mg (Acac) 2 (li?-0) 2 ] 46Q4 '"(• 0 47·2 7•5 
[Ca(Acac) 2] 50•4 5·9 49o7 5•5 
[Ca(Acac) 2 (H2o) 2 ] 43·8 6·6 44·6 5·9 
[Sr(Acac) 2 (H2o) 2 ] 37•3 5·6 37•3 5·3 

K Ca(Acac)
3 

(H20) 45.6 5.9 45.7 6.0 
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5b !~!~-diketonates of Al(III} 

A1(HFA)
3 

was prepared by the method of Morris, 

Moshier ~d Sievers (94). The other Al(III) beta-diket-

onates were prepared by the method described for the 

acetylacetonate (91). 

Complex =<< ,_ .Q_{1bl tiC%) .9_(£ H(~) 11~. Pt. ( • .cl 
( calcula~ed) (found) (found) (ref.) 

Al(Acac}
3 

55<:6 6,, 5 55·7 6·6 194 194 (91) 
Al (DPM) > 68•7 10•0 68•4 9•9 262 264 (75) 

.J 

Al(Bzac)
3 

70·6 5·3 70·2 5•4 222 

Al(DBm)
3 77<>6 4$8 76·9 4·3 294 

Al (T:B'A) 
3 37.J 2·5 37'"1 2·5 121 

.Al (H:B,A) 
3 27•8 0•6 27•2 0•7 72 73 (94) 

[8i (Aea~) 
3

] Gl .HCl and [Si (Acac) 
3
]. Znc1

3 
were pre

pared by the methods reported in Ino}'gaJlic frynth_~es, 

'J, 33. ~r(Acac) 4,H1f(Acau) 4 and Th(Acac) 4 V\crc prepared 

by methods reported in the literature.(92, 93e) The 

identity of the complexes was checked by their melting 

points. Hf(Acac) 4 M.Pt. = 169•c ( reported 171.,5 in 

ref. 93 ). and Z.X(Acac)4 M.Pt = 194•0 ( 194•0 in ref.92 ) 
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11 .. ~he Rare-earth. triv~ler:,.t__? .. cetyl~c.etcrn_aj_e--:s, 

The tris(acetylacetonates) of La(III), Ce(III}, 

Pr (III), Nd (III), Sm (III) , Eu (III), Gd (III), Dy (III) 9 

Ho(III}. and Er(III) were prepared as desc::."'ibed in the 

literature (95). A pH meter was used for monitoring 

the pH so as to prevent the prGcipitation of the metal 

hydroxides. 

T::w complexes fit-Ti (DPM ) 2 J, [Ni (DPM ).2 (H20) ~ , [Zn (DPM)2 ] 

~~5. [Co,(DPM)2J were p1·epared as described in raf. 75. 

Cornnlex ceo:~) H(fo_)_ c (2~) H ()G) 
~l"'*- .....,_, ~ 

(calculated)! (fou.nd) 

[Zn (DH!l) 2 ] 61° 2 8 .. 9 60•2 8·8 
UN'i (DPH) 2 (E20) 2] 5711 3 9e 2 5:8<> 7 8·6 

[Co (DPM) 2 (H20) 2] 57· 3 9· 2 57· 6 9ol 

The complexes Cu(AAI) 2 and Cu.(EDDAA) ( Fig, 18) 
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were :prepared by the methods described in the literature 

( 96 1 97) • Cu (EDBSA) 9 Ni (AAI) 2 9 Ni (EDDAA) , Ni (J~DBSA);, 

Co(EDBSA), Cu(PDBSA) and Ni(PDBSA} werer prepared by 

analogous methods. 

Comy_l~ CJ~1 [.{~1 ~::i1£2. P.OO. g_C~t !10!) 
( c2-lculated) (found) 

Cu(AII) 2 46o3 6•2 10·8 46•3 6·2 11·1 

Ni(AII) 2 47·1 6·3 11·0 47•3 6·9 10·6 
Cu(EDDAA) 50·4 6•4 9·8 49•5 6·3 9•4 
Ni(EDDAA) 51·3 6·6 10•0 49 .. 8 6·5 9•9 
Cu.(PDBSA) 59·4 4·7 8·2 59·8 4·9 8·2 
Co (JEDBSA) 59·1 4·3 8 .. 6 59·2 4·1 8•1 

The 8-hydroxyquinoline complexes of Co(II), Ni(II), 

Cu.(II). ana Zn(II) were :'"·ropa.red as described in the 

literatt;i.re (98). Since 8-,hydroxyquinoline is itself a 

reagent for gnavimetric oeterm.ination, it was not felt 

that analysis of "these complexes was necessary. ,The 

IR spectre:. in t:b.e region 200-2000 cm-l agreed well with 

those reported in the literature for these coiDJ1lexes (36). 
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Preparations described in Inoi.g~ic S][ntheses 

were used. to prepare the complexes K
3 

[Mn(CN) 6 ] (99), 

K
3 

[Cr(Cl\T) 6 J (lOO) and K
3 

( Co(CN) 6 ] (101),. K3 [Fe(CN) 6J 

and K
4 

GFe(CN) 6J were obtained commercially.. The IR 

frequencies agreed well with those reported in the lit~ 

erature (4). 

12. J.):•is(oxa:Sat<?)-metal~~te(III)__ion~ of the. f_irst ~~ra,::-.~

ion J?Gl:iod 

The complexes K3 [Cr(c2o4 ) 3] .3H20, K3 ~e(c2o4 ) 3 ]. 
3H20 an~ 1[

3 
[Co(c2o4)3 ].3H20 were pre];>ared as described 

in the l:i.terature (102). K3 (Sc(c2o4 ) 3].3H2o was pre

pared by a method analogous to that reported for the 

Al(III) compound.,(l02). K
3

[ V(C2o4 )
3

] .. 3H20 was prepar-

ed by addi11g an aqueous solution of K2c2o4 to the. stoi

chiometric quantity of vc1
3 

dissolved in the minimum of 

water. Bright green crystalline tris(oxalato)-vanadiu.m(III) 

is susc.epti ble to oxidation to the vanadyl compom'ld, so 

that elemental analysis was considered necessary for 

this complex.., 'Ilhe Mn(III) complex was prepared. accord-
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tiD the method of Cartledge 
1
and Erichs (103). This 

complex is highly sensitive to heat 1 and is also photo-

sensi-tive. Synthesis was therefore carried out in a 

darkened f1.une-cupboard, and the complex stored at o• C 

in the dark. Unfortunately, because of ~;he presence of 

potassiu_m in the complex we were 1mable to analyse it 

ourselves 9 and it was too unstal)le to survi vn long en-

ou .. gh to be sent away for commercial analysis. Reference 

spectra were available (8) for checkiag the identity 

cd' the Cr(III), V(III) and Co(III) complexes. 

Calculated for K
3 

[ V(c2o4 )
3

] .. 3H20 : C = 15•1%, H = lo3%; 

K = 49· 3%, 0, = 24&1~ .. 

Found: Q; = 15•4%, m = 1•2%, K = 48•3%, 0 = 23•9% 

VO(Acac) 2 was obtained as the product of oxidation 

of V(Acac)
3

, and was purified by sublimation .. uo2 (Acac) 2 

was prepared by adding a methanolic solution of (Acac)H 

t.o a metharolic solutio:t:I of uranyl nitrate. The molyb

denyl complex was prepared as in ref .. 104 .. 
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Analysed for VO(Acac) 2 : calculated~ C = 45~3, H = 5•3%. 

Found: C = 45·8% , H = 5•6% 

Analysed for U:02 (Acac) 2 .H2o~ Calcu'lated: C = 24•7% 9 

H = 3• 3%. Found: Q, = 24·7%, H.= 3-3% 

These were all obtained commercially except for 

dipivaloylmethane and pivaloylacetone. These were both 

prepared as reported in the literature for dipivaloyl

methane (106}', by- the condensation of t-butylmethyl 

ketone with ethyl t-bu.tyrate and ethyl acetate respect

ively. 
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C. RESULTS 

The IR frequencies observed for the complexes 

synthesised are recorded in the following tables. The 

reasons for the band assignments made will be discussed 

later. kll frequencies are in cm-1 • 

'Tihble I. Trivalent transition metal tris(acetylaceton

ates of the first transition period. Nujol. ~00-2000cm-~ 

Sc T.i V Cr Nin Fe Co Ga -
1580 1565 1571 1574 1593 1575 1580 1586 
1529 1530 1526 1522 1516 1530 1522 1535 
1276 1276 1276 1279 1256 1276 1280 1281 
1191 1185 1190 1193 1190 1190 1193 1194 
1026 1021 1025 1025 1016 1024 1016 1025 

929 930 932 933 925 929 936 935 
802 801 803 791 802 802 782 800 , 
776 775 772 773 775 772 773 770 l 
665 667 668 682 672 667 695 683 
665 650 658 660 655 655 655 655 
550 568 587 611 598 560 665 584 
542 556 572 5.'95 570 550 637 584. 

560 
439 429 449 462 462 437 466 445 

428 408 413 415 404 406 437 425 
331 316 355 333 299 383 411 
317 202 272 

C=O str~. 
C=C str. . 
C=C + C-CH~ str. 
C-H in-plane bend 
CHi rock . 
C=O + C-CH 3 str. 
C-H. out-of--plane 

hend 
M-0 mtr. + ring/ 
ring def. def. 
M-0 str. 
m-o stro 
extra band in :Nin(III)i 
M-0 + C-CH

3
str. 

Q-.M-0 bend. 
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Ta]2,_le IJ;. 

Trivalent transition metal acetylacetonates of the 
second transition reriod) plus the tris (acetylacetonates ), 
of Al(III) and La(III). Units are cm-1. 

y Mo Ru' Rh In Al La Ay,si_gpmen_t 

1611 1571 1555 15'75 1584 1597 1594 C=O str. 
1532 1524 1525 1522 1529 1535 1527 c=c str. 
1265 1278 1273 1272 1269 1290 1257 C=C + C-CH str. 
1203 1197 1203 1202 l2C2 1192 1195 c-H in-pl~e bend 
1021 1028 1028 1020 1025 1030 1015 CH3 rock. 

920 942 940 935 933 937 915 [!::::0 + C .... CHj 
937 
790 785 782 792 805 799 J C-K out-o~-p1ane 

~ 

766 785 782 775 781 770 777 bend 
658 676 . 690 700 675 607 M-0 str. + ring def. 
563 599 645 675 675 596 534 rll:-0 str. 
658 657 660 663 651 661 655 ring def. 
536 599 621 650 572 580 527 M-0 str. 
425 449 463 467 436 493 412 M·,~Ostr. + C-CH

3
str. 

404 325 437 415 424 0-M-0 tend. 
337 212 348 404 
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Table III 

·Divalent tris(acetylacetonates) of first transition 
period metal (II) ions. (Recorded as the potassium salts.) 
Nujol. 2000- 200 cm-1 • Unj_ts are cm-1 • 

Gh 1\\fu :me @X) Nti. Zn Assigl;}rnent - - - ... -~-~ 

1597 1601 1583 1593 1596 1590 C=O str. 
1527 1525 1530 1522 1525 1520 C=C S<t;r'. . 

1254 1259 11262 1259 1260 1256 0~~ :, ~CH3 12@6 llY9 1195 l202 1202 1200 a""'F~, lil1.~ ... p1o;ne hend 
1041 1033 1C42 1::>2o 1021 10119 01£.,. :r:.--oek. 1015 1018 1018 j 
. 919 ~ 920 923 926 925 923 C=O + C;_,CH str. 

793 7(78 787 785 784 J c~H out-of~p1ane 
764 769 770 766 768 771 bend 
655 656 659 659 658 655 ring def-r 

M-C str .. + ring def. 
M·-Ostr. 

537 543 558 561 568 547 H-Ostr. 
415 416 419 422 426 415· M-0 + C-CII~ stro 
400 401 407 403 407 O-Iv1-0 bend-' 
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T.ab1e IV 

Anhydrous bis(acety1acetonates) of first transition 
period divalent ions. Nu.jo1. 200- 2000 cm-1 • Units= cm-1. 

Nin Fe Co Ni Cu Zn ASj3ignme__n~ 

1611 1581 1~91 1620 1580 1586 C=O str. 
1520 1522 1530 1527 1555 1530 C=C str. 1536 
1260 1261 1262 1265 1277 1270 C=C + C-C~ str. 
1196 1200 1200 1200 1190 1203 «:;-H in-p1 e ~end 
1017 1018 1020 1023 1022 1020 CH3 rock 

939 918 922 932 939 932 C=O + C-CH3 str. 924 
802 800 789 785 800 J C-H out-of-plane 
770 7'72 771 170 784 777 be::.1.d 

664 670 674 686 684 Ivi-0 str. + ring def. 
655 655 650 656 655 655 ring def. 

585 M-Ostr. 
545 558 581 593 615 565 ~.~-Ostr. 
448 434 425 4tl0 455 466 M-0 + C-CH3 str. 

431 422 0-M-·0 bend 

··,. r. 
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~able V ----
Dihydrated bis(acetylacetonates) of first transition 
period di·;ralent ions M(Acac) 2 (H2o) 2 , plus Cd(Acac) 2 • 
Nujol. 2000- 200 cm-1 ~ Units are cm-1. 

.. Mn C.o Ni Zna Cd 

1616 1612 1598 1604 1609· C-=0· str .. 
1527 1528 1522 -1525 1522 C=C str. 
1257 1265 1265 1265 1250 C=0 + C-CH str. 
1203 1203 1201 1197 1170 C-H in-plarle bend 
1020 1023 1019 1022 1021 g~d rock 

929 935 925 933 923 

J 
+ C-CH

3 
str. 

768 771 775 772 782 C-H ou.t-o:f-plane bend 
.... 740 II 

676 684 M-0 str ... + ring de:f. 
660 660 660 655 655 ring def .. 

625 M-0 str, 
551 568 571 559 556 M .... o str. 

426 437 412 423 M-0 + C-CH3 - 318 0-M-0 bend 

ais the monohyQ.rate Zn(Acac) 2 (H20) 
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Table VI 
_.___...._,_. ---

Ammonia and pyridine adducts of bis(acetylacetonato)

motal(II) trr:omplexes. Nujol. 4JOO- 200 cm··l. Units are 
cm-1 • 

M(Acac) 2 (NH
3

)2 M(Acac) 2 (py) 2 
.,......_ -

Mn Co Ni -- a Zn . Ass~gnmqn~ 

3360 3360 3355 3363 N'-H str~ 
3280 3280· 3276 3282 N-H str. 

3234 N-·H str. 
1626 1620 1626 1628 N-H de f. 

··- 1611 1609 1600 1611 c-c py· - - 1601 1588 1593 1588 C=O str. 
1527 1528 1522 1525 IL522 1528 1525 1531 C=C str. 
1257 125~ 1256 1265 1255 1.261 1259 1265 C=C + C-CH3 str. 
1220 1235 1246 1230 J NH · 1204 1203 1216 1203 3 .. - - 1219 1216 1216 1222 pyridine 
1184 1203 1203 1196 1195 1203 1202 1197 C-H in-plane def. 

- 1160 1159 1151 1163 J pyridine - 1075 1071 1078 1079 
- 1035 1040 1039 1046 

1018 1017 1018 1018 1013 1017 1014 1017 CHa rock . 
926 927 927 925 921 924 922 928 C= + C-CH3 str. 
767 765 764 765 758 778 768 787 J C-H out-o~f-p1ane 

750 759 760 761 bend 
702 705 701 705 

675 680 668 M~O + C-CH3 660 661 660 659 652 651 655 656 ring def. 
622 62·8 632 640 py 

547 560 572 549 542 563 576 554 M-0 str" 
408 414 420 412 416 417 437 424 M-0 + C-CH3 

aThese are the mono-adducts Zn(Acac) 2 (NH
3

) 
and Zn(Acac) 2Py. 

str. 

str. 
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Table VII -
fiionovalent acetylacetonates of Group I, and Tl (I) 

-1 1 acetylacetonate. Nujol. 2000 - 200 em • Units are em- • 

Li Na K. Rb cse. Tl 

1609 1617 1619 1620 - 1608 
1523 1515 1511 1510 1506 1503 
1266 1245 1237 i232 1230 1235 
1199 1200 1201 1200 1199 1199 
1173 1171 1171 1172 
1019 1015: 1010 10~7 1008 1010 

940 
919 915 911 906 909 915 
$02 
766 767 762 760 763 770 1 
-

659 661 655 655 655 655 

557 534 522 520 5~6 
508 520 
439 408 410 409 406 
427 
404 
357 
342 

C=O str. 
C=C str. 
C=C : C-CH 3 str. . 
C-H 1n-plane bend 
0-H in-plane bend 
CH3 rock 

C=O + C-CH3 rock 
C-li out-of-plc.u~ .. 

bend 
1\1-0 + ring def. 
ring def. 
M-0 str. 
m;,.;.o str. 
M-OH ?(very broad) 
NI-0 ,$ C-CH3 str. 

arecorded on Bockman IR-8 in KBr. C=O str. not reliable. 



Table VIII .....,_,_ _,__,...._. ... __ 

Divalent acetylacetonates of Group ITa elements. 
Nujol. 2000- 200 cm-1 • Units are cm-1. 

Be a !gb b Srb b Caa EE!J.i.~~nt ~ Ba -
1588 1615 lt09 1611 1610 1616 C=O str. 
1535 1528 1522 1522 1514 1525 C=C str. 
1300 1265 1256 1251 1247 1245 

53 

- 1202 1200 1200 1200 1200 
G=q ; c-c~ str.; 
c~H 1n-p1 e bend 

1190 1175 1170 1171 1170 1170 II 

1040 1022 1018 1015 1015 1018 CJH rock . 
963 932 918 917 914 922 C=d + C-CI-I"~ str. 
782 - 785 1 

C-H out-of2p1ane 
768 766 768 762 771 765 bend 
936 690 M-0 atro + rirtg def. 

725 
663 663 657 655 655 657 ring def. 
827 624 570 572 M-0 str. 
748 563 ·. 535 528 524 535 M-0 str. 
498 477 427 422 411 445 lVI-0 + C-CH3 str. 
425 421 0-M, .. o bend 
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Table IX ............ ~~ 

Acetylacetonates of Group IV elements, and of .oxo- · 

. ( ++ . ++ ++) u "t -l metal cat1.ons . VO ; Mo02 , uo2 ~ n1 s are em • 

1575 1591 1593 1590 1590 1592 1565 C=O str. 
1555 1540 1539 1538 15?.0 1511 1530 C=C str. 
1315 1281 1279 1270 1275 1285 1290 C==C + C-CH str. 
1193 1190 1190 1192 1170 1170 1190 C'-H in-p1~e bend 
1173 .... 
1045 1028 1027 1022 1035 1025 1025 cH3 rock 

970 957 954 947 936 942 C:::O + c-cH3 str. 950 935 937 927 
.... 924 909 999 M=O asym • str. 

838 779 775 781 798 801 800 1 C--H out-of-plane 
752 759 760 770 783 790 bend 

670 678 688 M-0 ring O.af. 
663 662 660 655 655 654 658 ring def. 
730 570 565. 569 578 M·AO str. 
628 545 542 524 531 551 609 :M-0 st.r. 
544 428 427 406 408 455 484 M-0 + C-cH

3 str. 
470 300 413 434 0-M;...O bend 

287 367 
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Table x 

T:r.is ((e..cetylacetonates) o:f ·nare-earth trivalent iC'nst;-
-1 . -1 

Nujol. 20C>O - 200 em , Units are em • 

.91:. Pr · Nd Sm Eu Q£ Bz Ho Er 

C=O stro 
C=C str. 

16<i18 "1606 1605 1605 1595 1596 1608 1610 1606 
1523 1521 1523 1527 1534 1539 1534 1525 1527 
1258 1257 1260 1262 1268 1271 1264 1265 1266 
1191 1195 1197 1195 - 1202 1192 1195 11901 
1172 1189 - 1170 1171 1170 - - - j 

C=C + C-CH 3str. 
C-H in-plane 

1019 1016 10?.0 
920 917 919 

85') 
766 767 768 
756 7P0 761 

674 
655 655 657 
538 552 568 
529· 531 533 
410 412 412 

- 1158 
1020 1021 

920 926 
895 

768 757 -
694 

654 655 
566 620 
534 534 
414 415 

bend 

1023 1021 1023 1019 0c~-i~ rock 
929 922 922 921 0 + C-CH3str. 
870 
760 768 788 

759 768 

697 
657 657 660 _, 

567 
538 536 535 
423 420 422 

789 1C-H out-of-
'167 l plane 
757 bend 

M-0 +ring def. 
655 ring def. 
566 M-0 str. 
536 M-0 str. 
424 M-0 + C-CH3str. 

a 
All have the acta-coordinate stru.cture l\[ (Acac) 

3
• 2H2o 

{62) .. Fvr the frequencies for La(Acac)
3

o2H20 see 
Table II. 
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Spectra of the tris(trifluoroacety1acetonates) of the 
first transition p~riod M (III) ions. Ni,:jo1. Uni ta are em-~ 

Sc '\j Or Mn Fe Co Ga ~igp:n.en .. t -
1624 1615 1615 1616 1616 1609 1624 0=0 str. 
1542 1533 1532 1534· 1531 1531 1540 C=C str. 
1300 1299 1300 1290 1294 1302 1302 C:.::C + C-R' str. 
1235 1231 1230 1226 1230 1230 1235 CF3 1204 1196 1197 1195 1196 1199 1199 
1154· 1150 - 1149 il50 1150 1153 C-H in-plane bend 
1144 1134 1132 11)5 1139 llJO 1146 C-H in-plane bend 
1028 1024 1020 1024 1025 1024 1026 1 cH

3 
rock 1009 1006 lOll 100~ 1006 lOll 1009 

980 977 976 972 975 973 C-F lJend 
954 947 950 948 949 954 951) 0=0 + C-R str. 

. 896 897 - 890 
861 863 866 861 863 872 867 C-C:J!'3 str. 
805 803 799 802 802 793 802 C-H ou.t-of-p1ane 
794 796 787 787 789 780 789 .hend 
758 750 . 755 752 753 756 C-CF3 str • 
730 732 735 '732 73l 740 736 C-CF3 str. 
610 620 626 620 609 657- 621 m:...o str~ + ring def. 

681 
581 592 599 582 585 605 . 592 M-Ostr. 
520 52? 520 519 516 522 518 CFd 
500 522 533 538 505 550 518 M;... str. 
426 429 437 432 424 445 429 M-0 + C-CH3 sto::-. 

379 409 418 0-M-0 bend 
323 320 339 320 310 382 345 
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Table XIJI. 
-........--- bt1 

Trif1uoroacety1acetonates of second period M(III) ions, and 
Al(III),, K(I), C,·u(II). {both Cu.(TFA) 2 and Cu(TFA) 2 (H20) ) 
Nujo1. 2000 w 200 cm-1 .. Units are cm-1 .. 

Y Rh lrn A1 Cu~ eu.b K Assi 9:11111ent 
~ _....~9--. ... -. --

1640 1606 1624 1632 1616 1623 1661 C=O str. 
1542 1530 1539 1548 1599 1543 1555 C=C str. 

1536 
1297 1303 1296 1310 1311 1312 1277 C=C + C-CH3 str. 
1231 1235 1236 1236 1229 1232 1219 "'I 

1195 1199 1204.1200 1196 1196 1189 J CF3 1198 
1142 1146 1151 1152 1155 1142 1132 C-H in-plane bend 

- 1140 - 1115 C-H in-plane bend 
1090 

1025 1019 1025 1026 1029 1020 1017 l CH3 rock 1003 - 1007 1012 1015 992 
948 947 943 958 951 954 928 C=O + C-CH3 str. 

97i7 974 C-F bend 
892 
856 877 866 869 870 868 843 C-C:E'3 str. 

807 800 799 799 806 l c ... H ou t-"of-plane 
783 795 795 787 788 765 bend 
759 746 755 760 762 762 740 C-CF3 str. 
728 726 735 736 739 737 722 C-CF3 str. 

677 
610 665 612 625 637 632 600 M~Ostr. + ring def. 
565 610 590 601 602 601 550 M-0 str. 
520 523 520 521 520 520 518 CFd 

547 507 545 534 525 M- str. 
406 445 425 464 445 440 387 M-0 + C-CH3 str. 

435 425 445 422 0-M-0 bend 
387 307 420 

293 -
a= Cu(TFA) 2 , b = Cu(TFA) 2 (H

2
0) 
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Table XIII ......... 

Tris(benzoylacetonates) of the first tre.nsition per1od 
M(III) ions. Nu.jol. 2000- 200 cm-1• Units are cm-

1 • 

Sc v. Cr M:n Fe Co Assi~~· 

1591 1590 1590 1592 1591 1590 C=C phenyl 
1553 1546 1555 1557 1551 1561 C=O str. 
1513 1513 1524 1515 1520 1525 C=C str. 
1489 1490 1490 1488 1489 1491 C=C phenyl 
1308 1308 1309 1305 1309 1308 l C=C + c-R str. 1294 1297 1299 1283 1294 1297 
1208 1210 1210 1210 1209 1213 C-H in-plane bend 
1180 1182 1182 1182 1181 1183 
1159 1158 1158 1159 1158 1159 J C-H phenyl 1110 1114 1111 1108 1109 1113 
1071 1072 1073 1072 1072 1074 
1030 1029 1029 1030 1029 1030 CR3 r?ck 
1009 1010 lOll 1009 1009 1012 J C-H phenyl 1000 1000 1000 1001 1001 1002 

961 959 961 956 960 965 C=O + c-cr-r3 931 .- 930 930 928 931 931 l C-H phenyl 847 850 854 850 850 861 
811 817 8())3 816 818 799 1 C-H ou.t-o:f-plane 
806 804 804 806 bend 
791 788 792 790 793 790 1 c,...H out-of-plane 
776 773 770 774 775 768 b-end 
724 722 723 723 718 1 C-H phenyl 718 716 715 715 715 707 
690 685 695 692 685 693 C-H ph.enyl 
683 685 691 686 685 693 m-o + ring deft, 
620 619 621 620 619 619 C-H phenyl 
603 608 600 602 603 601 C-H phenyl 
570 - ... 579 Cv~H phenyl 
544 586 612 585 549 650 rii-0 str. 
544 551 558 560 541 566 IVI-0 str. 

540 extra band in MnCIII) 
446 451 465 465 446 479 m-0 + C-CH3 426 427 436 427 427 442 
332 312 375 332 328 418 
- 326 292 
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Tal:"lle XIV ..... -.. · . 

Benzoylacetonates o:f Li (I) 1 Na(I), K~I), Cu(II), ltl (III). 
-1 u ·~ -1 Nujo1. 2000- 200 em • n1us are em o 

Li Na .K Cu. Al Assi_ment .. 
-~ 

1606 1606 1606 1591 1597 C=C phenyl 
1580 1585 1597 1562 1569 C==O str. 
1520 1516 1512 1524 1523 O=C str., 
1300 1300 1300 1300 1314 l 1280 1265 1259 1Z92 1314 C:::C + C-R str. 
1184 1186 1173 1182 1173 
1112 1112 1104 1106 1112 J c .... H phenyl - 1096 
1077 1C73 1072 1071 1071 
1030 1030 1027 1029 1030 cn3 rock 

- 1010 1004 1 C-H phenyl 1000 995 996 1003 998 
962 945 93~$ 960 966 C=O + C;..CH3 str. 
848 843 838 856 855 C-H phenyl 
807 804 805 816 l C-H out-of-plane bend 804 

793 797 .) 

776 769 76?. . 774 773 l c;...H out-o:f-plane bend 
724 722 723 723 723 } c-H phenyl 699 696 698 694 692 

676 67G 684 688 ri-O + ring de:f., 
577 560 550 629 593 M-0 str., 
530 ~21 5)5 5J2 ~~~-0 str., 
500 50($ 504 
427 427 427 427 437 phenyl vibration 
412 400 fr04 459 412 M-0 + C-CH3 str. 
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Table XV '-

Spectral data for dibenzoylmethanate complexes. t.E':lits = -1 em·, · .• 

s$3+ y3+ ££3+ Mg3+ ~3+ Co3+ Al3+ 9~2+ ~+ Assignment 

1592 1591 1591 1593 1592 1591 1597 1595 1607 C=C phenyl 
1540 15}0 1540 1554 1533 1547 1556 1549 1569 C=O etr. 
1529 ·. 1526 1520 1528 1526 1534 15i.38 1516 C=C str. 

153~ 
1484 1485 1483 1484 1484 1489 1480 1487 1506 C=C phenyl 
1318 131T 1319 1304 1309 1320 1328 1316 1301) C=C + C-Ph str. 
1299 1292 1308 1285 1300 1308 1306 1293 1272 C=C + C-Ph str. 
1227 1229 1228 1224 1225 1229 1230 1234 1221 C-H in-plane 
1184 1181 1182 1180 1180 1181 1181 1185 1176 
1156 1166 - 1157 1158 1162 1168 1159 
1128 1124 1130 1123 1128 1133 1133 1J.31 -
1097 1098 1098 1098 1096 1098 1100 1098 1071] . 
1064 1066 1070 1070 1067 1073 1078 1070 1051 C-H phenyl 
1026 1026 1025 1023 1025 1026 1025 1024 1021 
1001 1001 1001 1001 1001 1001 1001 1001 1001 

973 973 97.3 974 973 973 974 975. 975 
941 941 945 939 940 939 950 945 9401 C-Ph str. 
928 926 921 925 927 930 935 925 . C-Ph str. 
394 895 892 897 895. 890 890 890 886 C-H·phenyl 835 835 0 35 851 850 844 849 84J. 842 J 0 

817 814 .811 813 813 808 814 810 812 C-H out-of- ·.! 

786 790 787 787 789 786 789 782 793 plane bend 
769 772 769 770 
758 757 756 757 759 7~4 757 745 759 
723 73C 723 727 727 732 727 709 725 
715 715 715 713 717 : ] C-H phenyl 697 705 705 705 703 702 697 
687 693 695 694 692 690 698 
681 686 687 686 685 688 687 685 677 
620 620 620 620 619 619 620 620 618 
612 630 643 649 623 665 634 658 610 M-0 str. 

631 Mn(III) extra/ 
549 559 569 576 551 575 589 574 564 M-Ostr. btmd 
536 543 544 560 537 551 560 549 521 

523 532 
450, 456 465 462 455: 486 453 465 355 ~.l-·0 + C-CH 3 str. 
439 444 450 458 440 461 427/ 440 0-rii-0 bend 
374 387 443 
317 315 333 327 291 329 
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Table XVI -
Spectral d:!tta for dipivaloylmethanates of first trans
ition period tri vc.lent ions., 2000 - 200 em - 1 • Nu:jol. 
Units are cm-le . 

Sc V Cr Mn Fe Co Ga ..,.,.. ~ 

Assignment -..- . -- ........ 

1571 - 1588 1595 1592 - 159~0] 
156ls1563 1566sl573sl563.,1576sl57T) C=O str. 
1556 1549sl549 1551 1550°1565 1556 
1513 1508 1504 l501 1510 1496 1506 C=C str. 
1297 1297 1297 1288 1294 1310 1301 C=C + C-0(CH3 ~3 str. 
1251 1250 1249 1250 1248 1246 1253 . . -
1229 1227' 1229 1225 1229 1230 1.228 C (CH3) 3 skeletal 
1199 1201 1199 1200 1199 1200 1200 C-H in-plane bend 
1179 1176 1180 1178 1178 1180 1183 ·. . . 
1146 1145 1148 1136 1146 1150 1146 C (CI-I3 ),3 Skeletal 
1026 1025 1026 1025 1028 1027 1026 CH-- rock . 

965 965 965 960 962 969 9E¢ C=d + c~c{CH3)3 str. 
939 933 937 933 939 938 940 

873 875 87:4 §1~ 874 877 877 J C-H :iin C (CH3) 3 
- 823 821 826 826 . 

804 804 
799 796 792 793 
765 762 761 761 
740 740 741 741 
6·20 630 644 645 
508 510 51T 509 
467 483 485 482 
429 435 446 443 
337 355 

803 
795 
760 
740 
624 
504 

'479 
430 

785 
754 

664 
520 
505 
460 

794 
765 
745 
641 
511 
486 
438 

C-If out-of-plline 

' C'-H in C(CH
3

) 3 ) 

M-0 str. 
r-1-0 str. 
M-0 + ring def. 
0-M--0 bend 

s = the most intense. band in the carbon~1 region of 
the spectrum of each individual complex. 
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Table XV:ITI ·-·· ._..._ 

Spectral data for Group I dipivaloylmethanates.and\ Al(DPM)3 • 
2000- 200 cm-lo (cm~1 ). Nujol. 

Li Na K Rb Cs Al - .... - --
1596 1593 1592

0
15918 1605 8 

-
15778 1581 8 1581'-'1576 1578 1582 
1556 - 1556 1551 - 1560 
1540 1543 1540 1540 1540 -
15178 1505 8 1496 8 14978 14978 1515 8 

1507 - 1515 1516 
1285 1277 1271 1271 l269 1305 
1247 1244 1249 1244 1242 1253 
1217 12211 1226 1221 1223 1233 
1195 1185 1187 1192 1185 1199 
1172 - . 
1133 1128 112~ 1128 1121 1155 
1025 1021 ~028 1025 1020 ~028 

960 956 954 955 951 973 
937 938 933 935 935 940 
868 865 865 865 865 878 
795 793 792 792 791 795 
769 754 762 761 767 764 
740 736 733 736 735 "741 
665 
603 595 585 585 661 

.... 533 
50f7 
483 4 78 474 
451 

531 
482 476 486 

45{) 
396 

J C=O str. 

C=C str. 

c=c + c-c(cH3) 3 str. 
) C(CH3)

3 
~ke1eta1 

C-H in-plane-bend 
) C(CH-}- skeletal 

j j 

CH rock 
C=~ + C-C(CH3}3 str. 

e--r-r ou.t-of-plane bend 
C-H i.n C(CB3 ) 3 

M~O R-':;r. 
M-OH2?(very broad) 
M-0 str. · 
r:I-0 + ring def. 
O-..:M-0 bend 

s = the mos~ i~tense band in the carbonyl region of 
the Sp9ctrum of each indiv::..dual complex. 
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Table XVIII -----

Spectral data for dipivaloylmethanate complexes of first 
transi tivn period m(II) ions. (cm-1 ):.. Nujol. 2000 - 200cm-1 • 

.9.a Co Zn 

C=O str. 

1507 1518 1501 1505 1504 1510 C=C str. 
1284 1296 1310 1290 1297 1293 C=C + C-C(CH3)3 
1249 1252 1257 1250 1248 l C(CHl)3 skeletal 
1226 1223 1230 1226 1230 1221 
].191 1202 1202 1187 1202 1202 C-Hin-plane bend 

- 1186 1178 - 1180 1186 .C (CH
3

) 
3 

skeletal 1138 1144 1153 1138 1152 1140 
1025 1030 1028 1020 1026 1024 CHd rock 

960 959 972 960 964 954 C= + C-C(CH3) 3 str .. 
939 940 938 932 937 940 C-H in C(CH3)3 870 877 879 873 876 875 
796 800 794 791 796 798 C-H out-of p1a.."1.e 
762 771 769 760 771 771 

J C-H ir1 C (CH
3

) 
3 739 746 759 743 745 744 

744 
605 636 664 636 646 646 m-o str. 

522 521 - 518 516 11-0 etr:< ·> 

485 483 518 487 496 480 M-0 + ring def. 
427 444 441 422 0-M-0 bend 

~Ti (DPM) 2 .. b Ni (DPM) 2 (H2o) 2• s Strongest band in the 
carbonyl region for each indiridual coiUJplex. 
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Table XIX 
~----- ..... 

t -1) Spectral data for hexafluoroacetylacetonates. \\Cm • 

A1lt cu2+ I~ v3+ Fe3+ -
1655 1655 1677 1649 1647 
1630 1618 1555 1612 1623 
1578 1568 1534 1570 1575 
155?- 1542 1510 1551 155~ 
1262 1278 1259 1271 1271 
1211 1205 1212 1211 1215 
1168 1148 1151 1156 1160 
1146 1148 ~132 1139 1145 
1119 -· 1070 1103 1110 

977 976 977 971 -
966 945 953 
920 922 920 

893 894 
844 839 835 

815 807 805 824 820 

770 
750 
740 
672 
6l0 
598 
548 
532 
424 
374 

771 775 
744 754 
739 737 
675 66j 

816 
771 770 
74T 746 
735 738 
671 666 

596 580 597 
530 528 531 
51'/ 5? 3 
414 364 

595 
530 
517 
408 
3~3 
285 

355 

J 

J 
l 

C=O str. 
C=C str .. 
C=O str. + C-H bend 
C=O str. + C-H bend 
CF 

3 

C-H in-plane bend 

C-F bend 

c~cF3 str .. 

C-H out-of-plane bend 

, C-·H. out-of-p1one bend 
c;...cF

3 
str .. 

C-CJ~, str. · 
M-0 ~ ring def. 
M-C + ring def. 
M-0 etri\ 

} CF3 
M-0 + C-CF'3 str. 
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P.able XX 
~· ·- +-

Spectral data (cm~1 ) for 3-ruethyl. and 3-ethyl acetyl

acetonate complexes, 2000 - 200 cm-1 • Nuj'ol .. 

Sc - V Cr Fe Sc y_ .91: !£ Al Assi@!I!_enj;_ 

1588 1573 1577 1580 1578 1575 158l 1575 15"98 
1530 1527 1521 1538 1528 1542 1540 1538 
1298 1297 1295 1296 1293 1289 1295 1290 1307 

- 1247 - 1263 1263 1265 1261 1266 
1174 1176 1176 1175 1178 1176 1174 1173 1180 
l073 1077 1079 1077 1065 1066 1064 1065 1066 
1026 1027 1031 - - j 
1001 1007 1008 1010 995 1005 1006 998 1005 

976 980 981 980 954 954 953 954 956 
891 893 895 893 908 910 913 909 918 
836 836 836 836 836 
806 806 807 807 -
110 110 11a 775 180 183 784 182 1821 
722 723 730 722 711 715 722 710 727 
658 660 659 658 680 683 684 679 683 
561 600 623 580 600 622 
541 580 608 560 555 685 609 575 597 
450 460 468 446 452 465 476 446 503 
438 - 430 433 466 
338 330 359 290 339 333 361 320 

C=O str., 
C=C str. 
C=C + C-CH3str. 

c .... H in-plane/ 

CH- k bend 
3 

roc 

C=O + C-CH3str. 

C-H out-of
plane bend 
l\'1-0 + ring def. 
ring def. 
M-0 + ring def. 
Ivi-0 str. 
ri-O + C-CH3str. 
0-M-0 bend 
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Table XXI .. .._..._........,...,. __ ,___,. 

Spectral data (cm~1 ) for acetylacetoneimi:tme complexes 
of Cu.(II) and Ni(II), and for bis(acetylacetone}ethyl
enedirunine coMplexes of Ni (II) and. Cu(II). Nujol. 

-1 4000 - 200 em " 

lYI (A1~~.u2 

Cu Ni. 

3298 3292 
1597 1592 
1540 1555 

1315 
1230 1250 
1182 1185 

1021 1028 
938 938 
820 814 
760 758 
692 710 
650 685 
620 661 
580 630 
466 486 
437 458 

448 
425 

M(ED.DA}) 

cu Ni 

-
1600 1593 
1528 1515 
1287 1287 
1228 1224 
1162 1160 
1117 1129 
1074 1076 
1045 1051 
J.Ol7 1019 

949 956 
807 .817 
755 770 
687 696 
650 
611 6"2.7 
572 591 
4E:2 484 
A~l .... 

~E1r.:.! 

N-R st:r., 
C==O + C=N str~ 
C=C str. 

c;....rr in-plane bend 

-CH2- group 

CH3 rock 
C=O + C=N + C-CH3 str., 
c--H 01 ... t-of-plane bend 
C-H out-of-plnne bend 
rJI-o + r.ng def'. 
M"-0 + ring def. 
M-8 s·c.c. 
Wi-N str~ 
m-o + C-cu

3 
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Table X.XIIr ........... _ .. ...,..,..~ 

Spectral data fo:c~ bis (salicylaldehyde }ethylenediamine 

complexes of Co(II), Ni(II), c:ti(II) and Zn(II):, and 

brl.s (salicylaldehyde )propyJ_enediammine complexes of Cu. (II) 
. ( ) -1 and N~ :JI • Nuj0l. Uni'ts are em • 

Co Ni Cu Zn Ni Cu 

1640 1630 1637 1650 1630 163T 
1611 1607 1609 1607 16~5 1608 
1532 1545 1550 1545 1542 1542 
1352 1358 1344 1344 1354 1351 
1333 1324 - 1324 
1292 1245 1290 1250 1225 
1203 1207 1210 1190 1208 1202 
1151 1158 1J.67 1155 1149 1154 
1145 ... 
1133 1134 1135 1132 1136 1136 
1098 1096 1070 
1055 ..... 1050 105o 1058 1055 
1047 1037 . - 1046 1034 1036 
1026 - 1019 ~027 - 1015 

986 974 986 990 
957 954 950 950 972 
907 908 907 905 908 906 
859 856 850 864 841 860 
753 754 765 753 748 752 
746 744 746 745 
737 
658 690 

733 732 

650 E62 662 654 677 663 
625 637 628 615 627 627 
599 615 607 570 614 609 
5EO 555 576 550 558 555 
510 523 530 505 535 535 
460 470 462 455 466 

c:-:o str. 
C=C str. 
C=C str. 

M-0 str" 
M-0 str. 
~.ifi-0• str. 

M-N str. 

M-0 str. 

all coupled 
to ligand 
vibrations. 
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Table XX!V ---
Spectral data (cm-1 ) for 8-hydroxy~~inoline 

complexes of first transition period divalent iona. 
Nujol. 2000 - 200 -1 em • 

Co Ni ,-._,u Zn AfP..~~~ 

1608 1605 1603 1610 C=C aromatic 
1585 1585 1577 1581 
1504 1505 1505 1507 
1321 1328 1328 1327 
1280 1287 1284 i281 
1238 1230 12.36 1243 
1210 1223 1?13 
1178 1181 1181 
1112 1116 1120 1113 
1035 1035 1037 

915 910 
891 892 
826 8?8 8?.1 830 
805 805 806 
791 793 787 794 
752 749 745 753 
734 740 725 736 
681 680 678 
652 658 646 648 
618 .... 617 
605 612 633 606 M-0 + ring def. 
573 587 570 M-0 + ring def. 
511 505 524 506 M-0 str. 
495 505 475 492 
411 404 408 410 

330 
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Tabl·; XXV 

Fre~uency data (cm-1 ) for tris(oxalato)metallate(I.II) 
complexes. Nu.jo:J and Csi pe~1ets. 2000 ... 200 cm-1 • 

Cr ~~ Fe Co - ...-... 

1720 1721 1720 1718 1720 1710 
1691 1687 1683 1688 1683 

1647 1645 1646 1645 1648 1635 
136? 1396 1392 1400 1392 1402 
1325 1267 1264 128p 1~75 12~6 

932 900 900 896 894 907 
812 812 317 811 8C6 81~ 
580 584 600 59~ 583 
531 534 544 524 534 569 
480 500 . 487 492 505 477 
320 367 . 416 372 354 446 
340 341 358 330 345 358 

Najol 

1720 171B 1730 
1683 1690 

1647 1645 1650 
1367 "" 
1317 - 1278 

932 890 
812 811 808 
531 5S2 584 

5~4 535 
4,.80 492 504 
320 368 350 

Assi[:.,n.ment 
~---" -

C~r:O str. (asym.) 
c~o str. (asym.) 
0-0 + C-C str. 
C-0 + C-C str. 
Q;...O str. + 0-C.=O def. 
C-O str. + 0-C=O def. 
0-C=Q def. + M-0 str. 

M-0 + C-C str. 
ring def. + o-c~o def. 
M~o str. + ring def. 
0-C=O bend· 
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'Fable XXVI 

Spectral data for hexacyano- complexes. (cm-1 ). ~Ajol. 
-1 4000 - 200 em • 

cr3+ Mn3+ :Lt,e3+ co3+ Fe 2+ As si gnii1 e_n.t 

2131 2112 2119 2131 2044 C~f str. 
465 485 512 566 :-83 IVI-C$N bend 
342 361 389 41-3 416 m-e str.-

Table XXVII 

Absorption bands in potassil;uu sa.l ts of hata-diketonate 
ligands. Values are in m J.L ,. 200 800 mJ.L• 

?t* >:' 
ComJ2l.e_x Solvent 'J1:,3 - ?tb-- 71.4 5 

K(Acac) methanol (_204 )? 276 
K(Bzac) II 246 307 
K(DBM) II 250 340 
K(TFA~ II (207)a 292 
K(HFA II 212 303 
K(DH.~) II (203)a 276 

aThese are doubtful values since they bo-rder on the 
region of strong absorption of the solvent. 
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Table XXVIII 
~ .... -... -- ...... 

U~ absorption bands 200 - 8CO m~ of Al(III) beta-diket
onates. (~) o 

:;c ·~ Complelit Solvent '11:3 ·-· .. -1t5 '11:3 - '11:4 
t ,..._ 

~--~ -~ 

Al ~Acac~·- chlo:r.mf.orm (205) 284 
Al Bzac ·5 ·II 248 319 
Al ~DBM) 3 II . 255 349 
Al(TFA'I 3 II (204~ . 291 
Al (HFA)f II (209 303 
Al(3-EtAJ 3 

II 298 

Table XXIX ... .. ... -
UV absorption bands 200 - 800 m~ of Sc (III) beta-.diket- · 
onates. (IIJI.l). 

pom_.Ple:z; 

Sc (3.-MeA)·., 
Sc(3-EtA)3 
Sc(Acac) 3 S.c (B~ac) 3 Sc(DBM{ 3 Sc(TFA 
Sc(DPIVI)§ 

Solvent 

chloroform 
II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

253 
260 

301 
300 
29f 
327 
354 
299 
294 
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~rable XXX 

UV absorbtion maxima 200 - 1500 mf.l for V(lll) beta
diketonates. (mJ.l) .. 

Oe- * 3T - 3T Complex Solvon.t 7t - 7t* 'Jt4 3 4 . - lg --~~g ....... ,...._.---...,....._...... ·~~.-. 
..___......._ 

V(Acac)
3 chloroform 281 366 535 

V(DBM)
3 

li 266 344 523 

Table XXXI 

UV absorbtion maxima 200 - 1500 ffiJ.l for Cr(lll) beta
diketonates. (mf.l) o 

* * 4A 4T 4 ,, 
Complex Solvent 0e- 7t4 A -·rT 'Jt3'"' 'Jt4 ? - 1 - 2g . 2,g 
~-.... --~ 

~tt.. . Ji£ 

Cr(Acac) 3 chloroform 274 a 335 381 554 
( 4 • 06 ) ( 4 ° 01 ) (2·63) (1· 80) 

Cr(Bzac)3 II 292 357 555 
(4.60) (4 .. 49) (2 .. 99) 

Cr (DBT-1) 
3 

II 320 380 560 
(4 0 76) (4e63) (2.20) 

Cr(TFA)
3 

,; 279 343 560 
(3 .12) (3.20) (1 .. 90) 

a in parentheses logE max for each respective Values are 
absorption maximum. 
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!]able_ XXXII 

UV absorpition maxima 200 - :i.500 m~-1 for Mn(III) beta-
diketonates. Values in parentheses are logs for each 

1 V·.r 1 · h . · , max comp ex. 'v ave eng·c. ~.s ~n m 1-1 • 

Complex S.ol vent ?t - 1t * o .... 1t * 5E _5T 5E _3T
1 ---- ...E._ __ 4 _!__4 . ..A-~ J_g ~ 

Mn(Acac) 3 chloroform 272 315 400 1125 
( 4. 36) (3•92) (2· 90) (1• 8) 

TV!n(Bzac).
3 

II 309 1120 
( 3. 72} (2 ·08) 

Mn\DBM)
3 

II 343 1125 
(4. 92 ), (1·17) 

lVIn (TFA) 
3 

II 292 340 1125 
( 4. 27) (3·83) (2·07). 

mn(DHI)
3 

II 274 1100 
(3•63) (2·14) 

Table XX..'"\III 

UN absorption maxima 200· ·- 1500 m~L for Fe (III) beta
diketcn~tes. Values in parentheses are log .s for 
each absprption maximmn·. Wavelength is in mu.mc;x The 
solvent ~s chlorofo-rm in :=.t.ll cases. 

Complex 

Fe(Acac)} 240 
(4" 30); 

272 
(4 ° 52} 

~48 435 725 
(3e6J) (3c,57) (0•23) 

Fe(Bzac) 3 (~~~7 ) 301 
(5•14) 

377 446 725 
(4·16) (3•92) (0•18) 

Fe (DDiv1) 
3 253 333 400 474 725 

(4•66) (4,80), (4•13) (3•54) (0•82) 

1013 
(~0~02) 

1020 
( 0•05) 

1020 
( 0•59) 
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Table XXXIII(contd.) .. " 

Fe(TFA) 3 243 274 366 431 715 970 
(4o20) (4--49) {.3• 56) ( 3 o_6Q) (,Oo47) (0· 27) 

Fe(HFA) 3 243 277 372 
(4•08) (4--23) (3•79) 

Fe (DPIVI )/
3 276 347 415 

(5 ~57) (3•54) (3•35) 

Table XXXIV 
....;..;..~- . 

Absorption maxiMa 200 -· 1500 m ~ in Co (III) and Rh (III) 
beta-diketonates. Values in parent1.1eses are loge max 
for each absorption maximum. Wavel:ength is. in m ~ • 
The solvent is cbloroforni in all cases. 

Complex . • * lA 3T2 lA 3T 
}t3 - 1(~ oe - 11:4 ~·lg- - g l_g- l_g 

-~~~ ........ '!' . ..! .~ ........ -· 

Co (Acac )~3 259 3C:4 400 585 300 1100 
(4•60) (4.·10) (2o70) (2·06) (0·63) ..{.0·32) 

Co(DBM)
3 298 379 598 800 1100. 

(5•15) (4•59) (2•61) (loOO) (0·8) 
Co(TFA)

3 
261 329 590 

(4"69) (3•81) (2. 56) 
Rh(Acac)

3 258 320 
(4•23) (4• 29) 

' I 
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Table XXXV 

UV absorp.tion maxima 200 - 1500 nw for Ga (111) beta
diketonates. (mj..l) e 

Compl~::x Solvent * 1C3- 1C4 
-------- --~$r,••- -.-...~-..,..........-.... .. 

Ga(Acnc)
3 chloroform 282 

Ga(TJ?A) 
3 

II 292 



\ 

r 
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1. J'he Cr_y_stal Field Theor_x 

CFT represents the simplest approach to stabili:::-

ation resulting from IOS. It will therefore be used 

initially in interpretations of the shifts in M-L 

frequency trends in the IH spectra of the series of TM 

complexes examinecL The cations in the majority of 

these occurred in the: six-coordinate octahedral envir-

onL1ent. We therefore first consider the C:B"l1 ap~proach 

to N-L bonding in complexes in which coordination to 

the central cntion is octahec1r.·:d. 

The heterolytic bonding energy (- llH) of complex 

fon~ation in the gas phase froq the free ions corres-

ponds to (10) the e~~ation 

+ = 

for an ion M of valency n with a bic1entate monobasic 

ligand L. ( £!~· the acetylaceton2.te anion). The hetero-

lytic bonding energy may be divided into a CFSE contrib-

~~tion (- oH) and an ionic contraction contribution (Er), 

which may be expressed as 



- Oti E r (1) 

Therefore, in order to derive - &H from thermo-

chemically determined - AH for any particular TM complex 

- Er for that complex must be knovm. The ionic radiu.s 

of ions of the same valency decreases fairly regularly 

with increasing at. no. across TM periods. It is there-

fore asst:tmed that the increase of - Er across these 

series of ions is also linear with respect to increase 

of at. no. 

- IH for the complexes of iors having certain 

electronic·configu.rations of their d-orbitals (the d0 , 

d5 and d10 configu.ration for ions in octahedral envir--

onments ) is zero., so that for those - AH = Er • 

- Er is thus determined for the cor;1plexes for which 

CF stabilisation is expected by plotting the variation 

of - 11 H of the cornplexes against the at .. no. of their 

central cations, and interpolati~g between - 11 H for 
0 5 10 . the complexes of the ions of d , d and d configu.rat-

ion, for which - AH = - Er. In this way, - oH may be 

derived thermodynamically from eq. (1). 

Thermodynruaically determined - oli is related (10) 

tJ lODq ( the energy difference between the eg ru~d t 2g 
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levels of the d-orbital) by the expression 

-&H = (2) 

where nt and ne are. the numbers of electrons in the 

t2g and e.o- levels respectively. In addition,, the 
0 

interelectronic repulsions on spin-pairing must be 

accounted for in the complexes of low-spin ions 9 by 

making allowc:mce for the spin pairing energy (P). · E~~· 

(2) then becomes 

-&II = 

lODq may be derived empirically fro:n thermo -

dyna::lic - oH V8.lues9 or directly from the electronic 
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spectra of the complexes themselves. As was mentioned 

earlier , the IR stretching frequencies of M-L bonds 

resemble thcrmoc1yno.mic stabilisations of the latter, 

in that both are a measure of the strength of the 

m~L bondo The same approach as used in the CF inter-

pretation of the thermochenical stability of TM complex-

es 1nay thus be adopted for interpreting the variations 

of II[-L frequencies in the spectra of conplexes of TNI 

ions of increasing at. no. across a period of the per-

_.,, .. ··:-~. 
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iodic classification. Mass effects should ~ncrense 

linearly with at. no.? so will be accounted for in the 

process of interpolation between values of the M-L str. 

for which no CFSE is observed. 

The IR spectra of the series E•(Acac)3] ( M = 
Sc, Ti? V, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co and Ga.) will be examined 

first in relation to CFT expectations, since both 

spectroscopic and thermodyne .. mic lODq values are re-

ported in the literature for this series. The spectra 

of these complexes are seen in Figs. ?.a-d. 

A. Effect of CFSE. on IR spe9tra o~f firs_t.J?..eriod trJ valent 

tris(acetxlacoton~tes_L 

The spectroscopic lODq values of Piper P.~d Carlin 

(11) were used for the purposes of calculating - o H 

for each of these complexes. The - o H values are given 

in Table 1, and are also plotted against the at. no. of 

the central cation in each of the complexes. (Fig. 3b) 

Co(III) is the only spin-paired ion in the series. P for 

a6 ions is given (10) by 

P = 5B + 8c 
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where B and C are the Racah electrostatic interaction 

parameters. Racah paraneters are reported (12) for the 

( ) ( - 5 -1) . Co III ion B = l0b5, C = 120 em 1n the gaseous 

state, which give a vc::.lue of P = 118 kcal/mole. ( It 

should be noted that P as used here is the total pairing 

energy, not the energy of pairing per pair of electrons 

paired.) Pairing energies of ions in the solid state 

are lowered (10) by 20 - 30% from their gas-phase 

values, so that a value of abottt 90 kcal/mole would 

serve as a reason'able estir:1ate of p· for the Co (III) 

ion in the solid state. 

Fig. 3a illustrates the relationship between the 

M-0 str. of the conploxes ::Lnd the at. no. of their 

central cations. The str~ft~th of the M-0 bonds as 

indicated by l\1-0 str, frequency trends across the ~:-:eries 

exhibits a good qualitative relationship with that pre-

dieted by spectroscopically determined - oH values. 

The rise in the M-0 str. with at. no. of the complexes 

of ions for which - o H = 0 ( Sc<.Fe(Ga ) is attributed 

to the stabilizing effects of ionic contraction. 

Er contributions to the stubili.sation of the M-·0 

str. of each of the CF stabilized cornplexes may be 

estimated by interpolc~tion between the ~:1-0 str. frequen-

cies of the complexes of the non-OF stabilized ions,. 
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Fi_g~ 2 a -._2 _c! 

Spectra in the region 2000-200 cm-1 of-the first 
transition period trJ.valent tris (acetylacetonates). 

( F!I(Acac)
3

, M = Sc, Ti, V, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co and Ga,.) 

!f..e_.y to ban.d:_ _?.ssignme~ 

a = C=~ str. 
b . - C.=C str. 

c - C-" -v + C CH 
- 3 

strD 

d = ring d~f. 

1 = M-0 s~r. + ri:..1g def. 
2 = .M-0 str.· 

3 = M-0 str~ 

-4 = £,1-0 + C-CI-~3 str. 
5; = 0-M-0 bend b 

6 M-0 + ring def. b -· 

aThis is the band assigned to M-0 str. by ?inchas 
et. al. (54)., and is the band referred ito as --
M-0 str. in this discussion. bThese ~ssignments are 
at t!l€ best only very tentative, and will be disc
ussed further in the section on band assignment in 
beta,-diketonate complexes. 
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Fig. 3a. Variation of v(M-0) with at.no. in the first 

transition period trivalent tris(acetylacetonates). 
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Er 

Sc Ti v Cr Mn Fe Co Ni Cu Zn 

Fig. 3b. Variation of -&H with at.no. in the same 

series as above. 
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Sc(III), Fe(III) and Ga(III). As in thermodyn8mic CF 

studies, it is assur.10d tliat the stabilisation of the 

IVI-0 bond (as indicated by the frequency of the M-0 str.) 

in excess of the interpolated Er stabilisations is due 

to CF effects. Subtraction of the stabilisation du.e to 

Er in the ~,~-·o str. fron tl1e values of LI-0 str. observed 

will therefore yield a set of M-0 str" frequenciefl which 

have been corrected for ionic contraction effects. Be-

cause these contain no ionic contraction contribution, 

they may therefore be compared directly with spectra~ 

scapi cally deterrained - o H values. 

(The rise of the U-0 str. with Rt. no. through the 

complexes of the ions Sc(III) 9 Fe(III) and Ga(III) is 

non-linear ( Fig. 3 ), in that th~ Fe-0 str. lies below 

the interpolation line between Sc-0 and Ga-O str. The 

two segneiJ.ts of t}le interpolation line are therefore 

interpolated separately aG Sc-0- Fe-Ostr., and Fe-0-

Ga-O str. This practice is also followed in the thermo

dynamic approach, where the increase of -A H ( = Er ) is 

non-linear for. the complexes of the ions Sc(III), Fe(III) 

and Ga(III), (10). relative to their at. no. 9 s.) 

The M-0 str:s corrected for Er are seen to give 

a good linear relationship with- oH ( Fig 4 ). P for 



the Co(III) complex has been neglected in calculating 

- aH 9 since there is a large degree of uncertainty in 

the value of P for the ion in the solid state. This 

accou.nts for the fact that the point for Co (III) is 

lovver than would be expected from extrapolation of the 

best str'aight line throu.gh the points for the other 

ions • This <liffer~nce amounts to 37 kcal/mole which 

is low by a factor of over one half compared to the . 
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pairing e1!.ergy calculated for this ion ( 90 kcal/T:wle ) • 

This difference between P as indica~ed by the M-0 str. 

frequencies~ and as estinated .from Racah parameters 

Emy possibly arise frm~1 lack of precision in estinating 

the magnitude of P, or the fact that the CF l!.lOdel does 

not t2ke into acco1J.nt the adoi tional stabilisation 

arising from pi-bonding effects. · 

In order to express the magnitude of the M-0 str. 

of a Tl\!1 complex in terms of its CFSE the following 
. ' 

modification of eq. 2 nay be 1.1sed 

v(M-0) b = 
0 s. .... (M-0 ) 0 + K s: H + K 'n ( 1 ) ... u • 0 4 

where K is a constant ( = 0•0020 for the acetylaceton-

ates. H . d . -1 ) - o 1s expresse 1n em • 9 K' is the slope of 

the interpolation line indicating Er ( = 1·6 cm-1 per 



at. no. u11.it for tho (Sc-0) - (Fe-O)str., segment, and 

6·8 cm-l per at. no. lJnit for the(Fe-0)- (Ga-O)str. 

segment in the case of the tris(acetylacetonates); n is 

the nu.mber of electrons in the d-orbi tal of the ion for 

which v(m-O) b was observed~ v (H-0) 0 is the C!''I-O)str. 
0 s . 

of the complex of the ion of d0 configttration. ( In the 

case of ions with more than five d-orbital electrons, n 

is the number of electrons in the d-orbital in excess 

of five,_ a.nd v(M-0) 0 is the (M-0) str. of the corc1plex of 

the ion with the a5 configuration.) 

Table 1 

CFSE 811d frequency data (cm-1 ) for the first period tri-

90 

valent tris(acetylr::.cetonates. v(T1-0) b. is the observed 
0 s 

freq1.1.ency5 v (M-0) corr is corrc;cted for ionic contrP.ction\ 

v(r>.1-0)calc is (m-O)str. calcu.lated fror1 eq.4. 

Ion CFSE (cm-1 ) v (M-..Q) obs v (Iv1-0) calc v(M-0) - - corr 

Sc(III) 542 (542) 

Ti(J:II) 59600 556 554 554 
V(III) 14,400 572 575 569 

Cr(III) 21,700 595 590 590 
mn(IIJ) 10,200 570 571 564 
Fe(III) 550 (542) 

Co(III) 50,400 637 609 622 

Ga(III) 584 (542) 



Using eq.4~ values of the (M-O)str. are predicted 

which agree well with those observed (Table 1). We see 

that for the first period tris(acetylacetonates) the CF 

interpretation provides a ~ood rationalisation of the 

observed. (f!I-0) str. frequencies. To test the CF inter-

pretation further, series of complexes of these ions 

with alternative ligand syste;:1s vvere prepared ru'ld their 

spectra exrunined. 

B. ~ 2 3- Jlnd 2-su.bsti. t~~ed_ beta-Cl_i.k~tol}at_es o-~~.1::.:11 

th~ o.cetylacet2_natey 

In addition to the acetylacetonates, the TM com-

plexes of several other beta-d.iketone ligfJXlds were pro-

pared 31ld th.eir SJ?ectra recorded., These inclu.ded the 
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(where r.~ = Sc, V, Cr, Hn, Fe, Co, Ga.) and [M ( 3-MeA) 31, 

ITM(3-EtA)
3

] (where m = Sc, V, Cr, Fe), as well as the 

complexes [ V (HFA) 
3

m and [Fe (HFA) 
3

] • 

No Dq values are avail,;::;,ble for these complexes, 

but the d-d trc;msi tions in their electronic s:pectra are 

little chc;mged fro;n those of the corresponding acetyl-

acetonates. Therefore, the Dq values pertaining to the 

acetylacetonate series will be-used for the calculation 

/ 
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of -- 6 H for the su.bsti tu.ted forms. 

Fig. 5 illustrates the variation o~ the (M-O)str. 

across tbesc series of coerplexes 9 vli th atomic number of 

their central oatir)ns. The qu.ali tati ve agree1~ent with 

CFT predictions of thermodynarnic stability variations 

across the series (Fig. 3a) is seen to be good. Corr

ecting the (H-0) str. frequ.encies for ionic contraction 

across the series in the sa1ne 'vvay as was done for the 

acetylacetonate series, corrected (M-O)str. values are 

obtained which may be related directly to the - o H 

energies of the complexes. 

Fig.6 illustrates the relationship between the 

(LT~-O)str. and-~ 6H for the coaplexer-: of the series of 

substi tutec1 beta-diketonates }_)reimred. A goocl linear 

relationship between the (r.1-0) str9 ancl - 5 I-I is observed 

for each ligand. The point for the Co(III) complexes 

is lovrer than would be suggested by extrapolation of 

the best straig'.1t line draYm through the points for 

the co~)lexes of the other ions in each series 9 as was 

also observed for the Co (III) complex in the acetylR.cet

onate series. In each case P was neglected in calculat

ing - 6H for the Co(III) complcxes 9 so that, as with the 

acetylacetonates 7 we may assu .. me this difference to re-
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present the enere,>y for spin-1)c..iring in the Co (III) ion 

in the solid state" The vc;,ll.WS for P thus determined 

graphically from the plots of (rl-O)stro against - oH 
are for [Co (TFA) 3J , P = 60 kcal/mole., [Co (Bzac)} P = 

4 7 kcal/mole .. , [Co (DBl!I) 3] P = 40 kcal/mole., [Co (DH,O 
3

] 

P = 38 kcal/Dole, as compared with 37 kcal/mole for 

[Co (Acac) 3 J. The value vvhich would be expected for all 

of them from the Racah J:)arameters is 90 kcal/mole. 

As will be discusc:ed la·cer, three highly metal·-

sensitive vibrations occur in the IR spectra of all 

the beta diketonates of the first period trivalent 

tr8.nsition metals 9 in the region 500- 700 cm-lo The 

frequency trends of all of these bru'lds across the sories 

of all the ligr:mdE: exe:::.lirj.ed follow the variations in 

stability predicted by the CFT. From the linear relat

ionships vvi th -~ 5H :for the complexes yielded by these 

bands, when corrected for ionic contraction, graphic--

ally deter:l".ained values of P for the Co (III) com1')lexes 

may be derived in the same way as was done using the 

relationship between the (M-0) str. and - o H. This is 

illustrated in Fig. 7 for the tl1ree bands in the 500 

-1 700 em r~~ge of the acetylacetonate series. The 

values of P for Co(III) with each of the substituted 

beta-diketonates, as determined using each of the 
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three ban.ds are as in Table 2 below. 

Table 2 . ... ... -~ 

Pairing energies (P) in kcal/mole for Co(III) ca.lcdo from 

the variation of bands 1, 2 EI.nd 3 in the beta-diketonate 

spectru~ (500 - 700 cm-1 ) with - &H for the complexes. 

J? (band 1_) P(band_1) 

Co(Acac) 3 38 36 37 

Co(Bzac) 3 
a 47 47 

Co (DBHi) 3 40 57 41 

Co(DPM)
3 33 

Co(TFA)
3 -24 60 

aValu.es for the more rneto..l insensitive bands (i.e. those 

varying over a range of less than 30 cm-l across the 

series) are omitted as being unreliable. 

The rensonably close agreement observed. for all 

these different C8.lculations of P from IH. frequencies 

su.pports the value observed earlier for the Co (III) 

acetylacetonate. For each of these series relation-

ships similar to eq.4 may be u.sed with fair su.ccess in 
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predicting IR frec,uencies for each of the three b&"lds 

in the 500 - 700 -1 em rer:sion • The value of K in eq. 4 

must be adjusted to a best fit for each band in each 

serie:-:1 of' complexes. We thus see that the rationalis-

ation of the. variation of the (m-O)str., and other bands 

highly sensitive to change of metal, in terms of CF 

effects holds good for a large nwnber of variously cub..;. 

sti tu.ted beta-diketonate complexes of the first trans-

ition period trivalent ions. To test the CF interpret-

ation further, series of alternative oxygen-donor-lig

' end complexes ·with these ions were prepared, and their 

spectra recorded. 

of the first tronsition p~riod 

In the trivalent tris(oxalato) metallates of the 

first trru~sition period, the spin states of the ions(l3) 

are reported to be the same as in their beta-diketonate 

complexes. Spectroscopic lODq values aro reported (15) 

in the li teratu.re, so that - o H vc.lues for each of the 

complexes may be calculated using eq. 3. The variation 

of - 6H for these complexes is seen in Fig. Ba. 
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Fig. 9b Variation of ring def.+ 0-C=O def. with at. no. in 

~1(III) tris(oxalato)- complexes. 
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The complexes were all prepared as their potass-

ium s2lts~ K
3 

[I'I( c2o4 )3].3 H20. The IR frequencies 

for the Gc, (III) complex are from a reported spectrum (16) 

and are for the ammoniu.m salt (I'm4 )
3 

[ H( c 2o
4
_)

3
J •. 3H20. 

A normal coordinate treatment of the tris(oxalato)metal

lates of n
3 

symmetry, such 8.S [Al(c2o
4

)
3
j- , has already 

been performed (14)and band assignments made. Further, 

the assigrunent of Ivi-0 chcracter to certain of the b.2nds 

below 600 cm-l is consistent with the CF interpretation 

of the variation of band frequencies across T:b~ series. 

6 -1 ThL:: is illustrated by the bands at 340 - 44 em and 

531 - 569 c111-l, which both exhibit frequency trends 

consistent with CF theory, and their assignment as (16) 

(I'!f-Ostr. + ring de f .• ) and (M-Ostr. + C-Cstr. ) respect-

ively. The variation of (M-0 +ring def.) with at. no 

of the central cation of the complex is illustrated in 

Fig 8b for comparing with the variation of - o H across 

the series. 

From Fig 8 the qu.r:.li tati vo agreement between the 

frequency trend ru1.d the CFSE across the series is seen 

to be reasonable. As with the beta-diketonates of these 

ions, ionic contraction effects may be estimated, and 

allowed for by interpolation betwe<:m the freql:tencies 



for the complexes of the d0 , d5 and d10 configuration 

ions. These freq_u.encies may then be directly related 

to - o H for the complexes. As with the beta-c1iketon-

ates~ fre~1encies containing a large percentage of M-0 

character yield linear relationships with- &H (Fig 9) 

from which empirical values of P for the Co(III) com-

plex L1ny be estimated. The value for P thus graphic-

ally determined for [Co(C2 0L1) 3J3- is 38 kcal/mole using 

(M-Ostr. +ring def.). The non-linearity of the relat

ionship of the (M-0 + C-C)str. vibration with - &H 

renders the detemination of P too u.nreliable. (The 

non-linearity of the relationship of the latter fre~l-

ency v1i th - o H possibly is related to there being a 

smaller percentage of U-0 character in this vibrRtion 

thm'l in (M-Ostr. + ring de:f.) This idea on the relat~ 

ive degree of coupling to the M-0 vibration in each of 
'\ 

the two bands · is sugg·ested by their relative sensi ti v--

i ty to change of metal. The range over which (m."-0 + 

) 
0 -1 C-C str. varies is 3o Cl'.1 , v:rhile the rEmge of variation 

of (M-Ostr. +ring clef) is l2"6rcm-1 .) 

The val1..1.e of P = 38 kco.:)ilnolc determined fron the 

variation of (N-0 str. +ring def )j agrees well with 

the valu.es determined for the beta-diketonates ( e .. g. 

3 7 kcal/mole in the Eteetyl2.cetonate series. ) • Thi 8 

102 
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similarity in frequency trend:::J nero sf:l the series is as 

vrould bQ expected froa the siDilari ty of the environment 

of the cations in each of the tvw ty})es of coL1plex 9 since 

in each the central cation·. is surrou.nded by six octahed-

rally coordinated oxygen atoms. A feature observed in 

the tris (oxalate) spectnm which fs not seen in the 

-1 .beta-diketonate spectrm~1 is the band at 477 - 505 em , 

which exhibits a relationship to - o H across the series 

which is the inverse of that exhibited by bru1ds contain- ' 

ing a high perc en t.<:1.ge of r:I-0 character. (Fig 9b) This 

observation is in agreement ''.rith the assi{p.1111ent (14) of 

this brn1.d to ( ring ctef + 0-C=Odef) 9 in that the latter 

2.SSi[,rnr,wnt suggests very little T-.lf-0 str_ chaTacter in 

the vibration. 

D. ~P-~. eff<?ct of ~hange_._of_S..l?.in-s~ate_::_ the_s~cond trans

i tio~riod trivalent. tris~(o.cetylo.cetor~tes) 

Examination of eq.2 reveals that the high m-o str. 

for Co(III) complexes is mainly dependent on their poss-

ession of a spin-paired confi{pJ.ration. ( Occupation of 

the t 2 o- levels is in CF1r more favourable energetically 
0 . 

thc:w.'1. electronic occupation of the eg level.) From eq. 3 
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it is evident that the assumption of either the spin-

free or the spin-paired st2~te for any particular ion 

is dependent or:t the mac_::;ni tude of 1). Spin-paired states 

occur only in ions for which the increase in Cl!'i:iE ( rel- · 

ative to the spin-free state ) on spin-pairing is great-

er than the pairing energy (P). The large pairing ener

gies IJertaining to d4 <:md ( in particlllar ) d5 ions 

acco1.mt for the high-S]Jin state of Tin (III) nnd Fe (III) 

in most of their complexes. 

Thus, for exenple, we may consider the origin·of 

the b.igh-spiD. state of Fe (III) tri s ( acetylacetonate). 

P for d5 ions is very large. Itisgiven (10) by the 

expression 

p = 15B + lOC 

Hgcah pn.raDc;_ters are reported (11) in the liter-

ature for Fe(III) acetylacetonate. These ( B = 530 , 

C = 3570 cm-1 ) yield G, vo.lu.e of P = 130 kcal/nwleo 

CFSI; for the l!.igh-spin :::Jt::.de is zero. For the low-sDin 

state, using a literature value (11) of lODq for Fe(III) 

acetylacotonate ( lODq = 16400 cm-·-l ) , CFSE is calculated 

as being only 94 kcal/mole. Since this i::::: lesr:: the,n 
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the energy of spin-p2iring 9 the ~~'Jin-free state is the 

one observed o (The SJin-free state in Fe(III) acetyl-

acetonate is L1ore ::::table than the s~Jin--paired state by 

36 kcB.l/i::wle. ) 

The CFT Bodel predicts that in the conplexes of 

5 . . d 1ons change from high to lovv~-spin state shou.lcl be 

Etecom:pc:.nied by an increD.se of - o H relative to the 

value of Er estimated for the complex by inter:polo.tiono \ 

(Assuming that the requirement of - o H > P for ,the 

B.ssu.mption of low-spin Eltates in d5 comJ?lexes is meto) 

Thir: prediction should then gJ.rw apply to the frequency 

trends of tho ti-L vibrations of series of complexes in 

whicil the d5 ion has a low-spin confic;uration. 

The tris(acetylacetons.tes) of the second tran.sit-

ion period trivalent ions present 811. ideal E~eries for 

comparison with tl1cir first trm1.si tion period m1alog·u.es, 

since Ru.(III) in this series has a a5 low-spin config-

uration (13) as opposed to the corresponding first tran-

si tion period ion 9 Fe (III) V\TJ.>.icll is high S})in. The 

corrr;:JlexesliM(Acac)
3

J"I:.'I = Y(III) 1 Mo(III) 9 H.u(III) 9 Rh(III) 

ano. In (III) were prepErec1 cmd their G})ec.tra recorded. 

The variation of the (U-O)str. of these complexes with 

ato no. of their central cations is seen in Fig. 10. 
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The variation of the (M-O)str. with at. no. in the com-

·nlexes of the analogous first period ions iD also incl-

uc1ed in Fig. 10 for coro1parison with the frequency trend 

observed in the second transition Deriod. 

The frequency trends acroscl both the first and 

second periods ( J!'iL;. 10 ) aTe very similar~ with the 

difference occurring at the (M-O)str 0 s of the complexes 

of the d5 config1.1ration ions. The cusp in the freq_u.ency 

trend at the d5 confi~1ration in the second period ions 

is very shallow indeed aE: com·pared. v.ri th the first per-

iod a:n.alog1.1es. This is in agreement with the:; larger 

CF stabilisation associated with low-spin states. The 

fact that change to a low-spin state has been accompan-

ied by the CF predicted increase in the (M-O)str. lends 

good quali tctti ve support to the r:::ttiorHl.li sation of 

M-L frequency trends in series of TU complexes in terms 

of CFT. 

Tvm factors accou.nt for· the low~ spin 0~ta te of 

l1u (III) actylaceitonate. Firstly, lODq in second tran

sition period ions is (10) reported to be about 50% 

hig~lor than in c:.nalogou.s first tr8nsi tion period ions. 

Jorgensen (20) reports the ratio 
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lODq( 2nd period) ..... . ............ - .... ....-..: .......... ---..... 
lODq(lst period) 

= 1·54 ...... (5) 

It is thus posfJible to estim2"te lODq for the 

co;"lplexes of I'!Io (III) 9 Ru (III) Emd Rh (III) from lODq 

for the :.:n1.alogous first trr'"nsi tion period ions. This 

would imply - 6 H fo:-c the tris (acetylaqetonates) of the 

second trcXJ.si tion period of (kco.l/mole) 

Y (III) 

Mo(III) 95·1 

Ru(III) 93•7 

Rh(III) 221•7 

In(III) 

The second fcctor accou ... '1.ting for the low-s;Jin 

state of Th~(III) acetyl2cetonate is the lower spin-· 

pairing energy in second trrmsi tion period ions 9 as 

compared vvi th their first period analogt1es. (10) Few 

values of P for second transition period ions are 

found in the li teratu.re. We may, however mal{e 811. 

estimate of the order of magnitude of this l.ovvering 

of P by conparing the lattice energies of 1\lnO (first 

transition period high spin a5 ion) and TeO ( second 
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trElllsi tion ·Deriod low-spin d 5 ion). - 6 H ( i.e. -CFSE 

+ J?) as determined from lattice energies is ap:)roxim-

at ely 80 kcal/mole (10) for TeO 1 while - 6 H for NI11.0 is 

zero. (high-spin d5. ) Using a value of lODq = 29.0 

kcal/mole. (derived frora f = 1• 3 for the oxide system, 
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g = 22 • 3 for Mn (II) (12).) in eq. 5 9 lODq may be estinat-

eel as 44•7 kcal/mole for TeO. Fror:1 erJ.2 a CF contrib

u.tion of 89.5 kcal/mole. to the lattice energ:y of TeO 

is predictecL The V8.lu.e observed in pr.::wtice :Lr::: Go 

kcal/mole, the difference between the two values being 

P, the energy of pairing c The pairing ener[zy of Mn (II), 

on the other h8..nd 1 is 104 kcal/mole as calculated fron 

Racgh parameters (10) and corrected for the solid state. 

The difference between P for Tc (II) (about 10 kcal/;•1ole. ) 

::'nd li!1n(II) (104 kcal/mole.) therefore indicates a sev--

erElfold decrease in the mngni tude. of P on }Jassing from 

the firGt to the second. period ions. (AsHuJning the re-

ported thernoclyn·,.:m.ic data to be reliablo a.ncl. the e.sf.<l .. :un-

ptions mac1c~ in the estimation of the respective w, lues 

of P to be valid.) 

The f2.ct ·t;hat R2~cc1.h p::::;.r,x:wters are not cwailable 

for the second neriod trivalent ions does not allow a 

reliable estimate of the pairing energies to be nade. 
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Further, there is a considerable incrense in mass on 

passin,c; from the first to ·thG second trm1si tion period, 

and the effec.t of this on M-0 str. frequenci~s is 

u.nknovm in m8.g11.i tude. Thus, sincG both P o.nd the mat;--~ 

ni tude of the Hass effect arG not lmovm vvi th ElllJT degree 

of reli~?,bili ty, it is not possible to_ estimate the size 

of K in eq. 4 (relating the (l!I-O)str. frequ.ency to -oH) 

for the low--spin ions PJ1 (III) o.nd Ru (III). 

Ho pairing- ener,gy is nssociated with the Mo (III) 

complex, however; so that K mr1y be estimated for this 

comnlex. A value of 0•0017 ( where - o H is expressed 

. -1) ln em is found for Mo (III) ::~cetylacotonate, .2.s com-

pared with K = 0•0020 in the tris(ac~tylacetonate~ of 

first tL'rtnsi tion lJeriod tri vnlerJ.t ions. Thie decrease 

inK in the second relative io the first trsnsition 

period is probably associated with tho increase in mass. 

If this value of K = 0•0017 is riow used in eq. 4 

together with the appropriate values of - 6 H and (T;i-0) 

str., a valu.e of about 255> the value of P in Fe(III) 

acetylE].cetonate is fo1.;md in the Ru(III) complex, and 

about 50~ the Co(III) value is observed for P in the 

j~h co~Jple:x:. It is possible th:::Lt these lar(!,O dedreases 

in P c,re actually attributc~ble to effects not taken 
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into account by the CF model. This possibility will 

be discussed further in th~ section on the IR spectra 

of the trivalent hexacyc-mo COl'lplexes, [ lll(Cl'T) 6] 3-, in 

vvhich serie·s the Mn (III) and Fe (III) comj)lexes are 

low-spin. 

acetonat_§s) 

As vms mentioned earlier, the divalent bis-

(acetylacetonates) present difficulties in respect to 
' 

8 .. CF study of their IH spectra becau.se of structural 

differences across the series. ii...nionic cor:rplexes 

K ( l.\1 (Acac) 
3
] are lo10VV1'1 for these ions, with three acetyl

acetonate groups coordin2d;ed oct2J'1edro.lly to the centr-

al cation. Ther:Je are t..:mdou.btedly stru.ctu.rally similar 

throughout tho series ~). These authors have also (84) 

determined the third dissoiation constc .. nt of these 

complexes 7 demonstrating the fact that the third acet-

ylacetonate group is coordinated to the divalent ion, 

rather than that the coraplexes are only stoichiometric 

mixtures of the bi s compo1..:mds and the group I a ( Ha or 

K ) acetylacetonate. This is supported by their IR 
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Fig.11a. Variation of v(M-0) with at.no. in tris(acetylaceton

ate) complexes of 1st transition period metal (II) ions. 
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Fig.11b. Variation of K'Hwith -'H for first peri·od M(Il) and 

M(III) tris(acetytacetonates). (K&H= empirical from eq.4 J 
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spectra ( Fie;;· 14 ) , 1r;hich differ fron the spectra of 

both the divalent bisacetylacetonG,te ( Fig 14 ) m1.d 

the group la acetyl~cetonate ( K acetylacetonate, Fig. 

2'). The proposed strtwture for the Ni (II) complex is 

seen in Fig. 15. 

Because of this structural similarity throup;hout 

the series, these co111plexes repre::c:!ent an ideal series 

for a CF study. The series r.P [r;I"(~cac) 3 ] (where ~;~o = 

K, M" = Ca, IJn, Fe, Co, Hi, Zn.) was thus prepared, 

and the IH spectra of tiw complexes recorded. 

No electronic spectral dc,-ta ctre available for 

these cOI:lplexes. J)Zfrgensen's f end g values for the 

ligm'lc. t:illd ion respectively (20) vvill tJlus be used for 

calculating Dq. An f value of 1·2 is reported for the 

acetylacetonate onion. The g values of the ions were 

obtained fror.o. ref. 20. - b H calcu.lated from these 

values for the ions Ca 9 Mn(II), Fe(II), Co(II), Ni(II) 

and Zn(II) are given in Table 2. 

Fig lla illustrates the variation of the (M-O)str. 

with at~ no. across the series. The nasses of the 

centra,l cations in the divalent series are of course 

the sarJ.e as those of their trivalent co1 . .:mterparts. It 
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is thus not surprising that the value of K in eq. 4 is 

the Scl.Dle for both the divalent 8.11d trivalent series. 

This supports the idea that the decrease in K on pass-

ing from the first to the second ~eriod series is a 

ma~1s efJect, since there is ru1. increase in the mass of 

the second period ions relative to the first period 

analogues. In Fig llb the stabilisation of the 0;1~0) 

str. due to CF effects for both first period divalent 

end trivalent tris(acetylaceton::ttes) is plotted agrl.inst 

- 6 H for the complexes. A reasonably good linear re-

lationship is observed 9 illustrating the fact that K is 

similar in magnitude for both series. 

The a6 high-spin configu.ration of tho Fe (II) 

complex in the trisacet:ylacetonate series gives another 

example of the effect of ch::>nge of spin·-state. Tho 

low-spin d6 configu.ration in the Co (III) conplex in 

the trivalent series gives rise to a high (m-O)str. 

-1 frequency at 637 em - . If we use eq. 4 to cal~llate 

the (I!I-O)str. for the hypothetical high-spin Co(III) 

complex, a value o:f 574 cm-l is obtained. (M-O)str. 

in [ Fe (Acac )
3
]- occu.rs at 555 cr:1-J.. 9 tho lower value 

(as compared with high~spin Co(III) ) being due to 

l?.rger ionic radius and snaller Dq in the divalent 
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complex. 

Table 3 

--~ 

- o H (cm-1 ) and the (M-O)stro observed a:n.d calculated 

from eqc 4 for the divalent tris(acetylacetonates). All 
-1 figu.res are in em 

Complex 

K[Ca (Acac) 
3
] 

K [Cr (Acac) 
3
] 

K [rlln (Acac) 
3
1 

K[Fe (Acac) 
3
] 

K[Co (Acac) 
3
1 

K[Ni (Acac) 
3
J 

K I[ Cu (Acac) 31~ 

K [Zn (Acac) 
3
] 

10,020 

5,000 

8,960 
12,240 

9,060 

v(m--o)obs 

537 

543 
555 
561 
568 

547 

561 
542 
553 
562 
569 
564 

The M-0 frequencies in Fe(II) and Fe(III) tris~ 

(acetylacetonates) are interestir1_g in relation to the 

reverse spinel structure observed in Fe
3
o

4
, wJJ.ich is a 

mixed oxicle of Fe (II) 8.nd Fe (III). In oxides of the 

composition M3o
4

, both octahedral and tetrahedral sites 

for coordination of metal ions to oxygen occur in the 

crystal lattice. The same ion in an octahedral site has 
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greater CJi'SE than when it occupies a tetrahedral site 

( Dq ( tetrahedrc-ll) = ~ Dq (octahedral) for the SB.me 

ion in each of thu two different config1...1.rations.) 9 so 

that the most stable· stru.ctu.re for t.he oxide is that 

where ions in vvhicb. CFSE is greatest occupy the octa-

hedral sites in the lattice. Ions in their trivalent 

states nornmlly have greater CFSE than in their di val-

ent state ( = 1. 5 for isoelectronic tri val-

ent and divalent ions (10)), so that ions in the hieher 

oxidation state occupy the octahedral sites, giving rise 

to the structure known as the spinel stru.ctu.re. 

In "', few cases, however, CFSE for the divalent 

ion i:::~ greater than that for the trivalent ion and 

reverse St::>inel structure results with the divalent ions 

occupying the octahedral sites. Thu.s we find that with 

Fe (II) ( CFSE = 4 Dq ) m1.d Fe (III) ( CFSB = 0 ) both in 

octahedral oxygen e11.vironments ( tris (acetylacetonate)) 

(M-O)str. for the Fe(II) complex ( 555 cm-1 ) is higher 

than that for the Fe(III) complex ( 550 cm-1 ), which is 

in agreement with the reverse spinel structure observed 
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IR spectra of different Ni(II) beta-diketonate complexes 

in the region 4000 - 200 cm~1 • 

K~:tY .. t.C?_ tand assi~ent_~ 

a = C=O str. 
b = C=C stro 
c = C=C + C-CH3 str .. 
d = ring def. 

1 = M-0 str. + ring def. 
2 = m-o str. 

3 M-0 str. a = 
4 = WI-0 + C;_CH

3 str. 
!=; = 0-:M-8 bend b .; 

6 M-0 + ring def. c = 

aThis is the band assigned to M-0 str. by Pi:nchas et. 
~··(54) .. , and is the band referred to as the M-0 str. 

in this discussion. bAs mentioned before ( p 81), 
these assi.gru:nents are only tentative .. 
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(a) (b) 

(d) 

Fig. 15. Structures of various Ni(ll) (3-diketonates. 
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H 

Fig. 16. Structure of [Ni(acac)
2

]
3 



F oThe divalent bjs_(a_c_etylaceton~J.tes) of the f_irst tran

sition jleriod 
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The bis(acetylacetonates) of the divalent ions of 

the first tronsi tion period c1ay be obtained in v.:.lriotts 

forms according to the r.1ethods :::md conditions of prep-

arationo This has led to confusion in the literature, 

since iD. m<:my cases the Etctu.c.l pre~)arati ve methods v11ere 

not indicated 9 nor were elen1ental analyses re}Jorted 

which might have indicated the precise composition of 

the cor1plexes. For example 9 the IH spcctrt1r1 of "nickel 

acetyl2.cetoD.ate' 1 as re;)orted by Lawson (l) seer.ils from 

the reported IR data to be that of [Ni(Acac)
2

(H2 o)
2

J, 

while that reported by Hakamoto (57) would seen to 

pertain to [Ni(Acac) 2] 39 the octahedrally coordinated 

trirner. ( Figs o 15 m1d 16 o ) 

ConsiderEblo cnre was thus exercised on our O'.~l:n 

part in the preparative methods enployed 9 r:md m.he ele-

mental composition deten.1ined by microant:tlysis for 

those coi'lplexes ha·~-ing any possible uncertainty as to 

precise cor.1posi tion. ( see experimental section.) 

The bis (.9.cotylacetonates) of the divalent metr?.ls 



are to be found in two m~1..in classes. The simpler stru.c

tu .. rally are the squ.are-ple..11.nr acetylacetonates with two 

1:1olecules of water occupying the fifth and sixth coord

ination nositions (Fig. 15). This confi~~ration h&s 
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been confirmed by structural determination for the Hi(II) 

(6) and Co(II) (7) complexes. With these conplexes may 

also conveniently be grouped the octahedrally coordin

ated nitrogenous base addu.cts of the bis(acetylaceton

ates), of the general formt:tla [ m (Acac) 2x~ where X == NH
3 

pyridine, etc. 

The second general type of bis(acetylacetonate) 

is the 1)olymeric form of the general formula ff N(Acac) 2 Jn' 

~1ere n = 3,4 or 6. These initially co.usecl confusion, 

since frOI.'.l empirical formulne t:~:ey a]JJJeared to be mono

meric tetrahedral or squ2.re-plr:.mar in structure. Uniq,.:te 

in str1.:tcture of the first trcmsi tion period bis (acetyl

acetonates is the Cu(II) complex, which is square-pl2..nar 

mononeric, and which fo:rm.s few isolable adducts. These 

dissociate readily into the bis-conpound m'ld the free 

b2.se, due to the strong Jd1.n-Teller distortion ~::cssociat

ed with the Cu. (II) ion. 
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1. Ri?(ag;J.oJ:_m1<!_N::-]~'"l>'Il..~ addu<?..:~~ . ...<?! the ~ivale~_fJr~t 

tr~i4~2:..?1U:..£rio.§._ b~s (acet_ylaceto~) 

Octahedrally coordinated bis(aquo)-bis(acetylacet

onato)- con.plexes (Fig 15) nre knovm for Ca(II)~ Mn(II), 

Co (II) and Ni (II). Zn (II) bis ( Fccetylacetonate) forms 

a pentacoordinate square-base pyrat.1idc:~.l monohydrate. 

The(IVI-O)str. frequency occu.rEJ at higher wavenuP-1ber in 

these com}Jlexes tl1m1. in their c.nionic tri s ( acetylaceton-

ate) coUl1.terparts, but otherwise varies qu:=1.litatively, 

across the series as would be expected from CFT. If 

however, eq. 4 is used for esti~ating empirical Dq 

valaes ~ smaller valu.es are obtained than for correspond

ing tris(acetylacetonate) cornDlexes. This is due to 

the relatively ~1igher frequencies of the (NI-0) str. in 

the comylexes of tl1e Ca(II)~mn(II) and Z:n(II) ( d0 , d5 

d d
lO . on J. ons 9 used for interpolating Er across the 

series ) ions in the bisacetylacetonate series. 

Corresponding to these diaqu.o- complexes 9 octa-

hedrally coordinated N-base adducts of the tyJ!e 

[I~Hacac) 2 (1n-I 3 ) 2 ]cmc1 [1Hacac) 2 (pyridine) 2 } ( E1 = Mn(II)~ 

Co(II) 3l1.cl. Ni(II) ) were prepared. Coordination to the 

Zn(II) complex Wi:"LS once i:10re square-base pyramide.l, 
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gi vine; the. complexes [ Zn (Acac) 
2 

(NH
3
)] and [ Zn (Acac) 2py]. 

The variation of the (M-O)str. across the series was as 

expected froo CFT. Dq values nay be estimated for 

these and the diaqu.o- and trif(:wetylacetonate) complex-

es of the divnlent first transition period ions using 

eq. 4. These enpirically determined Dq values are 

indicated in Table 4, together with (M-O)str. for eaoh 

of the complexes. 

(N-O)str. frequ.encies (cm-1 ) and lODq determined using 

eq. 4, fo:c the bi~acetylacetonate~ of the first trans

ition period. The adduct occupying the fifth and.sixth 

coordination positions is indicated for each t!pe of 
bis(acetylacetonate) complex. lODq is in co- x 103 • 

Conplex 

a b 
[Ca(Acac) 2x2 ] 537 ( - ) 

[r.ii:n (Acgc) 2x2 ] 543 ( - ) 

EFe (Acac) 2x2 ) 555 (13. 7) 
[Co (Acac) 2x2 ] 561 (10•6) 

[Hi(Acac) 2X2 ] 568 ( 9·5) 
[Zn (Acac )2x] 547 ( - ) 

535 ( - ) 

551 ( - ) 

568 ( 9•4) 
571 ( 6·3) 
559 ( - ) 

547 ( - ) 

560 ( 8·1) 
572 (10·0) 

549 ( - ) 

542 ( - ) 

563 (10·0) 
576 (11·2) 
554 ( - ) 

aFirst figure is (I,1-0)str. bFic;u.res in p2rentheses - 10Dq .. 
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As previou.sly mentionec1, Dq mn,y be estimated (20) 

in terms of a g v2lue associated with the .central cation, 

and an. f value associated w:L th the ligands coordin;:tted 

to it. In cor:1plexes where the centre ... l cation is coorc1-

inated to more than one type of ligand ( such as in 

[Ni (Acac) 2 (NH
3

) 2 ] ) the value of Dq may be estL1ated 

in terms of the g value for the cation and the mean 

of the f values associated with each of the six ( in 

octc~ .. hedral coordination ) ligcmds coordinated to the 

central cation. ( Thu.s for example, in ( Ni (Acac) 2 (IrB3) 2] 

f for Acac- = 1•2, and for NH
3 

= 1•25o Four coordinat

ion positions to Ni(II) are occupied by 0 atoms of the 

two Acac- groups, and two positions by 

that f for the complex = 4f + "6 (Acac-) 

NH
3 

groups, so 

~f(NH,) = 1•216) 
.) 

It is therefore predicted that Dq for the complex 

series [M(Acac) 2X~ should increase in the order of 

increase of f for the addu.cts X. The order of irJ.Crease 

off for the su.bstituents u.sed was H20<Acac-< tTH
3

<Py. 

From Table 4 it is seen that the order of increase of 

Dq for the complexes [ Yfi (Ac::-tc )2X2] is also H20 < Acac-< 

J::rn 3< Py, as precl_icted by the CFT. In the Co(II) anal ... 

OQ~es however 1 the order of Dq for the substituents 

This effect is poss-
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ibly associated \'Vi th changeE~ in affinity for nitrogen 

as f.t£5ainst oxygen donor lic;ands from one ion to the 

other. Since (F.l-H) str. was not observed for these 

complexes, it is not possible to determine the relative 

m-n bonding strengths for the two ions, and s.o resolve 

the problem" 

It is however,possible to gnin an. inc1irect indic-

G,tion of the relative magnitude of tJi.e 1-.1-N bond strenths 

in the chammine adducts of the bis.(acetylacetonates) 

from the (N-I-l) def. frequencies of these com:plexes. The 

(N-H) def. frequencies associated with the diar.unine 

adducts of the bis(acetylacetonates) of the following 

ions o.re ( em 
-l ) 

Ion = Nn(II) Co(II) Ni(II) Zn(II) 

(N-H)def = 1626 1620 1626 1628 

If it is supposed that stabilisation of the I!I-N 

bond is acco1~1pani ed by electron shifts Sl.lCh as 
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then the low (N-H)def. frequency observed in the Co(II) 

complex is consistent vri th its having a relatively 

greater rJ-N bond strength th:<.J.'l observed in the analo-

gou.s complexes of r,'In(II), Ni(II) and Zn(II). The elec-

tron shifts inc1icated su.ggest further that this rela-

ti vel~y greater affinity for ni trotr,·en-donor ligands in 

Co(II) acetylacetonate, should be accompanied by a 

wet:ikening of the M-0 bond. This factor 1J'.J01.lld account 

for the low Dq values cc.lcule.ted from eq. 4 using 

(hl-O)str. frequencies for the Co(II) bis(pyridine)-

and dimnmine-bis(acetylacetonates~. In contrast, the 

(N-H)def. frequencies of the Ni (II) analog"l..:~.es is at 

nearly the same frequency as in the Hn (II) 211.d Zn (TI) 

complexes, so that no destabilisation of the M-0 bond 

in the Ni(II) complex relative to the complexes of the 

latter two ions is anticipated. 

sitidn period divalent metals 
• . - ---..,;-·-~· - - ·----=-~- ... -- -~---

By mildly heating, or by su.bliming the hydrated 

divalent fon:as, anhydrou.s bis (acetylacetonates) of the 
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first trmlE:-:i tion period ions mo..y be obtained. These 

are not monomeric, as has often ( e~JL· ref.l ) been 

previously supposed. The cmh:ydrous bi s ( i::wetylacetonates) 

of Fe (II), Co (II) and Ni (II) have been shovm by struct

ural deten:1iriation to be hexameric (9), tetro.n1eric (2lll) 

ru1.d trimeric (2tB) respectively, in;tJ.).e solid.state. 

This polymeric stru.cture is brought about by bYidging 

acetylacetonate groups, in which one oxygen atom is 

shared by two metal atoms. By means of this sharing 

of oxygen ator'lS the l'll..tmber of these coordinated to each 

metal atom is then effectively raised from four to six, 

so that octahedrRl coordination to the central ions 

results ( Fig.l6a ). Thus even in anhyc1rou.s forms, no 

squ.are-planar or tetrahedral stru.ctures occu.r. 

Anhydrous Mn(II) acetylacetonate has been shoV'm 

to be trimeri c irJ. benzene solu.tion ( 9) 9 and it would 

thus not be m-:1.reasonable to suppose that it is also 

polymeric in the solid state. It has also been reported 

(9) that Zn(II) acetylacetonate is trimeric in the solid 

state. Ca(II) bis(acetylacetonate) may be obtained 

anhyc1rou.s in the solid state, bu.t no strt.:t.ctural data 

are at pr~~sent availsble. As will be uentionec1 below 9 

the steric hin'drance of tl1.e t-butyl grm.:;.ps of DPivC pre-
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vent assumption of the polymeric str'lJ.ct1.:1.re o In contrast 

to Ga(II) acetylEcetonate, Ca(II)dipivaloylmethanate 

retains the octahedrally coordinated water even when 

sublimed at 200° C. This suggests that the drivinc; 

force for the loss of water in the acetylacetonate 

CO).::.lplex is the assumption of the stable polyr~1eric stru.c-

tu.re, since 

mers, can.not be readily dehydrated. It is thus possible 

that Ca(II) acetylacetonate is also polymeric in the 

solid state .v1hen ru1hydrous. 

Tb.e IR spectru.m of onhydrou.s Cr (II) acetylaceton

ate has also been reported (17), rmd it has been sugg

ested ( 9, 17 ) that the structure of this complex is 

also polymeric octahedral. Band assil9,11.Jnen ts in the 

reported spectrum (17) were not consistent with those 

used by ou.rsel ves, b1..1.t the band corresponding to tl1e 

(M-O)str. in the assignment favoured by us occurs at 

590 ... -1 Cd o 

Polymeric for.ms of the type f~:1(Acac) 2 ]n where 

WI= Ca(II), Cr(II), l11n(II), Fe(II), Co(II), Hi(II) and 

Zn(II) are thus kno\lm. Tllis i:B the most complete of 

the divalent bis(acetylacetonate) series, and should 
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therefore yield useful information in relation to CF 

parsJ:wters. 

In dilute solution, scaller oli~omers are )reduced, 

so that it h:~ s been possible to estimate heats of mono-

merisation, which have been reported (9) as being of the 

orc'ler of 5 kcal/mole. This ma;y account for the general-

ly higher (m-O)str. frequencies in polymeric, as compared 

with monomeric forms. Using eq. 4 vvi th K adjusted to a 

best :fit, good agreement is obtained with CF predictions 

(Fig 17)o The values of (M-O)str. calcd. u.sing eq. 4, 

and those actuElly observed are given in Table 5~ 

The observed (~:1-0) str. frequencies are higher than 

prodi cted by OFT at the beginning of the series, a...nd 

lower than predicted b;)r CFT at the end.. This me.y be 

caused by tho decreasing Dreference of tiJ.e ions for 

octru~edral coordination across the series, ruLd the res-

ulting lower polymerisation, as illust~ated by the 

sequ.ence 

Tho hiz,h 

[~"e(Acac) 2] 6 , [Co(Acac) 2 ] 4 , [Ni(Acac) 2)
3

• 

(M-O)str. frequency associated with [cr(Acac)2] 
- n 

may therefore be due to its being extensively polymerisecl 

(9), as suggested by tho above sequence. 

The qualitative agreement (Fi~~:;. 17) with CFT is 



Table 5 

- oH (cm-1 ), and the observed (r.T-O)str. ( »M~O b • ) 
0 s 

and (r,1-0) str. as calcul[.,_ted from eq. 4 ( v M-0
0 1 • ) a c 
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for the polymeric bis (acetyln.cetonates) of the~ divalent 

ions of the first trru~sition period. (Units are. cm-1 .) 

Ion ~ v(M-0) 
~ calc v (M-0) b -0 s 

Ca(II) 535 
Cr(II) 10,020 576 590a 
mn(II) 545 
Fe(II) 5,000 566 558 
Co(II) 31960 583 501 
Fi(II) 12,240 597 593 
Cu(II) 9,060 590 (615 )b: 

Zn(II) 565 

a f 17 b T f. · f t' value f'rou re • • he ·1gu.re 1 s or 1~e mono-

ner [Cu. (Acac) 2 J., 

otherwise good. An i121portru1.t feature of this trend is 

the high (M-O)str. ·.for the Cr(II) complex. Irving and 

VVilliams explained the order which they had observed 

for di valent first transition period ions iD. terms of 

the variations of ionisation potential 2 • .nd ionic r<j:l.ius 

acrOf4S the series (5). Extending this interpretation 
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of the relative stabilities of these complexes to include 

the Cr (II) ion in -the series (It was not included by 

Irving ru:1cl Williar.J.s in their studies o) we find that 

+ the variations of r a..."ld I acros~:; the series predict z 
(13) the sequence Cr(II) > l'ln(II), but not the greater 

sequence Cr(II)> Fe(II), Co(II), which is however 

predicted by CFT. This indicates that the correct inter-

pretation of the Irvine:-Willi&":1S sto.bili ty order is in 

terns of CF~~, rather thm1 the vo.riations of r+ and Iz 

across the series. 

3. Cu(II) bis(acetylacetonate) __, __ ... ·- ~ .... - -

Cu(II) acotylacot~nate i~as metioned above? 

unique in the first trcmsi tion period in having a mono-

meric square-planc,r structure. It c8..llnot therefore bo 

compared reliably in relation to Cl~'T with any of the 

complexes of the other ions in the first period. It is 

seen however, that Pd (II) smc1 Pt (II) in the second e.nd 

third series form bis (acetylacetonates) of a cor:1parable 

square-planar monm:wric structure o The IR spectra of 

these two complexes are reported (52) in the literature, 

anc1 tho (:M-0) str. in the two complexes is reported ?tS 
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occurring at 678 and 686 cm-1 respectively. Ni(II) 

forms no co;:1plexes v'li th acetylacetone of stru.cture 

comparable to the square-plm1<J.r acetylacetonates of its 

second r.mc1 third transition period analogues, Pc1 (II) 

and Pt(II). An estimate of the (r.'I-O)str. frequency of 

the hypothetical squ.are-planar com~Jlex [Hi (Acac) 2 ] 

(which is then co:'ilparable in strtwture to [Cu(Acac);}' ) 

may bemade from the H-0 str. frequencies of the Pd(II) 

and Pt(II) complexes as follows. 

The extremely high (r:I-O)str. valu.es in the latter 

two comp·1_exes are associated in the CFT interpretation 

with the large Dq values ( as cor.apared to the first 

period analogues ) observed iJJ. second a1c1 third trans-

i tion period ions. lm estimate of the CF contribution 

(K f> H) to the stabilisation of' the m-o str. n1ay be 

made using eq. 4, by subtraction of the Er contribution 

( K'n ) frm1 the observed (M-O)str. frequencies. The 

Er contribution for the (1'1-0)str. of the Pd(II) corn:olex 

may be estimated by interpolation between the (T;1-0) str. 

frequencies of the Sr(II) and Cd(II) complexes. ( This 

suggests Em (11-0) str. frequency of 540 cm~l for the 

Pd(II) complex in the absence of CF effects.) 

The comlJlex ( Hg(Acac)~ has a 1J~·1ique structu.re in 
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Ca S c Ti V Cr Mn Fe Co Ni Cu Zn 

Fig. 17a. Variation of v(M-0) with ot.no. for anhydrous bis

(acetylacetonates) of firr,t transition period M(tl) iontt. 

10 

- oH 
-I 

(em 

x 1 o31 

0 

Ca Sc Ti v Cr Mn Fe Co Ni Cu Zn 

Fig. 17b. Variation of -cSH with at .no. for the same series 

of complexes as above. 
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·which the coordination nux,1ber of the cation is only two, 

Emd a free carbonyl group ( c:.s evidenced by the IR 

spectrt:~.m ) is left u11.coordinated on each Acac- group. 

It is thus not possible to estimate Er by interpolation 

for the Pt (II) conplex. The lanthru1.ide contraction 

however, causes a decrease in ionic radii in the third 

transition period ions, su.ch that the expected increc:se 

in ionic rndius between second ru1.d third periods does 

not occu.r. It vvou.ld tb.erefore not be unreasonable to 

suppose that the Er contribution to the stability of 

the co~1plexes of third transi ti·"ln period ions was similar 

to th2t of their second period cotu1. terparts. (10). 

We therefore estiT.;}ate a CF contri bu.tion ( == 

(r:I-0) str. - Er ) to the (M-O)str. frequency of 138 -1 em 

for the Pd(II) col~1plex m'ld 146 cm-l for the Pt(II) com

plex. The following ratios have been esti:~mted (20) 

;Q_g_( 2nd per:_iod ) = 
Dq( lst period ) 

o<oooo(5a) 

Dq( 3rd period ) -- ·-
Dq( lst period ) 

•••••• ( 5b) 
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The ratio of K &H in the Ni(II) complex to K &H in 

the Pd (II) cor::r llex suggested by eq. 5 indicates a valu.e 

of K oH of 89 crn·-l, and the ratio to K & H in the Pt (II) 

conplex suggests a value .'of .K 5 H of 87 cm-l in the Ni (II) 

complex. ( The close agreement between these two values 

of K 6 H calculated for the Ni (II) complex SU})l)Ort::J the 

CF interpretation of the values of (H-O)str. for the 

Pd(II) e,nc1 Pt(II) co1:1plexes.) 

(M-0) str. for the hypothetical square-plEmar 

cm~1plex of Ni (Acac) 2 may thus be estimated by addition 

of the K& H contributio~ to (m-O)str. due to Er effects 

only ( (M-0) 0 + K'n • K'n is estimated by interpolat

ion between (r.1-0) str. for Ca (II) complex and Zn (II) 

complex. ). The (I1-0) str. frequency for the complex 

Ni(Acac) 2 is thus estimated as 646 cm-1 • 

This value suggests tl1at the relatively high 

(m-O)str. frequency in[Cu(Acac) 2] ( 615 cm-1 ) is thus 

probably due to i ts'mlique structure L·.~. the first tr.·::m--

sition period series of divalent acetyl~cetonates. It 

also indicates . that Ni (II) complexes of :::)tructu.res 

comparable to the Cu(II) complexes in the series should 

(on a CFT basis) have higher (H-O)str. frequencies than 



the latter. We nay examine this GXj;Jerimentally in the 

divalent dipivaJoylmethr.mate system, where Ni (II) and 

Gu (II) forn.1 complexes of similar square-planar stru.ct-

1J.re. (18) 

}£.ill1Si t,j-on_Jlerio~ 
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Ni(II) Clipivaloylmethanate 9 as }}reci;•itatecl from 

aqueou.s solution 1 is o. green paro.mag;rJ.etic solid similar to 

fiNi(1-cc.o) 2 (H2~)_z]. If 8ublimed at 150'C and 1 mrno Hg the 

octahedrally coordinated V'lnter is lost, and pink dia-

mac.,netic needles are obtained in which the coordination 

to Ni(II) is square-plnnar (18). (M-O)stro occurs at 

636 cm-l in the hydrated fonil. On assumption of the 

square-JJlo.nar confit~ttration 7 this band increases in 

frequency to 664 cm-l. The corresponding be.n_d in 

Cu(DPI,!I)
2 

occurs at 646 cm-l 

These chm1ges in (M-0) str. frequency on change 

of coordination in [Hi (DPM) 2] indicate that the hir;h 

(M-O)str. observed in ~u(Acac)~ is mainly Em effect of 

lower coordination number, a:nd tlEtt Ni (II) will have a 

higher (I'!I-·0) str. frequency thm1 the Cu complex when of 



comparable stru.cture. It also supports the order of 

magni tu.de of (M-0) str. of Ni > Cu. as predicted by the 

CF model. 

1@0 

Since the S11in state of Ni (II) chrmges from high

spin in the octahedrally coordinated DH.~ cmi1Jllex to 

low-spin in the squ.are-planar complex, it is posf:~ible 

that the high value of the .(Ni-O)str. in [Ni (DH.T),~ as 

compared vvith the (Ni-O)str. in the bis(aqu.o)- complex 

is due to a change of spin-state rather than a cllm1.ge 

of coordination n1JJnber. That this is not the sole 

effect in increasing the (I'Ti-0) str. frequency is dem-· 

onstrated, however~ by the fact that similar increases 

in (M-0) str. freq1;.ency are observed in complexes such 

RS [Zn(Acac) 2 (H20)] on loss of coordinated water, in 

\Ffhicn no clwnge of spin-state on chc.nge of coordination 

m . .unber occur. 

Another exarr1ple of tho effect of ch8.nge of coord

ination nunber is found in [Co (DPm) 2]. The anhydrou.s 

form is tetrahedrally coordinated, and in this form 

the (Co-O)str. frequency occurs at the same frequency 

as (Ni-0) str. in [Ni (DPT:I) 2 (H20) 2] , whereas CJi'T prec1i cts 

that it should be considerably lower. This indicates 



that here again lower covalency has led to higher M-0 

bond strengths. On the other hand, when compared with 

the (H-0) str. in [Ni (DH:1) 2 ] and lOu (DPM) 2 ], (M-0) str. for 

[Co (DHti) 2 ]is very lo'.''·· Ti.lis is as would be expected, 

since Dq for tetrahedrally coordinated complexes are 

expexted to be lower than for corresponding square~ 

planar complexes. 

H. §j;*ab~li ty <?onsta,pt2:..z_ thep11ochemical data~'.ll1c1_ the 
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(Ivi-:-O)str. frequencies in Ni(II) and Cu(IIJ. comj)lexes. 

At this E:tage it might be instrttctive to compare 

IR resu.l ts with the thEH'TnOchemical and st8.bility canst-

ant approach to the stability of Cu(JI) and Fi(II) 

complexes. Even when h8xa-coordinate, Cu(II) is highly 

tetragonally distorted due to Jahn-Teller effect~ and 

will as a resu.l t have four short, strong bonds and two 

long, weak: bonds ( The reverse is also possible, as in 

Cu.F2 where two Cu-F distances are short, and four are 

long (19)). Ni(II) connlexes on the other hand have 

regular octahedral coordination to the metal ion. 

CFT therefore predicts th::.t the merm bond strengths 

of Ni (II) will be hitr,her thm1 those of Cu. (II) 1vhen in an 
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octahedral environment, while tho Jahn-Teller theorem pre-

diets that Cu(II) ~ will be tetragonally distorted, oo 

that ( Except in CuF2 ) the four bonds in the xy plcme 

vvill be much stronger th::-m the two along the z--axi s. 

In the themodynamic approach, the hent of for-

1:1.ation of the complexes represents the Sl.lE1 of the ther-

ii1odynaD.1ic stabilisations of each of the six boniT!.s of 

the octahedron. Therefore tetragonal distortions do 

not affect tho order Ni(II)> Cu(II) 9 as predicted by 

OFT, even if the species formed in solution are 

[ Ni (Acac) 2 (H20 )2] and · [Cu (Acac )2], and the distort:Lof1 

of the Cu(II) complex tends to square planar structure. 

Thus we find that thermochemical data (10) indicate the 

f:tabili ty order Hi (II) > Cu. (II) in the ace~yln.cetonates. 

On the other hand, the step-wise formation con-

stants suggest fron K1 and K2 for tb.e acetylacetonates 

the stability order Cu(II)> I'Ti(II), which agrees with 

the Irvinc;-\'ifillian1s stability order ( 5). This effect 

is, however, due to the fact that in successive su.bsti t

ions of water molecu.les· by Acac- groups 9 H2o molecules 

occupy the weakly bou.nd octahedral positions of Cu (II), 

so that K
1 

and K2 for the Acac- groupi3 correspond to the 
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fou.r short bonds, e.nd are therefore relatively high. 

Thus K1 and K2 do not indicate the stability of 

[Cu(Acac)(Hi0) 4 f relative to [Ni(Acac)(H2 o) 41+~ or of 

.[cu(Acac) 2 (H2o) 2 ] relative to [Ni(Acac) 2 (H2o) 2J,, but 

rather only tl1e relative strengths with w!1ich the Acac 

groups alone are bound. Stability constant data are 

.\thus like theIR approach to stability~ since they both 

indicate the strength of individual bonds in the complex 

rather than the overall thermodynamic stabilisations of 

the complex. Thus the high values of K1 a..'YJ.d K2 for 

Cu(II) acetylacetonate have~ like the high (M-O)str. 

frequency for the complex, their origin in Jahn-Teller 

distortion of the molecule, tending towards 

square-::.Jlanar structure. Characteristically, K3 ~ (' as 

is seen in ethylenediammine complexes, as will be dis

cussed in the section 01i I'T-donor ligands ) because of 

this distortion, should be extremely small~ which agrees 

with the fact that Cu(A~ac) 2 does not coordinate with 

a third Acac- group to give a stable COlilplex of the 

type [Cu(Acac)
3

]..,.., as found in all the other divalent 

metals in the series. 
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The variation of M-N stretching vibrations on 

chcmge of centr2l cation ( as well as the variation of 

various vibrations other than. the (M-N)str.) has been 

extensively studied in the literature. In Table 6 are 

seen reported literature values of various vibrations of 

series of complexes of first transition period ions 

from Mn(II) - Zn(II) with nitrogenou.s bases. 

The (r:I-N)str. (except for a fevv special cases 

which will be nontionod ) follows the orclor of increas

ing frequ.ency r./In <Fe< Co < Ni 5- Cu > Zn across the series, 

as is observed for the (I\1-0)str, of tho acetylacetonates 

of these ions" In several of the series, however, Cu.(II) 

hc.s a tetragonz,lly distorted structu.re rather than the 

square-plru1.ar coordination fo,J.nd in the acetylacetonate, 

vvhich is of interest iD. relation to the the four short 

cmd two lone bonds, Yihich should be observable as a 

splitting of the (!'.1-H) str. in the P~ spectri..un" 

In Cu.(II) complexes such as[Cu.Cl2·PY 2 ], which have 

tetragonal coordination to the Cu(II) ion, s.tru.ctu.ral 
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determination shows ti1at there are two Cu.-N bond-dist-

ru1.ces at 2·02 A, two Cu.-Cl bond-distances at 2·28 11, and 

two Cu.-Cl bond~di stances c.tt 3 • 05 A, whereas the struc-. 

ture of the rest of the members of the series is reg11.lo..r, 

vvi th all fou.r Cu.--Cl bond lengths the same (19). It is 

thus seon th8.t .the tvvo pyridine groups and two of the 

Cl-, ions occur in tho xy plcme at short bond-distances, 

and two of the Cl- i2ns ( these are each coordinated to 

two Cu atoms) occur on the z-axis at longer distances. 

It would thus be expected that the (M-N) str~ for Cu(II) 

vvould be higher than that for Hi (II). This is observed .. 

However, where one (Cu-CL)str. is expected in other com-

plexes of the series, two would be expected for the 

Cu. (II) complex, one higher thn....11. for the complexes of the 

other ions and one Emch lower. From Table 6 it is ~3een 

that this is also observed,. Thus we see that the IR 

data agrees for Cu. (II) 7 both i'ti th the predictions of 

the CFT, c:md also with the requirementr3 of Jahn-Teller 

distortion. In that the tvvo short M-N and M-CL bonds 

may be regarded as representing K1 , K2 , K
3

, and. rc4 for 

the Cu(II) complex, the IH spectru.m is also in agree

ment with the predicted stabilities of the Irving-

Williru:1s stability order. 



~lrther indications of the correctness of this 

idea are fo-u . .~.J.d ir1 the series [THpy) 2 (NCS) 2 ]( r,~ = mn, Fe, 

Co, Ni, Cu, Zn.), which have polymeric-octahedral struc

tu.res. \7hereas other members of the series have tv!O 

bonds in tl1e metal to ligand vibration region, due to 

(rfi-N) e.nd (l\1-NC~:3)str., Cu(II) has three bands in this 

region, with the lowest being llllJ.ch lower them. the lower 

band of the Ifi (II) co1:1plex, and the highest bein& much 

higher than the higher in the l'Ti(II) complexo In 

(rHnniline) 2cl2 ]no third band is reporterl for the Gu(II) 

complex, which may, hm.'ever, be due to its being below 

the frequency rcmge of the instrument u.sed .. 

As previously raentioned, the phenonenon of incre

asing complexity of the spectru.m in the (rvT-L) str. region 

due to Jahn-Teller di:::1tortion is also observed in Mn (III) 

beta-diketonates •. Two bands in the region where only 

one occurs in the other; u.ndistorted, me1:1bers of the 

series. A simple procedure for the estimation of the 

ther:mody.ni3-E1ic stability of the complex, would be to 

take the mean of the frequencies associated with each 

of the six bonds, corresponding to the vibration obser

ved for undistorted con1plexes. This 'lvas not, however, 

done for the Mn(III) beta-diketonates, since the separ-
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ation between the two bands was small, the lower band 

-1 due to the two long bonds bein{:: generally only 10 ern 

lower than the bm1d du.e to the four short bonds. In 

-1 [Cu(py) 2cl2J on the other hand, the·separation is 57 em, 

-1 and in [l':1(py)
2

(NCS) 2] it is 63 c1~1 • This ae;rees with 

the smaller distortions of a4 as opposed to d9 ions. 

While we raay ignore the small dostortions of 

Mn(III) without altering its position in the stability 

order of the trivalent ions, or affecting the degree 

to which (M-0) str. frequ.encies predicted on a CF basis 

agree vvith the observed (I:I-O)str. frequencies, the much 

larger distortions in Cu(II) do, however, lead to an 

erroneous picture of its relD.ti ve thermodyno.nic stabili-

ty, [U1.d so mu.st be taken into c:wcount in the IR approach. 

The effect of Jahn-Teller distortion on the stab-

ility constant ( which, as we have mentioned, like 

(M-L)str. frequencies, indicate the bond-strength of 

specific bonds ) is well illu.strated for the a4 ancl c1 9 

conf'igu.rations by stability constant3 of, for example, 

the ethylenediamine complexes. The d2.ta belO\'T repres-

ents the CF contribution to the logarithm of the step-

wise fornation constants, corrected ((by interpolation 

between the values for the I1:1n(II) and Zn(II) ious)for 
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, for ionic contra6tion across the series. 

Table 8 

CF con tri bu.tions to the logarithms of the stepwise form

ation constants ( Ih)J o:f first period divalent tri s (ethyl

enedirunine) complexes. 

Cr(II) ~ir_(II) F~ (!J); Co (IIl Ni (Ill C~;(II):: Zn (J!l1 

,Ll 3·00 0·94 1·94 2·85 5·43 
12 2<>55 0·60 1·59 2o42 4·77 

~3 -1 0•94 1·88 2"98 -2·7 -- --
I:L 4•55 2•48 5•41 8·20 7·50 

For 1 1 a~d L2 , the order of stability is r.~n<Fe<Co < 

Ni< Cu>Zn, which agreies with the Irving-YTilliEJ.r.a.s stabil

ity order, the hiGh position of Cu.(II) being clue to its 

, Jahn-Teller distortion. Y!hen L
3 

is taken into account, 

the total CF stabilisation ( EL) indicates the order of 

sto.bili ty of I·.1n<Fe <Co<l'Ti> Cu>Zn, 1Nhicb. agrees vvi th CF 

predictions. 

As in the tetrghedral Co(DPH) 2 , some. complexes 

in the series are known to be tetrahedral. Where these 

occur in a series, it is found that the (rl.I-N) stt·;.:~or 
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the Co(II) complex ( when Co(II) is tetrahedrally coord

inated ) iE~ higher thru:1 for the corresponding Ni (II) 

complex. Zn(II) is also often tetrahedral in structure, 

but it is found tJ:m t the (m-r'T) str o is not particularly 

high in these caE1es. HoV'Iever, in the two cases where 

the (Ivi-Cl) c-illd (IviM-HCS) str. frequencies are reported, 

these are fom1d to occur at exceptionally high values 

for the tetrru1edral Zn(II) co~plexes. This suggests 

that the Zn(II) ion has n greater affinity for the Gl

and NCS- ion:::l tht:,;n for the bases coordinated to it. 

A further peculiarity is that in these cases, a doubling 

of the (M-Cl) or (M-NC~~) vibrations occurs, which nay, 

like the tetragonal distortion in Cu(II) producing a 

splitting of the T.T-L vibration, be a symmetry effect. 

If we use an equation oX the same form as eCl_.; 4 

used for the acetylacetonates, a quem ti tati ve examinat

ion of' the agreement of the (m-n)str. frequencies with 

CF predictions I.aay be made. Since only the (M-N) str. 

frequencies are generally observed, these may not be 

truly representative of tho relative stability of the 

complex in the absence of knowledge of the vario.:tion of 

other (m-L)str. frequ.encies. In complexes of the type 
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[M(NH
3

) 6 Jx2 this problem does not arise since only NH
3 

is directly coordinated tb tho metal. 

Table 7· 

(M-N)str. frequencies (cm-1 ) of complexes of the type 

[Ivi(NH
3

) 6Jx2 , where X == Cl 9 Br 9 I., M = r,ln, Fe, Co; Ni, 

Cu. and Zn. v (M-N) observed, &'1c1 qs calcc1. from eq. 4. 

Ion X = Cl X ~ Br X = I - &Hb ~- e ~ . -.. 
(~J(ObSJ (~J (obs~ (~Hops.) ~1 (em- ) 

r;~n( II) 307 299 295 

Fe(II) 320 321 312 315 306 306 5,200 

Co(II) 325 327 318 318 311 312 8,080 

Ni(II) 337 3~>-~ 330 327 321 322 13,000 
Cu.(II) 325 420a 9,000 

Zn(II) 300 294 '~. 282 

aSqu.are planar. F±equ.ency is fror.1 ref. 35. b H . 

values calcd. from Dq_ value:3 quoted in ref. 19 for 

divalent hexcillllnines. 

[ Cu (NH
3

) 
4 

t+ connot be included in the study, since 

like [iJu. (Acac )2] it is not really coraparable with the 

heXacoordinate members of the series. The (M-N)str. 
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' 
frequencies of the hexrunr.1ine complexes of the divalent 

ions , together with their frequencies calculated using 

a value of Kin eq. 4 of 0·0026, where- oH is expressed 

-1 in em 7 are given above. Dq values for the hexamrnines 

of Co(II), Ni(II) and Cu(II) are reported in the liter

ature (19), while Dq for Fe(II) v:.ras calculated using f 

ru1.d g values, taking NH
3 

to have e .. n f value of 1·25 (19). 

The agreement v,;i tll CF expectations is seen to be 

good. As would be expected, since the coordinated 

ligond is NH, in all cases, K has the same value for 
.) 

all three sets of co:t:lplexes ( X = Cl, Br-, I.) but is 

slightly larger here than it iE: in acetylacetonates 

( 0-0020 ), vrhich i::; possibly a mass effect. 

'.Fhe variation .of li{.;and vibrations with.at. no. 

in these series is of great interest ( Table 6 ). One 

night expect from the principle of coD.stant Sl.li."Dnation of 

b6nd order about e.n atom, vrhich argtunent has been heav-

ily relied on in In stu.dies of transition metal complex-

es, that ligand vibrations would do crease with incree.s--

ing (M-N) str. frequ.ency. Fror.1 Tc.ble 6, however, it is 

seen that in fact lJrecisely the op:;?osite is true. 

Thu.s, (N-N)str~ in hyc1razine complexes, (C-N)str. 
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in pyridine thiocyanate complexes, (H-H)def v in amr.aines 

and the (c~c) in-plru1.e-def of heterocyclic aromatic 

ni~rogenous bases 9 as well as various other vibrations 

which might be expected to -vary inversely with the 

(M-L) str"7 all sho''~ parallel variations with the latter. 

The paralleling of the frequency trends of the (M-N)str-. 

extends even to increasing at Co(II) ( as (M-N)stro 
' does ) when the latter is tetrc:thedrally coordinated. 

This is denonstrated by the col:plexes ~o (py) 2Br2 J and 

[Co(y-picoline) 2cl2], where the coordination to Co(II) 

is tetrahedral. 

This indicates that CF stabilisation in these 

nolecules cannot be interpreted as a sirJple process 

of electron-flow froo the metal ion into the M-N bond, 

with a flow of electrons avmy fran the bonds adjacent 

to the (M-N) bond, as envisaged in the principle of 

constru1t total bond su.r.1uation about any one atom • 

This sinple nechanistic interpretation nay be repres-

ented as 

or 
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It would seeQ that CF stabilisation should rather 

be interpreted as a thernodynanic effect which stabil

ises bonds thrOU{shout tl1e nolecule as a whole e As will 

be seen later, the principle of total bond S1JL1nntion 

does not apJ}ly to the Til-0 and C-0 Yi brations in the IR 

S2)ectra of the beta-diketonetes with change of CF stabi

lisatio:n of the molecules~ but does hold for non-trans

ition metal beta-diketonates on ch<1nge of netal~ and 

for all beta-diketonates on chr:mge of the 1 9 3- substi t

ucmts. · Fu.rther 9 bonc1s not ad.jaccnt to the M-0 bond 

in beta-dikctonates do show inverse relationships with 

adjacent bonds ( ns indicated by their str. frequencie::-:) 

as evidenced by the (C-0) and (C~C)str. frequencies~ 

whether acconpanied by CF effects or not. 

FrorJ. this discussion on nitrogen-donor ligands 9 

it is seen that the interpretation of the variations 

of the (M-N)str. frequencies in the spectra of their 

conplexes wi t::1. the divalent first period tran..si tion 

netals r!In(II) - Zn(II) is~ as night be expected, very 

siElilar to the interpretation of the (I11-0) str. frequ.en

cies in the beta-diketonate cor.aplexes of these ions. 

The trends observed in both series are in good agree-

ment with CF predictions~ The high (m-L)str. frequency 
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observed for the Cu(II) complexes of both types of 

ligand is du.e to a highly distorted st!'l..:tcture, and is 

not a realistic pictu.re of its thernodynam.ic ~ltabilis.

ation. H.ed.uction of coordination nuDber in other ions 

of the series of COI:l))lexes of both types of ligand also 

leads to relatively high (m-L)str. frequenciGs, as in 

[Co (DH,~) 2}, [Ni0JH.1) 2 ].? or [Co (aniline) 2c1 2] 9 [Co (py) 2Br 2 ]. 

We thus see that the conclusions reached regarding the 

interpretation of the IH spectra of the oxyg~n-donor 

co;~lplex·Gs in relation to the CFT are m:1ply confirr~ed by 

the IR spectra of the nitrogen-donor conplexes. 
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Table 6 \ . ...... 

Frequency data for c01:1plexes of tra:nsi tion metal (II) 

ions with nitrogen donors.(cm-1 ) 

Cori!J2lex Vibrnft Struct. rdn Fe Co Ni cu. Zn ref. 
-~- -

H-N vibrations 

[M ( NH 
3 

) 2 C 12] v (~;1-N) 
b 

415 423 435 480 42lt p.o. -
t [M (NH

3
) 2B~2J v (Ivi-N) p.o. - 424 432 434 486 414 

[M (J:JH3) 6 ]Cl2 v (M-I'T) 307, 321 327 334 c p.o. 420 300 
[M(ITH

3
) 6 ]Br2" v (M-lT) m.o. 299 315 318 327 - 294 

[Iv1 ( l'TH ~ ) 0_ ] I 2 v(M-N) m. o. 295 306 312 322 - 282 
[M hy; Cl2 ]Q, v (r,a-N) p.o. 343 369 388 409 4·~-0 

385 25 345 
[M hy

3
] (No

3
) 2 v(M-IT) p.o. 393 417 -· 359 26 

d 415t3sn 402t [r~I an2c12J v(M-N) p.o. 386 - 430 27 
[M an2Br2 J v (M-N)d 367 t 424 400t 27 p.o. - 412 386 

v (M-N)d t 396t [m al'l2 I2 ] p.o. 361 - 410 361 424 27 
[Iii py2Cl2] v (M-N)ef p.o .. 212 219g224g239g268 220t 28 
[m py 2Br2 ] v (m-N) p.o. 212 250t237g269 220t 28 

[m PY 4 c1 2 1 v (M-N) ra. o. - 225 242 29 
(!11 py2 (NCS) 2 J v (M-N) e p.o. 200 200 213 229 256 227t 30 214 

v (~:1-l'fCS) p.o. 254 261 268 280 319 ~!- 2 t· .30 ,- 268 .. 
[M -py ~ (NCS) 2 ] v (IVI-N) m. o. 195 203 212 233 245 - 29,30 

•-t c:. 
v (Ji:T-FCS) lll.O. 253 267 270 285 311 30 

[m ( quin) 2c12 ] v (M-N) p.o. 196 - 226t223 259 205t 29 
(M (alan) 2 ] v (i'/1-N) p.o. 322 328 335 305 31 
[i':T(leucine) 2 ] v (r:1-N) p.o. 312 323 400 314 32 388 
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Table 6 (cont~) 

Hepr~e13:.tati ve M-sen~i ti ve ligand vibrations {em-:) 

Qomplex Vibn. Mn Fe Co Ni Gu Zn ref. 

(M(NH3 )2cl2 ] NH
3
rock

1 

624 645 676 716 685 23 
[ M (NH

3
) 2Br2 J NH

3
rock11 617 639 670 720 680t 23 

[M(NH3)6]c12&NH 3deg. 1592 1597 1602 1607 - 1596 24 
II & NH 

3
ey1:1. 1134 1151 1163 1175 - 1145 24 

II o NH3rock 617 641 654 680 7!09c 645 24 
[ M (NH 

3
) 6Jnr2 o NH 

3 
deg. 1539 1595 1600 1603 - 1592 24 

II . o IH:I 3sym" ll45 1159 1174 11,88 1156 24 
II o NH 3rock 606 625 El47 672 636 24 

[M (NH3 ) 6 ]r2 
5 NH3de&· 1582 1592 1595 1597 - 1594 24 

II o J.'lfH3s;ym.· -1155 1182 1189 1205 - 1179 24 
II o nH3rock 592 617 626 654 621 24 

[M hy2Cl2] (N-N)str. 960 964 974 978 935 976 25 
II NH2as.rod{ 590 607 625 649 682 625 25 
II NH2syr.1ai'Od{ 518 553" 582 613 658 580 25 

[Ic~ hy
3

] (No
3

) N-Nstr. 964 973 972 26 
[M an2c12J1 M-C1str. 227 318t 238 306 29<1-t 27 

1' di j 
299 

639t [M py2c12J lgaJ:1 627 629 631 634 644 28 
II 1' lkl 419 424 429 439 441 422t 28 1ganc 
II M-Clstr. 231 234 264 294 33lt 29 

[M py2Br2] ligandi 642t 
237 298t 

628 634 644 639 28 
1igandk 422 422t ii 422 416t 442 441 28 

[M py
4

c12] 1' ~i 623 627 29 1gancl. 
[M ( ypi c2c121 ligandi 535 55'1 t 546 550 555 33 ~j- 550 
[M ypi c 4 Cl2] ligru1.di 533 538 541 33 
[M ypic4Br2 ] ligand 542 536 539 541 33 535 . 



aligand abbrevintiorJ.s 5 hy == hydrazine ; an = aniline; 

py = pyridine ; qu.in = quinoline~ pic = picoline 

bp. o o = polyraeric octahedral~ m. o. :::d monomeric octahed

ral" Exceptios ( other tha..11 tetragonal Cu (II)) 

are indicated by suffixes~ t = tetrahedral; s = 
square-planar 

C[Cu(J\I-I
3

)4Jcl2 • Frequency from ref 35. 
d assig111:1ents of M-N frequencies in an complexes are by 

no neans certain" A lower frequency bru'ld also quoted 

as m-N str, e::x;:hibi ts a roue:hly inverse relationship 

to that quoted here. 

efrequ.encies are in good agreer:1ent with those in ref.29. 

ffrequency for Cr (II) com]Jlex = 219 cn-l 

gassit:,'11nent on the basir: o:f ref. 29 
,1 1 a lower frequency NH3 rocking frequency exhibits the 

sarae trends. 



_iC-C in;..plane bend of heterocyclic ring (29). 
. 1 
Jfrequency for Cr(II) conplex = 640 cr;1- . 
k C-C out-of-plane bend of heterocyclic ring (29). 
1 . . . 1 

frequency for Cr(II) cooplox = ~40 cn-
mf · ' · d t · t' t, · ·roquonc:t.or:: are no·G 1.n goo agreemen VITJ.. n ·nose 

in ref 30 7 but appear to have been determined with 
greater precision. 

158 
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Beta-imino ketones .may be reacted with Cu. (II) ru1.d 

Ni (:II) to form cor.1po1..mds analogous to the beta-diketon

ates of these ions. (Fig. 18) However, the Ni(II) com

plex differs from Ni(II) acetylacetonate in that it has 

a square-planar stx·ucture ( as in Ni (DPivi) 2 ) a:n.alogous 

to that of the Cu (II) complex, ru1d so presents~ another 

example with which to test the CF prediction of stabil-

ity Ni(II)>Cu(II). 

The spectra ( Fig. 19 ) of the two conplexes are 

rather siuilar to that of Cu.(II) acetylacetonate, end 

the bands in them EJ.C:W be asc:igned by direct cot1parison 

with the s;Jectra of the latter. A set of bands corres-

pondinc to the uetal-sensi ti ve bands in the spect!'l.lr.l of 

Cu(II) acetylacetonate in the 1 region 300- 700 cn-l 

a:re observed, and the frequencies are as follows 

Gu(Acac) 2 655 615; 455 1 31 '-r 

Cu.(AAI )~ 650 620 580 466 437 

Ni(AAI) 2 685 661 630 486 458 4,l8 

aAAI = Acetylo..cetone imi:ne ( 4-imino-2...;pentanone ) 
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It is seen that in all of these bands, the frequ

ency for the band in Ni (AAI) 2 is higher thru1. in 

Cu(.L'-J';.I) 2 , as pl"edicted frm3.1 CFT. It is pom:iible that 

the low intensity 580 and 630 cr.a-l bands in tl.1e IJ'ur:(II) 

and Ni (II) beta-irn.ino-ketcne complexes reGpecti vely, are 

asf.::ooiated with M-N vi b:..."'ations, since they are not pres-

ent in the spectrum o:f Cu(Acac) 2 o Similarly, in the 

region 500 - 300 cm-l, ext:;."a bonds are observed in the 

spectra of the L'I(AAI) 2 conplex€s, which nrc also 

possibly due to M-N vibrations. These also indicate the 

order of stability of Hi(II) Cu(II). 

In Ni(Acac) 2 , (:W:-O)str. (647 cn-1 ) vn.:tr::: calcu.l

ated,using eq.4 an.J (iVI-O)str. frequencie::: of Pd(II) e.nd 

Pt(II) acetylacetonate~ as being -1 32 em higher than 

in Cu (II) acetylacetona.te. The difference ir. (m-~L) str. 

observed for Ni (A.l\.I) 2 ( 661 em -l) and Cu. (Al\.I) 2 is 

-l 41 em , which agrees fairly well v"!i th the value pre-

dieted for the acetylacetonate complexes. The greater 

dif::':'erence in frequency, as well as tho higher M-L 

frequ.encies iE the AAI cOI!l})lexes, may be associated with 

the gene!'ally higher Dq values associated with nitrogen-

donor, as compared with oxygen--donor ligands. 



R= H = M(EDBSA) 

R:CH
3 

= M(PDBSA) 

H 
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M( EDDAA) 

Fi9 .. 18. Structures of complexes of mixed-donor .. atom ligands. 
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On condensation with e·teylenediamine, acetylacet-

one ::md salicylaldohydG form tetr.~J.dontate ligands which 

also react with Ni(II) and Cu.(II) to yield sq_u.aro

planar complexes o The spect.r.rJ. of the bis (acetylacetone) 

ethylenedianil1.e ( 4, 4 '- (ethylenediamine) di-3-perrb.n-2-oD.e, 

abbreviated as EDDAA ) complexes are sirJilnr to those 

of the beta-i::1ino ketone complexes o In these 7 the 

order of stability indicated by the '(rti-L) ban.d frequen

cies is Ni(II) Cu(II),as predicted by Cli'T. Extra banC.s, 

corresponding to those at 58·0 011c1 630 cm-l in the Cu.(II) 

and Ni (II) AAI ccmplexes
9 

are also observed, bu.t are 

broadened oonpo.red to those in AAI complexes, and are 

shifted to lower wavenumber. This su.pports tho idea 

.that these ban.ds in both types of complex are largely 

associated vvi th the (M·-1'0 vibration, since the exchange 

of the single prot·Jn foln a b:.llky methylene group on the 

nitrogen atom would be expected to have just such 2.n 

effect on 1.1-N freq_u.encies. 

In the complexes of bi s ( E:alicylaldehyde) eth~flene

diamine ( 1,1 '- (ethylenediamino)di-o..:.hydroxyphenyJ_~ ... 

methane, abbreviated to EDBSA ) with divalent metals, 

the Co(II) complex if? of interest in that it has a low-

spin configuration, and is therefore thol.lght to be 
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squ.are plan.ar (22). The Zn(II) complex is mono-hydrated 

and therefore of a square-base-pyramidal struct·u.re ~ as 

observed in other o·f i +s con:;Jlexcs, which were discuss

ed earlier. The frequ.encies for this complex will how-

ever serve as a rough .g1.1ide to the magnitude of CF eff-

ects across the se~ies. 

The spectra . of the EDBSA cornplexes resemble 

those of their EDDAA analogu.es in. that there are low

intensity bands in the region 500- 600 c.m-l which are 

sensitive to change of meta:::.., anc1 thus correspond to 

those tento.ti vely assigned as N-N frequencies in the 

spectra of the latter. There are also higher intensity 

6 -1 . bands in the regions 400 - 500 and 00 700 em 9 wh1ch 

are highly sensitive to change of ~:.1etal, and therefore 

correspond to the lVl-0 bands observed in thG spectra of 

analogous EDDAA complexes. 

Complexes of the ligand propylenediaoine-bis(salic-

ylaldehydo) ( 1,1 '·- (propylenediamino) di-o-hydroxyphenyl-

methane, abbreviated to PDBSA) were also prepn.red with 

the ions Ni (II) and Cu (II),, The :E'requonciss fore the 

metal sensitive bands in the region 400- 700 cm-1 in 

the spectra of these and the EDBSA complexes are (cm-1 ) 
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as follows 

M(EDDAA) ---- "'"..,... ' 
~HEDBS.[}l ~~ (PPBSA) 

Cu.(II) Ni(II) Co(II) :tii (IJ) Cl±_,(II) Zn(II) tLi (JI) Cu(I)) 

696 650 662 662 654 677 663 

r7 M-0 650 625 637 628 615 627 627 
611 617 599 615 607 614 609 

ld-N{572a 591 560 555 576 550 558 555 
554 551 510 523 530 505 535 535 

M-0 462 484 470 462 466 

am any of the bands in this region a:I·e broad and of 

low intensity, so these figures may not be complet-
ely reliable~ 

Square-planar structure may be thought of as aD. 

extreme case of tetragonal distortion of an octahedral 

structure. From the splitting of the d-orbitals in 

square-planar environments, it is pos:·Jible to predict 

that the dx2- 2 orbital must be more l.ll':l.stable than y 

the other orbitals. rrhus, we are definitely able to 

predict frort CFT the order of stability Nt> Cu. in square-

planar environments, since this orbital is not, as in 

Cu., electronically occupied in Hi squ.are-planar complex-

es. 
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However~ the relative stability of the dxy' and 

the dxz and dyz orbitals ( these two are of equal stab~

ility ) varies from one complex to another (19), so that 

it is difficult to predict the stability of square

planar Co(II) complexes rPlative to square-planar Ni(II) 

complexes on a CF basis. 

ThE: oruer of stability indicated by the IR data 

is Co~Ni> Cu> Zn. This suggests that electronic occupation 

of the orbital, or orbi tala, imY:lediately b.olO\IV tho 

dx2-y2 level is energetically favourable, since the order 

of stabilit;y Ni(II) > Ca(II) is indicated. ( Ni(II) 

has one electron 1:10re than Co (II) has in the d , d xy xz 

and. dyz levela.) The explanation of the stability of 

these orbita::;_s, as indicated by the IR lata, is possibly 

( as will be discussed in the section on moT ) in the 

participation of the electrons in these orbitals in 

7t -bonding with the orbitals of the ligand. 

The spectra of the 8-hydroxyqu.inoline com:plexes 

of Ca(II), Mn(II), Co(II), Ni(II) and Cu(II) have been 

reported (.36) in the literature, as far as 400 cm-1 into 

the far infra-red. No banus ·were assignec1 to M-L vibrat-

ions, but by their metal-sensiti'"l!rity, it appears that 
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that the bar~d occu.ring in the 480 -" 525 cm-l range in 

the spectra of these complexes must cnntain a fairly 

high degree of r-:1-IJ character, and is possibly, by anal-

ogy with other complexes containing m-o bonds ( in which 

b -1 ) M-0 vi rations occu.r in the range 500 - 700 em , an 

M-0 ba.nd6 ~he order of stability indicated by this bru;.d 

is Ca ( Mn < Ni <.Co (Cu. ) Zn, as is seen below 

Ion~ 

(r.T-1) g 

Ca 

489 

a Mn . Fe 

492 

~requency from ref. 36o 

Co . Ni 

513 505 
Cu 

525 
Zn 

494 

The varia-tion of the M<.-L str. frequency across 

the series is consistent ~Qth CFT expectations. No 

structu.r·al data is available for the Co (II) complex, 

but from the fac-ti that the M-L str. freCiu.ency for this 

complex i.s higl1.8r "tl-han in the Ni (II) cmmplex, it would 

appear that it has -the ttetrahedral stru.cture. 
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Ko :J;~CJ. !L.PJ)roach __ ."t<? tl:_e~ t .. hen~o .. dyn.amic stabilisation of 

the bEa-dil~e.tp~'3;_tes "of~~h&e _ fi_}'st ~ran.s...i.tio~ _.period,_ 

trivalent ions 

Wood anCI. Jones (3d, 39) have undertaken oxygen

bomb-calorimetric studies of the heats of coE1hustion of 

the first transi tio:n period trivalent trJ.s (acetylacet

onates) and tris(dihenzoylmetha:nates) for the ions Sc(III), 

V(III), Cr(III), mn(III) 9 Fe(III) and Co(III). Tne heats 

of combustion and heats of vola+:ilisation of tho compl

exes were determined, end used ir.~. constructing a Born

Haber cycle from which heterolytic bonding energies for 

the complexes were estimated. 

Aa vms previously mentioned, the h8terolytic bond

ing energies may be divided into a CFSE contribu.tion 

(- oH), and an ionic contraction contribution ( Er ) .. 

-o H for each complex was thus derived by su.btraction 

of the ionic contraction energy of each ion from the 

heterolytic bonding energy of the complex. Er for the 

CF stabilised ions was determined by interpolation 

between the -A H values of the Sc (III). m1.d Fe (III) com

plexes, for which - o H = 0. ( -b. H being plotted against 
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ato no. for the series.) 

In both the series M(Acac) 3 and M(DBM) 3 
thermodynamic lODq values agree reasonably well with 

those determined spectroscopic8.lly (11 ),for M = Cr, Mn 

and Co. However, for the ions cf lower at. no. ( M = 
Ti, V ) the thermodynrunic lODq values were severalfold 

as large as those de"!;ermined spectrosco}Jically. 

A simple explm~ation for this observation is 

found in the suggestion (10) that the - A H vall.:ws for 

Sc(III) complexes are too low, sinne the phenomenon of 

lODq being too high for Ti (III) an& v·(III) is almost 

invariably observed in series of complexes of the first 

transition period trivalent metalsv The erroneous 

-A H values for Sc (III) complexes are attributed to the 

fact that some o:f the thermodynamic data on Sc(III) 

such heats of solution in acid, rel;y- on single reported 

determinations in the early literature (10) \~,hi ch have 

not been rechecked. It is generally considered that 

heats of formation of Sc(III) compounds are low by some 

40 kcal/mole (10). This error in - 6 H was estimated by 

su.btraction of spectroscopically determined - 5 H from 

therrr1odynamically detennined - 6 H for the cm:J.plexes of 
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each of the ions Ti(III), V(III), Cr(III), Mn(III) in 

the series in order to obtain enpirical Er energies for 

them. Extr·apolntion of these empirically determined 

Er values for a m.unber of series of complexes suggested 

the l':igher valu.es for Sc (III) for each of them. 

Extrapolation of the heats of hydration of the 

trivalent io.w.s of the first trctnsi tion period indicates 

that -ll H for Sc(III) is here also 40 kcal/mole too low. 

Since the notal ions are in an octahedral oxygen. envir

onment, as is fou:t:d in the acetylacetonates, it would 

not be u.nreasonablo to Em.ggest this figu.re as the corr

ection to -ll H for Sc(III) acetylacetonata. This lowers 

lODq for V(III) to 69·8 kcal/mole. The uncorrected 

value is 100 kcal/mole. while that fou.r.d zpectroscopic

ally is 51·5 kcal/mole (11). The agreement i.3 most 

certainly improved by this correction, ru1d it is possi'\"'1' 

ble that this correction to -ll H of Sc(III) js still 

larger. 

Yifood ar1d Jones ( 38) were l;;.nsuccessful in prevent

ing partial cxi1ation of the Ti(III) acAtylacetonate 

complex, so that lODq for this complex is no~ consider

ed reliable o 1'he correcticn of -6 H for Sc (III) does 
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not, howevero solve the problem of the very low Dq value 

observed for Mn(III) ( only 14•7 kcal/mole as against a 

spectroscopic value of 48·6 kcal/mole (ll) ). As will be 

discussed later this, like the high M-Ostro for Ru.(III), 

Rh(III) ruJ.d Co(III), is possibly a-m-bondi:.1g effect. 

For the 0o(III) ion, raising-~ H for Sc(III) is 

expected to r'J.ise Dq. In their first paper on this su.b
'P 

j ect ( 38) \Vood anJ Jones neglected to correct "'for the 

solid state ( the quoted values are for the gaseouS. ion) 

and obtained a value of lODq higl.Ler than that determined 

S}?ectroscopically. Further, it seems that their value 

for the J? term in eq. 3 is in error. The opin-pairing 

energy (P) is the energy required to cha:.!.ge -e4!- the spin-

state of the ion f:rom high-spin to lon-spin. In high-

spin Co(III) there is one pair of spin-paired electrons, 

while in low-spin Co(III) there are three. Thus, the 

difference in ener(W correspondE: to the pairing of two 

pe,irs of unpaired electrons ( an.c1 not of three, as in tim-

ated by these authors ). Thus, from their literature 

source, where the energ-.f of spin-pairing of d-orbi tf'l.1 
pt.v -pc-~" 

electrons in Co (III) is quoted as 60 kcal/mole", they 

calculated a value of ~l? = 180 kcal/mole instead of 120 
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kcal/mole. ( Using P = 180 kcal/mole actu.ally suggests 

that Co (Acac)"" sho1.1ld be high'"- spin if we use Dq d.cter-
.. ) 

minP.d spectroscopically for calculating -h. IL) 

Taldng into accou.nt the corroctions for tho solid 

stt.1te ( usiD.g P '"' 90 kci:J.l/mole ) lODq for Co (III) acetyl-

acetonate is calculated as 49 kcal/mole from the thenno-

dyna.mic J.ata of Wood and Jones~ instead of 33 • 3 kcal/mole 

as reported by thesE: au.tb.ors. lODq detern.1.ined spectra-

scopicaJ..ly is 60 kcal/mole~ Using the above-mentioned 

corrections to P has thus brougr ... t about better agree-

ment between spectroscopic and thermodynamic data than 

was suggested by previous work. 

In Table 9 a con1parison of the lODq values for 

the series M(Acac) 3 ( M = Sc(III), Ti(Ili), V(III)~ 

Cr(III) 9 Mn(III), Fe(III), Co(III), Ga(III) ). as deter-

mined from IR spectra, electronic spectra, ~alorimetric 

studies, a:t'lrl frOIJ f a11d. g values, is seen. It is obser-

ven that, in general, closer agreement is found between 

lODq values determined from IH spectra and electronic 

spectra, tr.a:1 between the latter· and those determined 

therrnoclynEJ.:,~li cally. This is only to be expected since 

IR determined Dq values are derived from a riingle pre-
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cise determing,tion, whereas the calori1netric deterrnin-

atior~of lODq rely on a large number of separate exper-

imental determinations. 

Comparison of Dq values ( kcal/nole.) determined from 

UV-visible spect:ra ( Dqu.v), lattice energies ( DqH. 

Dqha = ref. 38, Dqhb = corrected as in text. ), infra

red data ( Dqir ) and f and g values ( Dqfg ). 

Ion Dquv Dq Dqhb Do. DqfO" ha ... J.r 
~ 

Sc(III) 
Ti(III) lJ.CJ .. o (270)a (135) a 4!,- 0 4 58·0 
V(III) 51•5 100 0 47·0 47·8 50<6 

Cr(III) 51•8 52·1 41•0 57•5 49•7 
Hn(III) 48·6 25·8 10·5 36·0 60·0 
Fe(III) 46o9 39•1 
Co(III) 60·0 b3•3 50·0 79•5 53·1 

a data unreliable. 

Comparisons of the Dq values obtained by all three 

methods for each of the acetylacetonate complexes with 
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those determined spectroscopically for the correspond

ing hexaquo ions ( ie~· the f and g values~) show two 

salient ch'111.ges. Whereas in thG he:x:aquo =i:ons, lODq 

for ~/I:::l(III) is higher than that for any other ion, in 

the a.cetylacetonates it is lower "than for 2t11.y other ion, 

except Fe(III). Furthermore, for Co(III), lODq in the 

hexaqu.o ions io of tho. Aa::lB order of oasui tude as :iin the 

other ions, while in the acetylacetonates it is apprec-

iably latger. The significance of these differe!lces is 

possibly attribu.tabl~t.' to effects which are not taken 

into account in the CF model. 

L. Transi ti.on m&tal complexe~o11.ded to qrg'.lJ.o..n. 

_ bonded/ 
~he onJy extensive series of meta.L complexes to carbon· 

1 

( other thru1. the zerv-valent metal carbonyls ) which 

are of comparable structure througi1.out the series are 

the hexacyano complexes. The IR spectra of these from 

300 .,. 600 cm-l in aqueous solution have been reported 

(4) 9 and agree reasonably well with our ovvn 9 recorded 

in the solid state as nujol mulls and KBr pellets. The 

frequencies of the absorption bands occurring in this 

region are seen in Table 10 9 as well as the (C::I\f)str. 
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frequencies of the complexes. I'hc spectra were recorded 

as the potassium salts~ K
3 

[M(CN) 6 1 ·:) 

~able 10 

F:cequency data for the potassium hexacyano complexes 

of first transition period metals, and - o H for these 

complexes as calculated from spctroscopic Dq values (19). 

C OTilJ?)E. v Ce::N . (em-:) v m-:c _, (cm-1 ) o JYJ.-C?f:J .{cm-1 }: "':"oHa 

K
3

[Cr(CN) 6] 2131 345 465 91·6 
K

3
[Nn(CN) 6} 2112 361 485' 103•0 

K
3

[Fe(CN) 6 ] 2Jl9 389 512 42·0 
K3[co(mT) 6 ] 2131 413 566 139•7 
K

4
[Fe(CN) 6 ] 2014 416 583 132·2 

akcal/mole. 

All ions i:1. the series are low-s~Jin so that~ 

neglecting P for the moment~ the order of .i\1[-C expected 

from CF~I is that observed, namely Cr< Mn <Fe <Co. Dq 

vaJ.ues are repo1·ted for the ions Cr(III) ~ Co(III) an.d 

Fe(II) (19), and may De estimated for L1n(III) and Fe(III) 

using an f value for 6 CN- of 1•7 (19). The values of P 
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for these ions were as calculated for the corresponding 

acetylacetonates using the available Racah parameters 

:for their deterrninatiorlo 

From these -& H energies ( Table 10 ) , i 4 appears 

that a cusp is predicted in the frequency trend at Fe(III) 

due to its la:rge pairing enel"gy ( 130 kcal/mole ) , vT\1-C 

for the. Fe-(III), complex does occur at lower frequ.ency 

thc:m would be expected by interpolation betv1reen the 

frequencies for Cr(III) and Co(III), but the drop is 

not as large as predicted by CFT. Further, contrary to 

the predictions of CFT, M-C in Fe(III) occurs at a 

substantially higher frequency them in Cr(III) and 

rJn(III), which is also not as would be expE:cted, unless 

we suppose that the rise of Er effects across the series 

inordinately large. 

The small drop in the M-L frequency trend at the 

d5 config"uration is in fact rather similar to that obs-

erved in the second period trivalent transition metal 

tris(acetylacetonntes) (page 103). This therefore 

suggests that the apparent lowering of P :i.ndicated by 

the IR datn for these complexes is better interpreted 

as an extra stabilisation of the I'·1-JJ bond due to 1t-bond-
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ing, rather than a lowering of ?o 

As was mentioned earlier~ Jones (4) has made a 

convincing :tnterpretation of the integrated b8.11d inten

sities of v(Cr=N) for the different hexacyano complexes 

in terms of the ability oi the metal to foro 1~ -bonds 

with the CN- ions. vTvi-N increases in the order suggested 

by the amount of 7t -bonding estimated from the integrated 

band intenrd ties for each of the co1.11plexes ( viz. Cr < . ~ 

Mn <Fe <Co ) ~ rather than that predicted by CFT ( viz. 

Cr""' l>!In.? Fe< Co ) , suggesting that the 7t-bonding contrib-

ution to the stsbilisat.ion of metal-ligano. bonc1s is of 

great importance here. 

We see therefore that CFT provides a satisfactory 

approach to the problen of lJonding in t~ar1.si tion~metal 

complexes as evidenced by their IR spectra. It does? 

however, have shortcOElings in cl.ea1ing With COE1plexes 

where ?t-boncling is thought to be strong, particularly 

those of loiN-spin ions ( ili· Co (III), Hu (III) nnd 

Rh(III)? as evidenced by their tris(acetylacetonate) 

conplexes, and Hn(III) an.d Fe(III) in thei:r hexacyano 

complexes.) It would therefore be of interest to exam-_. 

ine the J\10T and IJJi'T approaches to this problem, r:dnce 
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these approaches take the phenomenon of ~-bonding into 

account. 

It is worth mentioning in passing that, as prev-

iously fou.nd for the nitrogen-donor complfJxes, vC::N does 

not sh0w an in7erse relationship with v m-e, but rather 

parallels its shifts 9 with the exce~Jtion of the ba"ld 

in the Cr(III) coEl}Jlex, which is higher thm1. that in the 

Mn(III) complex, showing thnt the principle 0f constru1t 

su.mnaticm. of bond-order, even about the C--atom, is not 

always applicc,ble. 

II. ~ -Bpp_~g: The Lig~ield and Iviol~c"..llar Orbital 

Theories ·- ... 

CFT provides on interpretation of the thermodynn.mic 

stabilisation of Tr-.1 complexes in terms of the~ SJ)li tting 

of the d-orbital shell. (Fig. 20a). The MOT appronch, 

wherein molecular orbito.ls nre forl-:2ecl by overlap of 

metal atomic and ligand molecular orbitals of suitabie 

geometry, gives the smne res1.:1.lt. This is illustrated 

by the) CFT and MOT ap-proaches to the splitting of the 

d-shell in octahedral environments • In CFT, the energy 
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of the eg level is raised relative to that of the t2g 

level becau.se of the closer proxir:J.ity of the ligands.to, 

ru1.d hence gren.ter electrostatic repulsion on, the elec-

trons occu.pying the eg level. This results in the great

er stability of the orbitals of the t2g lc;;vel. 

In MOT, the origin o:f the splitting also lies in 

the different spatial relationships between the orbitals 

of the t2g and the eg lm:re!s· with those of,, the ligand. 

However, the difference in energy is attribu.ted not to 

electrostatic e:ffects, but rather to the 0"-bonding 

characteristics of the e 0', 
b 

and ?t-bonding characteristics 

of the t 2g level. We thus see that (Fig. 20) transitions 

from the t 2g level r:'.re to the antibonding eg level, 

formed by overlap of the ligan(1 (J' -orbitals with the e.Q' 
0 

.orbitals of the metal. 

It is observed that in the spectrochemical series, 

the order of increasing Dq associated with the different 

ligand types is for the different donor-atoms F <0 < N < 

C 9 which in MOT has a re.~dy explanation in terms of the 

covalency of the bond formed between the donor-atom and 

the metal. ( Increasing covalency leads to greater 

raising of the antibonding and lowering of the bonding 
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levels in bond-formation.) The phenonenon of tho stnb-

.1\.l.isaticm across trru1.si tion 1:1etal series du.e to ionic 

contraction is also readily explained in the MOT vievv 

in that covalency increases acroSf\ the series due to 

the increase of ionisation potentials. 

The t2g orbitals interact with ligand orbitals of 

sui table synnetry to forr1 1t-bonds e These are of two 

types. In ligands with electronically unoccupied orbiit-

als 9 overlap r,w.y occur 1r1i th electronically occ1..1.pied 

metal t2g orbi talE, tem:tl ting in metal to liga:n.d ?t-bond~ 

ing ( l\J1-7t~ 1 or electronically occupi.ed ligand orbitals 

Day overlap with electronically unoccupied nr::tal t 2g 

orbitals 1 res1..1l tins in ligand to netal ?t-bonding ( 7t +M). 

Depending u:a the energies of the ligc.1.nd. orbitals relat-

i ve to the t2g ·level, two different effects 0:1. the valu.e 

of lODq for the cor.:1plex are observed. In co:;}1jJlexes with 

?t-orbitals of energy higher than the t2g level, overlap 

causes ru1. increase in lODq, while overlap with orbitals 

of' lovvor ·eno:r.~- causes a decrease in lODq. These two 

effects Eiay be equated with M-?t* and ?t-M ?t-bonding 

respectively. 

From this, it is seem that the sin}1le CFT approach 
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will give a fairly ncoiirat.e nca.sure of the stabilisation ~ 

of the m.olooule as'.f'ar as 'JC-bonding goes if the degree 

of 7t-bonc1ing is negligible, or does not vary nuch across 

the series. This erroneous picture presented by CFT 

possibly also accounts for the observation that therr.J.o-

dynaL1ically deter::.1ined lODq vnlues are usually l;:'.rge:r 

than those deterrJ.ined spectroscopically (10) o 

Since CFT is fairly sn.tisfactory as far :',s giving 

ru1 ~ccount of the cr-bonding aspects of the conplex, tl~e 

LFT h:::.s been developed, in which the general CFT appr-

oach is preserved, but allownnce is r:1o.de for 7t -bonding 

effect8. LFT, because of its nu.ch greater sirJplici ty, 

is nuch easier to apply than MOT, and so will be used 

in <)U.r c1iscu .. ssion. 

A. 'JC-Bonding effects in the tN spectra of netal beta-- .....-....._....__,...-;- -- •. ~-...-...-..--·--....,_-~~-----
gj..ketonates, and. tl_1~~!:._ signi:fi_c~mce in the stabilisation 

of E!3..!~- to li,g~§. bonds 

There is a fairly extensive literature at present 

on the UV-visible spectra of the acetylo.cetonates. Holn 

and Cotton (40) have reported the UV spectra of tun.irty 
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netal o.cetylacetonates in solution, while Bo.rnu.n (41) 

has reported the solution spectra of the acetylncoton-

ates of the first trr.1..nsi tion period tr.i.valent series 

and perforned Hiickel LCAO-MO calculations for these 

conplexes (42). Solid state spectra have been reported 

for the series Ti(III) - Co(III), in which Dq values 

were obtnined ( 11~ 43, 44 )o A certaiJ.J. ar:c1ount ot· 

work ho.s also appeared on the effect of change of il.he 

2- anc1 1, 3- su.bsti tuents ( 4~, 46 ), on the UV spectra 

of Cu(II) beta-dik&tonates, with particular reference 

to ligand 1t - 1t* tro.nsi tions. 

The ?t-nolecu.lar orbital energy levels of the 

acGtylacetonate ion are shown in Fig. 21. Th.e energy 

of these is such that the electronically occupied ?t3 

and tho antibonding ?t
4 

levels are close enough energet

ically to the t 2a level of the :octal ion for appreciable 
0 

overlap to occur. In the spectra of all acetylacotonate 

conplexes an int.::nse bancl is observed at about 35,500 
-1 en T . * hJ.s has been nssigned to the ?t3-7t4 transition 

of the acetylacetonate anion (40)o At shorter wave

length ( about 48 9 000 CL1-l··), a second bftnd ;1o_y be ob-

;. 1.-:,J':red, which has been assigned (46) to the ?t3 
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trnnsitiono(f1.6). In addition, in transition netals with 

electronically occupied t 2g levels only, an intense band 

t 1 f th th * t 't' . f d a ower requency an e 1t3- 7t
4 

rans1 ·1on 1s ·oun • 

This has been assigned to the * &.e ... 1t
4 

transition (41). 

Barn,z1 (42) has suggested that incre;.asing 7t -bonding 

in these complexee will lead to increased 1t3- ~ trc .. nsi t

ion energies. As seen in the simplified MO diagrarJ. of 

Fig. 21 this is a very logical interpretation. It has 

been suggested, however, that increasing 7t-bonc1ing will 

increase the resonance paths of the electrons in these 

orbitals, so that these bands should shift to longer 

wavelength on increase of 7t-bonding (40). Both of these 

interpretaticns suffer fron various difficulties/ 

Tha:t the shifts observed. in 1t3- 1t: are actually 

du.e to 1t-bonding is apparent fror.1 the fact that this 

banc1 does not vary nuch frm:1 a mean. position in non-

transition netal acetylacetonates, whereas it is hichly 

<:J.eta:t--sensi ti ve in tho transition netal co;-:Iplexes.. This 

mean valu.e of 35,500 c1:1-l in non-transition will thus 

be taken as a guide to the value of the 1t3~ 7t: transition 

in the absence of 7t-bonding. One difficulty id that 

Sc (III) hEJ,s ?t3- 7t: at r.:ruch longer wavelength than found 
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in other non-transition netals, while that in Co(III) is 

at nuch shorter wavelength. If we suppose that the 

first interpretation is correct, it cannot accou.nt for 

the shift of S c (III) to lon.ger wavelength, while the 

second cannot account for the extrenely high position 

of this band in Co(III). 

However, the ~-bondinG effect is not the only 

factor governing the energy of the 7C3- 'JC: transition. 

Belford, r.:rartell and Calvin (4 7) hnve nnc1e a sinple NIO 

calculation which predicts a red shift for the ~3- 7C4 

transition with increasing charge on the central cation. 

This offers a possible explanation for the position of 

7C
3

- 'JC: in Sc (III) acetylacotonate. Since Sc (III) is 

nore ele0tropositive thru1 tho other netals in the series, 

accounting for the lower 7C3- 'JC: tan(l J::'.rer1uency for Sc (III) 

acetylacetonate. The interpretation of Barnur1 thus 

seems to be correct, with the rlodificat:_on that higher 

electrOjlOsi ti vi ty will cnu.se a shift of 7C3- 'JC~ to longer 

wavelength. The latter see1~1s to be a snaller effect on 

* 7C3- 7C4 thru.1 the effect of 7C -bonding. Therefore, for the 

purpc ees of a general d.iscu.ssion, the latter consiclerat-

ion only, will be taken in to acco·unt. 
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The variation of ?t3- ?t: with at. no. across the 

first transition :period trivalent acetylacetonate· 

series is shown in Fig. 21, which also illustrates the 

variation of this band in 1,3- and 2- substituted beta-

diketonates. The sar.w ge:'1.eral trends hold for all the 

beta-diketonate series studied. The salient feature of 

these plots is the extror.aely nigh position of this band 

in the Co (III) beta·-diketonates, suggestlhn.g a high 

degree of %-bonding in this ion. 

This is in good agreeoent th:::.t the fact that a 

sir"1ple CJ.? apj?roach predicts an M-0 ~requency lower than 

actually observed in Co(III) beta-diketonates. The 

extra Btabili ty is accounted for by 7t -bonding. For 
' 

tho acetyla.cetonates of the second per:l.od ions Ru (III) 

ancl Hh (III), and also the trifluoroacetylacetonate of 

Rh (III), ?t3- ?t: occurs at high frequencies 9 as fou.nd 

in the Co (III) cm:Iplexes. I11 m:tr IR st·udy on second 
I 

period conplexes, although Racah parameters were not 

known for Ru (III) and Rh (III) ( ru1d also in our calcul-

ations of P for TeO ) it W9.S suggested that they would 

possibly not be lowered by the large fractio'Yl which the 

(11.1-0) str. L1pliecl. The position of .?t3- ?t~ sup;?orts the 
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idea that the high M- L · str-.1 s observed in these 1:10le-

cules are du.e ~ to the extra stabilisation of?t-bonding, 

rather than a lowering of the pairing energy. ( We may 

of cou.rse il'lterpret this as 7t -bonding lowering the pair-

ing energy, since the electron.s are partly transferred 

to ligand orbitals.) 

In addition, 1t -bonding in low-spin Co (III) COl:Iplex-

es between thf~ t 2 and the lige.nd 1t -orbitals can only be 
g 

of the M:-1t* type. Since Lihis leads to increased lODq, 

this accou.nts for the change in relative nagnitude of 

lODq iD. [ Co (H2 0) 6 t++ in the hexaquo series as conpared 

with [Co(Acac) 3]in the acetylacetonate series. In 

[Co(H2o) 6 ]+++, where no M-?t*bonding is possible, lODq is 

not signific&"ltly larger than that of other ions ::..n tho 

series. In [Co (Acac) 
3

]: , where a considerable degree of 

M-7t* bonding occurs, lODq is 1:1uch larger than that of 

other ions in the seriesc. ( see Table 9.) 

Another iE1portant feature of the plot of ?t3- 7t4 

against at. no. is the low position of the Mn(III) point 

in all of the beta-di.ketonate conplexes. Since Mn(III) 
lt.~" 

is,electropositive than the other ions in the series, 

this cannot, therefore, as in the case· of Sc(III), be an. 
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effect of increased charge on the central cations. It 

nu.st therefore be taken to indicate only a very snall 

a.nou.nt of 71:-bonding. This ar;rees with the observation 

that lODq for [ Mn (H20) 6 y++ is larger than that for any 

other ion in the series, while in the acetylacetonate 

series lODq for Mn(Ace.c)
3 

is smaller than that of' all 

other ions in the series, ~ith the excPption of Fe(III). 

The chane;e of lODq of tbe I':Tn(III) conplexes relative to 

those of other ions in passing frou the hex~qu..o to the 

acetylacetonate seried is thus explicRble in ten:J.s of 

the poor ~-bonding ability of the I/In (III) ion in both 

of thes0 environnents. In the hexaqt::.o enviromrrent, 

vvhere L-Tvl 1t·-bonding only is possible, lODq for the 

I,In (III) ion i 8 larger than for ru1.y other ion because 

L-m 7t-bonc1ing is wealr for [Mn(H
2

o)
6

J+++:. ( L-M7t-bond

in,~; lowers the ene:.:."gy of lODqJ On the other hanO., in the 

acetylacetonate ei1.viromrren-t' m-7t* 7t-bunding is wemc in 

the mn (III) co::1plex, resulting in a lovver lGDq value. 

Fron the relatively low position of 7t3- 7t: in 

Fe (III) beta-dike-tonates~ it night be su.p]~osed that 

7t -bon dine- in its oonplexes was weak.· Hov1ever, this 

need not necessarily be E-Jo, since Fe (III) is fairly 

electropositive. The lovv position may thus be due to 
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the latter effect, as is also likely with Ti(III) and 

V(III). 

The energ"~J of ?t3- ?t4 has been found ( 46) to vary 

with changing of the 1, 3- substi tu.ents in Cu (II) beta

diketonates., A red shift is observed on substi "blJ.ti:;n 

wi ifh more electron withdrawing SlJ.bsti tuents, suggesting 

that in these ?t -bonding is vveakened b:r electron with-

drawal. The slopes of ?t3- ?t4 versu.s IP of the 1, 3-

substi tuents of the ligrmd are seen to fall in to tvvo 

series, depending on the ~ature of the substituent& 

The first f3eries is that in v1hich successive substi tuents 

aro phenyl groups, ru'ld the second is the series of non·

aronatic substi tuents. The slope of this plot is 2-::1u.ch 

steeper for the aroElatic substi tuents, Acac- > Bzac-> 

DBII!C, than for the non-aro:·.1atic su.bsti tl).ents Acac- > 

TFA- >BFA- o This is presunably related to the increase 

of the resonance path of tl·w electrons in phenyl subst

ituted forns, and need not necessarily indicate weakened 

?t-bonding. It is even possible that the opposite is 

true, that phenyl substitution enhances ?t -bonding 

In both series chGnges of slO}?e are observed, 

which 2.re qualitatively the S3De in both series, on 
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chanee of one particu.lar catio::.1 for another. Since 

conparable changes of slope occur in both series on 

change of cation, either r1ay be used for the purposes 

of ctiscu.ssing this effect~ The UV spectra of the 

conplexes of Acac-, DH:C, DJJN- 9 Bzac- 9 TFA- and HFA-

with the cations K+, Cu.++ 
9 

Al +++, v+++ +-1-+ and Fe 9 as 

well as all of these except the HFA- co:1plex for the 
We-t~L w-u,wdul 

. S +++ C +++ •[ +++ - ~ C +++ Th . f , l on s , ~ - , r , J.', n an Ct o A e s erl e s o suo-

stituted beta-diketonc.tes of K+ and Al+++ were included 

so as to for 

each ligand type in the 2.bsence of any possible 7t-bond-

ing effects. The s:oall difference between the plots 

forK+ and Al+++ was taken as being due to the increas

ed cationic charge of Al+++ relative to K+, as expected 

from the work of Belford ot. al. (,t 7). 

As previou.sly r.wntionec1, the decrease in enErgy 

of 11.
3

- 11.: on i11.creasing electron withdrawal by the 1, 3-

substituents need not necessarily indicate a_decrease 

in the sDou.nt of 71:-bor:~.ing. Thus, we r:1ay regard the 
f,sv K ,._.. lla..'t'f'f'c.S' 

slopes of the plots ~ 11. - ']f,* in. the absence of 11.-bDJ:.Lding, 
-- A 3 4 

effects. lmy change in slope ( the slopes of the K+ and 

Al +++ series are the sru:1e ) fro:-:1 the slopes of the lat-
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ter two ions observed in the SP.ries of substituted 

beta-,diketonates of other ionEl nust therefore be regard

ed as being du.e to ?t-bondi:ng effects. Thus a less steep 

slope on increasing electron withdrawal could be takex:1. 

as evidence of enhanced ?t -bonding due to clectron-wi th

drawal b;v the 1 9 3- substi tuents. SiT:lilarly, a steeper 

slope could be regarded as evidence of d8stabilisation 

by electron withdrawing su.bsti tuents. The sane observ

ation cou.ld also be interpre cod a.s the reverse, i.e. 

st~biliaation by e:ec~ron-donation. 

In ::.!'ig. 2 2 are seen tlv;) plots of ?t3- ?t: versus the 

electronegativity o-f the substituents at the 1,3- posit

ions, for the aror1atic and non-armnatic series with the 

previously r::entior~ed cations. The salient feature of 

trese plots ic the snall slope of that for the Co(III) 

ion. This is, as seen frm:J. t:i:w above discussion, in 

good agree;cwnt wl th our su.t;gestion that the Co (III) ion 

is able to undergo considerable l!1 .:.?t"' ?t-bonding with 

beta-diketonate li{~ands. The Cr(III) series have a 

slightly steoper 8lope than the Co(III) series, but are 

not nearly as steep as observed in -~he Al (III) and .te+ 

del..L.C:S, sue,gesting that in this ion a considerable ar:1-
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ou.nt of m-?t* ?t-bonding occu.rs. The slopes of the plots 

be cone steeper in otlJ.er triillsi tion netals, ru1.d finally 9 

in Jliln(III), the slo~Je is the sarne as observed in non-

transition netal ions. This indicates that very little 

?t-bonding occurs in this ion, which agrees with our 

earlier observations on the poor 7t-bonding ability of 

tho Mn(III) ion, as evidenced. by the low Dq values 

( as conpared with r.Tn (III) in the hexaquo systeEl ) 

found for Mn (III) in the beta-diketonate syster.1. 

The spectra of the divalent acetylacetonates were 

al::::o recorded, both for the type [~HA.cac) 2 (H2 o) 2 J snd 

[ M (Acac) 
3 
]-. The 1t

3
- 1t~ transition in the spectra of 

the forner type are at fairly lo11.g wavelengths, and so 

at best, only very \veak ?t-bonding is expected in then.· 

This is in ag~ern~ent with the fact that CF predictions 

fOT tho m-0 frequ.encies in tho Il1 spoct~l'a indicate no 

additional stabilisation which can be attributed to 

7t -bonding. In the second type, slight shifts to short

er wavelengths are observed, which are probably assoc

iated with the increased delocalisation caused by the 

negative charge on the co~plex. 
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B. E.i.d.?JlC_~ __ f...£S>L1 N1fll1_:t:o.r: zt_-bor-:.d_ing .e.ffe_s_ts _in tran .. ~i_t,io.E:, 

metal beta-cliketonates - - -- -~ .. ··- .. 

The Tmm spectr1ID of the acetylacetonate anion is 

very siuple, and consists of a band at -331 c.pos~ 

froD. TNIS. clue to the ring proton, and one at -120 c.pos. 

due to the nethyl group protons o In dia.r1agnetic ferns, 

the position of these bands dO()S not vary very nuch 

with ch:::mge of netal ion, except for the acetylaceton-

ates of Co(III), Illi(III)s and Be(II), in which the 

nethyl gro'A.P protons shift clovmfield to about -130 

In the Imm. spectra of TFA- and :Szac- conplex-

es of Co (III) ancl Sc (III), and in the TFA co!:.lplex of 

Rh (III), the same dovvnfield shift of the band due to 

the mf:.thyl group -:Jrotons is also observed, relative to 

the position of thiEl band in the .Al(III) c01:1plexeso 

The unique spectra of the Be(II), Sc(III), Co(III) and 

R...""l (III) beta-dih.etonates thus suggest a difference in 

electron distribution in the ring, .as conpared with 

other netal beta-ctiketonates. 

~his difference is rresunably dua to the higher 

covalency found in the conplexes of the::::e ions, the 
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higher covalency in the Be (II) con~:1lex being du_e to 

raore co valent O""'·bonc1ing 9 anrl the higher covalency in the 

transition netal conplexes 'being due to ?t-bonding. The 

latter observation is in coDJ1lete agreenent with the 

greater degree of 7t-bonding character predicted for 

the complexes of these ions by their UV and In spectra. 

The frequency data for the clionagrtetic beta·-diketonates 

is as in Table 11 below. 

Table 11 

NMR of rlia.nagnetic acetylacetonates,a benzoyla.cetonates, 

f?.l'ld trifluoroacetylacetonates. In CDCl~ 9 shifts in 
.) 

c.p.so at 60 Mc.p~s. ( shifts for cH
3 

an.c1 ring protons 
only.) 

Acac-

CH 
3 

H 

Bzac-

H 

Zn(I::L) 

-120 
-328 

Al (II:£) 

-130 

-372 

A]_JIII) Co(III~ Sc(III) _PJl(III) 

-117 -133 -130 -128 
-327 -331 -330 -328 

Co(IIIl TFA- Al(III) Rh(III) 
b ... * ........... • ... 

... 144. CH -137 -151 3 
-372 H -355 -357 

a 
Data,. on the dianagn.etic acetylacetonates of Be (II), 

Zn(II), Al(III)~ Ga(III), In(III), Sc(III), Y(III), 

Zr(IV), Th(IV), and Co(III) a~e reported in ref. 40. 
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The Nl'I.IR spectra of parru:1agneti c acetylacetonates 

have been studied iil detail by Eaton ( 48), and the para-

rJagnetic shifts recorded for tho acetylacetonates of 

Ti(III), V(III), Cr(III), Mn(III), Fe(III), Mo(III), 

Ru(III), Mn(IIIL Fe(III) rn-:tcl Co(III). The observed 

large shifts of the -cH
3 

and -H proton:::; vmre explained 

in teriils of tho contact nech[misn, in which electron 

spin is delocalised fron tho notal ion onto the ligands .. 

For netal to ligand charge transfer, a large 

positive spin-density is expected to result on the 

C-aton bearing the nethyl group, resulting in large 

dovmfield shifts of these protons. For liganc1 to netal 

charge transfer, two differing effects nay result. If 

liget.nd a--electrons ( i.e.those having spins parallel to 

the inpaired d-orbital electrons of the notal ion ) are 

transferred to the netal, a lnrge c1o'Nnfield shift is 

expected. If lig2,nd f3 -electrons. ( i., e. those of opposite 

spin to tho d-orbital electrons ) are transferred, an 

u.pf'ield shift of the rinc; proton is expected .. The abru.pt 

·change fron low dovvnfield s ift to high l:tpfield shift on . . -

passing fron mn(III) to Fe(III) is explained in terns of 

a crosf;over froD a-electron donation to f)-electron don-
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ation to the raetal d-o1~i tals. 

Apart !'rom this featu.re, the incre~sing dovmfield 

parm:1agnetjc shifts obtained for the CH
3 

protons along 

the series indicatE>d (48) a steady cJ.rop in m~r ?t-bond

ing with increasing at. no. from Ti(III) c1ovm to Fe(III). 

UD.fortu.n&tely, the data o:n the shifts of the ring proton 

is not COE1plete, but su.ggets strong ?to+ M ?t-bonding for 

V (III) and Fe (III), with the 7t-boncling of the 7t+lVI type 

being very weak for Mn(III). The important feature of 

these resu.l ts in the parrunagnetlc forms is the weak 

7t -bonding indicated for Mn(III), anc:1 the strong ?t~boncl-

ing indicated for the Sc(III), Co(III) 8.nd PJ1(III) 

diaraagrwtic foras, SUjJJJOrting our interpretations of 

the UV and IR spectra of these co;-~lpol.m.ds. 



Tl1.e beta-diketonate IR spectrum. ... .. ----

A. The region 2000 - 1350 •.. . ~ -- . * 

-1 em --........ 
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As was previously !llentioned, most earlier W'Jrk 

on the IR spectra of these complexes has centred around 

the C=O str.., and C=C str. vibrations. Further, the 
-1 assign...ment of the highest frequency band below 2000 em 

in the IR spectra of acetylq.cetonates to iJ:he C=O str. 

and the second highest to the C==C, str. by Nakamoto (53) 

and the ccnfirxnation of his assignment by Pinchas et. al. - ......... 
18 in their studie.s: of the IR spectra of 0- substituted 

acety1acetonates was discussed ( page 11 )J. 

In phenyl-substituted. beta-diket()nates (Bzac and 

DBM ) another d.~.fficul ty of band assignment has arisen. 

Some aromatic C-Cstr., vibrations are expected to occur 

in the region 1500- 1600 cm-1 , making distinction between 

c_;.;.c str.(phenyl), C=C;str., (ring) and C=O str. difficult .. 

Nakrunoto (55) performed pertubstion calculations for 

the DBM complexes of Cu(II) and Ni(II), based on his 

previous NCT for Cu(II) a>Jetylacetonate. He c0ncluded 

tha+. the first band below 1600 cm-l in t;we DBM and in 
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the Bzac complexes was the ring C=C str .. , and that the 

second was C=O str. 

This result is not 9 however, consistent wiil!!l. our 

ovvn findings (56). The C=O str ~ h1 the IR spectra 

of the ~eries M(Acac).; l\:1 = Sc, Ti, V, Cr, Mn~ Fe~ Co, 
j 

Ga, has been found to be fair::!..y sensitibe to ch8l'lge of 

metal. The variation of ·bhe C=O str. with at. no .. 

across this series is seP-n in:tFig. 23. The C=C; str. 

exhibits aJ."l inverse relationship to the frequency trend 

observed for the C=O band.. In the an~logous phenyl

substituted series ( M(DBM)
3

, M(Bza~)3' M = Sc, V, Cr, 

Mn, Fe, Co.) the first band below 1600 cm-l (assigned 

to ring C=C str. by Nrutamoto ) is almost inaensitive to 

change of matal, while the second ( assigned to C=O str .. 

by Nrutamoto ) and thjrd ( assigned to c~o str. + C-H 

bend ) 8Xhi bit the r..a·gree of sensi ti vi ty tu change of 

metal disp::t.ayed by the C=O str. and C=C SJV'r. of the 

aeetyJ.acetonate series. Fl..trthermore, the frequency 

trends in C=O str., and C=C str .. of the acetylacetonate 

series or change of metal with increasing at. non across 

the series are reproduceG. almost exactly by the second 
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and third bands below 2000 em-- of the Bzac and DBM 

series ( Fig~ 23 ~~ It was therefore concluded that the 

correct assignments for these bands was that, in phenyl-

6 -1 substituted ligands, the highest band below 1 00 em 

was the aromatic 0-0 stro, while the seco:ncl. and third of 

these bands were the 0=0 str. and O=C str. respectively. 

These assignments are consistent with other obser

vations on the effect of phenyl conjugation on the 

spectra of ketonic compounds. Phenyl cpnjugation is 

found (58) to lower the 0=0 str. to lower wavenumber 

than fou.nd in aliphatic ketonic com:pou.nds. If the 

0=0 str., as assigned by NaJcamoto in DBfiT, is compared 

'\!Vi th that asslgn.ed by him to the 0=0 str. in the corres

ponding Acac complexes (57), it is fou.nl to be at higher 

wavenumber thm1 the latter. ( .e .. _k. 0=0 str. ir1 Or(DBM) 
3 

. -1 -1 = 1540 em , C=O str. in Or(Bzac) 3 = 1555 em , 0=0 str.., 

in Or(Acac)"' = 1524 cm-1 ,) Using the o.rnmended assignments 
.::> 

however, the 0=0 str. in phenyl substituted forms now 

occur at m1;.ch lower wavenumber than in corresponding 

aliphatic complexes. (~~..£:·the 0=0 stro iu Cr(DBM) 3 = 

1540 -1 em , Or(Bzac)
3 

-1 1 = 151)5 em , Or(Acac) 3 = l574 em- ). 
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Funther, in Bzac and DBM complexes, the first 

bru~d occurs at 1591 ~ 2 cm-l in all transition metal 

complexes, whereas the second band in Bzac complexes 

( With one phenyl group on exch chelate ring ). occurs 

at frequencies intermediate to ·chat of the second band 

i.n DBM complexes (. with two phenyl groups on each 

chelate ring), anc1 the first hand in Acac complexes 

( with no phenyl grou.p8 on the chelate ring ) • If we 

suppose the effects on the C=O str. of successive 

substitution of phenyl groups for methyl groups to 

be additive, as is found in su.bsti tu.tion of trifluoro

methyl gro.ups for methyl groups ( the C=O str .. in 

Fe (Acac )
3 

= 1575 c1n-l, in Fe (TFA)
3 

= 1616 cm-l, and in 

Fe(rillA)
3 

= 1647 cm-1 ), this assignment i~ moPe logical 

than the earlier assignment of Nakamoto, where the 

effect of successive substitution of phenyl groups is 

not additive. 

In trifluoromethyl- substituted beta-diketonates 

( T:PA and HFA ) both C=O str .. and C=C str. are raised 

to higher waven~.unber on su.'osti tution of trifluoromethyl 

for methyl grou:Qs.. The fl"'equency trends in these across 
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the series do not parallel those observed in the spectra 

of the analogous 1~cac complexes 9 and do not exhibit an 

nn inverse relationship with.each other. However, if 

we examine the effects on these of change of metal in 

non-transition metal series, it is seen that the trends 

parallel those in similar Acac series, so that we are 

able to assign the higher band to the C=O str .. and the 

second band to the C::C stre in TFA and HFA complexea'tj. 

( the difference observed between the trends in Acac, 

Bzac and DBri'I complexes on the one hand, and the trends 

of C=O str •. and C=C str. in TFA complexes on the other 

hand, will be discussed in relation to the ?1: -bonding 

properties of TTII complexes at a later stage.) 

T~e assignment of bands in this regior.: is substffil

tially the same as given in the literature (55} for 

the IR spectra of the complexes of Acac, Bzac, DBr'l, TFA 

and HFA.. ( these are seen in ~,ables I ... XX, pages 46 

65.) A band of particular interest in terms o:f its .. ·.· 
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metal sensitivity is that occurring in the region 1320 

1230 cm-1 in the spectra of beta-diketonate complexes, 

which has been assigned as the coupled vibration C=C + 

C-R str. (where R == suhstituents at the 1,3- positions 

of the chel:1te ring ) .. Iiis shifts parallel those of 

the C:::C str. en change of m0tal but it is, however", more 

metal sensitive than the latter, and has thus been used 

extensively in interpreting the effects of change of 

metal. 

It has been possible to check the assignment of 

bruilds to this vibration in differen-~ly substituted beta

diketonate complexes by the fact that the fr€quency 

trends on change of meta] displayed by the bnnd so assign

ed is the same for the series ML3 , (M = Sr., V, Cr, Mn, Fe, 

Co) irrespective of whether L = Acac, Bzac, DBM, DPM or 

TFA. In a similar fashion, we have been able to check 

that the br.:-:l'lds assigned tc C=O + C-R str o • Dll~l~ CJ.,H ,out-of

plem.e bend, in differently substituted complexes are 

correctly assigneG. .. 
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c. 

So fa~ we have used band assignments of m ... o str. 

in the IR spectra cf thE: beta-d.iketonates, without dis-

cussing the reasons for the assignments themselves.. The 

question of M-0 band assignments in tho spectra of' the 

beta-diketonates has no bearing on the question of the 

validity of the OFT int;erpretation of IR frequency trends 

on change of metal across series of TM complexes, since 

all reasonably metal-sensitive vibrations below 800 cm-1 

in these Sf::lries ext...ibit at least reasonable qualitative 

agreemE:nt with CFT_ predictionso This is illustrated by 

the six metal-sensitive bands observed in the 800- 300 

cm-1 regior1 of the spectrtl.m of the first transition 

period t:ci valent acetylacetonates ( Figs o 2, 3, 7, 24) 

which all exhibit frequency trends across the series 

which are consistent with the CFT interpretation. 

It seems improbable that any one of the bnnds in 

the 800 - 200 cm-l region of th& beta-diketonate spectrum 

can alone !Je asGigned to the pure :M-0 str. vibration. 

Firstly, any vibration will contain at leg,st a fair per-
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cent age of ::.igand vi bratL_.,n co~J.pled to it, and secondly, 

the complexi -~-:l of the M-0 octahedra, ·iJetrahedra, !?.i£• 

is such that M-0 vibrations of different symmetries are 

expected to occur.. ( .£.!€l.o in octahedral tris (acetylacet-

onates, three infrared-ac~ive M-0 str .. vibrations are 

expected to occur (?2), one belonging to the ~ species, 

and two belo~ging to theE species.) 
ir\ t\.,i~ ~~n 

Three bands only are observed in the spectrum of 
A 

K(Acac)(Ij2o) 2 , at 655, 522 and 412 cm-1 • In octa-

herlra1ly coordinated acety1acetonates, two groups of 

bcmds are observed which, from the :":anges over which 

their frequencies vury on change of metal, ( 520 -700 

410 - -1' . and ·. · - 52v em ) appear to be der1 ved from the bands 

occurring at 522 and 412 cm-1 in potassi1nn acetylaceton-

ate. 

The 655 cm-1 he.nd of potassh.un acet.~rlacetonate 

( assigned by Nakamotc (55) to M-0 + C-CH
3 

str.) is 

one of the most insensitive tc change of metal in the 

whole acetylacetoDate spectrum, and occurs in the range 

654 '-1 I 663 em \ in most cases it o~cur~ at, or close to 

655 cm-1 ) in the spectra vf al.l sixty-nina of the diff-
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erent acetylacetonate complexes exarrd.ned ( including 

polymeric foJ:'ms, hy.d:rates, amine and pyridine adducts, 

8l'ld mixed complexes such as [Pb (cH·
3 

)2 (Acac) 2 ] ) .. In 

the 180_ stTit.dies of Pinchas _tl .. _?d. .. (54) this ba.nd was 

also found to be insensit:lve to increase in mass cf the 

oxygen atoms of the chelate ring, and was thus assigned 

to the out-of-plane ring defo~ation vibration. We 

have thus adopted this assignment, since it is consis-

tont with the insensitivity of the band to change of 

metal. 

ing 

The nwnber o!' bands in the two groups correspond

-1 to the 412 and 520 em bands of potassium acetyl-

acetonate is characteristic of the metalo In beta-dik

etonates of octc:ihedra1ly coordinated ( s;yrnmetry = n3) 

trivalent metals of the first transition period, there 

are tl:rce metal sensitive b8nds in both the 500 

700 cm-1 region ( corresponding to the 520 bcmd of 

potassium acetylacetonate ) and 410 - 520 cm-l ( carr-

d . . t'' 412 -l b d f t . t 1 t espon 1ng ~o ne em an c· po as81um ace y ace -

onate ) region of the spectrum, irrespective of the 

nat·u.re of the 1. 3- or 2- sabsti tuents. 
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Fu.rther, in complexes of c2v ar1c1 D2h symmetry, 

for example, the number of bands in each of these reg

ions is loV\.;red in many caseso ( !2...!.& in Cu(Acac)'2 , 

Pd(Acac) 2 and Pt(Aoac) 2 one of the bands in the 500-

700 cm-l region ir:: lost, while in Ca(Acac) 2 , Sr(Acac) 2 , 

Ba(Acac)2 , two bands in both the upper and lower region 

are lost.) 

The phenomenon of reduction in the number of 

bands does not, however, seem to be related to change 

of symmetry so much as to the covalence o:f the lVI-0 bond. 

In group IA and 2A acetylacetonates., for example, three 

bands (corresponding to?those observed in octahedral 

comp~exes ) are observed in the upper grou.p 500 - 700 

·~1 · f L B "II em ~n the spectra o- the i, e and 11 g complexes. 

In members of higher atomic n1;1J1ber in th0 series, how-

ever, there is a lowering of intensity and eventual 

complete clisappeara:i.1.ce ( at K+ in gr·m1p IA, and Sr ++ in 

group IIA) of the two ban'is of higher frequl3ncy in the 

0 -1 5 0 - 700 em group of bands. This reduction of the 

number of bar.~.ds with increc.'l.sing at. r...o. is accompanied 

by an increase jn ionic cho.ra~ter of the M-0 bond, so 
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that it is possibly related to this phenomenon. It 

might also be supposed that this was an effect of in-

creasing mass with increase of ato no. The increasing 

mass.of the central cation on descending a non-TM group 

should cause a lowering of the :M--0 str. frequency, and 

hence & lowering in frequency and convergence of the 

higher with the lower vibrations. That this is not so, 

however, is illl.:tstrated by the fact that in the corres

ponding TFA and HFA series, it is the lower frequency 

band in each group which disappears with increasing 

at .. no o, which is contra!'"IJ to' the e:<:pectationr::l of the 

effects of increasing mass of the central cation. 

Further, in the spectra of the octah.edrally co

o.-rdinatGd K [ M (.Acac )3 1 complexes of "first transition 

period M(II) ions, a reductio:--:.. in the number of bands 

:Un the 500 -· 700 cm-1 region occurs, in spite of the 

fact that there is nr.~ change i'·n the mass of the central 

cation compared with their trivalent M(Acac) 3 cmmt

erparts~ moreover, although the nu.r-nber of bands in this 

region is red.ueed in the octah.edrall;y coordinated 

trivalent rare-earth tris(acetylacetonates), it iS not 
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reduced in complexes such as uo2 (Acac) 2 , Mo02 (Acac) 2 

or Th (!wac) 4., where the high oxidation state of the 

central cati.on leads to greater polarising power, anCJ. 
.I 

hence greater covalency, even though the masses of the 

central cations are large. 

Nakamoto, in hi:s NCT of Cu(Acac) 2 (51), and of 

Al(Acac),
3

, Fe(Acac).
3 

, Cr(Acac)
3 

and Co(Acac)
3 

(57); 

assigned the bands at 455, 495, 437, and 466 cm-l res-
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We shall in future refer to the three metal-sens

itive bands in the 500- 700 cm-l region as bands 1, 2 

and 3, in order of eeol"eaing frequency.. The bands in 

the region 300 - 500 cm-1 will be referred to as bands 

4, 5 and 6 9 in order of decreasing frequency. This 

corresponds with the labelling of bands in the 200-

700 cm-l region of the spectra nf beta-diketonate com-

plexes reprod1.1ced in tb.is study. 

It does not seem that the corresponding bands in 

this sequence of six all have the same assignments for 

all the differently substituted beto.-diketonates. The 

phenomenon of dis~ppearance of bands in the 300 - 700 

-l . f t 1 f 1 tl t em reg~on on change o me a rom cova en . y o 

ionically bound types is encountered generally with all 

tho differently 3Ubstituted beta-diketonetes. However, 

it is not always the same band in the series of six 

which remai:1.s in the potassium complex, suggesting that 

the assignn1ents for bands which correspond in position 

in the sequence is different with different beta-c1iket-

onates. 

Thus, while in Acac complexes, it is bEmd 3 which 

persists in the potassium complex, in TFA complexes it 
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is band 2, and in HFA <ll:Omplexos it·iu band 1 whimh remains. 

In phenyl-su.nsti i:JlJ..teJ ligands, the picture is confused 

by the ~c.cu:rrence of several ligand vi brat ions in the 

500- 700 cm-1 region, but it would appear that band 

2 persists in potassium benzoylucetonate, and band 1 in 

potassit..:r.n. di be.:nzoylmethanate. In all cases, band 4 

persists in the potassium salt. ( Fig. 25 ) 

The nature of the two bands which remain ( one 

corresp')nding to bands 1,2 and 3, and one corresponding 

to band 4, of octahedral complexes ) in the spectra of 

the potassium complexes is uncertain. A clue as to 

their nature may be found in the fact that they exhibit 

an inverse relationship with each other on change of 

1, 3- substituent. ( Fig. 26 ) This is consistent with 

the assignment o:f Pinchas ~.t.~ .. of the l.1.igher bands 

to H-0 str.. + ring def. , and band 4 to lllf-0 + c .... n str. o 

The ring de.f. vibration may be thou.ght of as n CF=<D. + 

m=c deformation vibration, and since C=O and C=C incre-

ase simuitaneously on change of 1,3- substituent, we 

should expect the order of increase of the C=O str .. Etnd 

C=C str. to be the same as the order o:f i!'lcrease of the 

ring def. vibration. We thus find that for both the 
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C=O str. ru1.d C=C str o , and the ring G.e:f. vi brat ions, 

( ~.e. the oand obs~rved in the 500 - 700 cm-l region 

o:f the speC'trum o:f the potaesiu.m salt ) the order o:f 

increase in frequer..cy is DPM<A~ac< TFA<HFA. ( The phenyl 

substituted ligands do noii follcw this trend, as will 

be discussed in the section on substituent effects.) 

On the other hand, the order of increase of the 

frequency of the C-R str .. vibration should be the 

reverse of the nrder of increase o:f the 0=0 str. vib-

ra~ion, if we suppose that electron shifts occuY' as 

:fellows (m change of 1, 3- substituent 

which would accou.nt for the inverse relationship 

exh.i bi ted by t11e l\II--0 + ring def o ( since ring def. = 

C=O de:f .. + C=C def, ) with the M-0 + C-CH
3 

str. ( since 

C-CH3 exhibits an inverse relationship with C=O str.) 
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This may be summarised in the form of a ~able: 

M-0 str + M-0 str .. + 

Com_pou.nq C=O str. J.!ing d£!. C-R atr .. · C-R str. 
>A.~ 

(cm-1 ) (cm-1 ) (cm-1 ) 

K(HFA) · 1677 580 .364 should 

K(TFA) 1661 550 387 dect·ense 

K(Acac); 1619 522 412 as c=O· stro .. 
K(DPJYI) 1581 474 474 • ... 0 J.ncreases 

.. .. , .. ·-, .. .. ·~ . 
These frequency shifts thus support the assignment-s of 

Pinchas et .. al. (54) .. of bar.d! 4 to M-0 + C-R str., and 

the higher bands to M-0 str.., +ring def •• 

A. further point of interest t.s that the relative 

metal-sensitivity of bands 1,2 and 3 alters on change 

of 1 9 3- substituent. Thus, for example, in Bzac 

complexes, it is band 2 which exhibits the greatest 

sensitivity to change of metal, while iin DBM it is band 

1, and in TFA complexes i.t is band 3,, This is illustr-

ated in Table. 12 below, in which the sensitivity to 

change of metal of any pb.rticular band is represented 

by the range over which it varies in the first transit-

ion period tri Yalent beta-diketonate in questio~1.. 

The first point· which is noticed abrn~t Table 12 
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i.s that the frequency range of the band of greatest 

metal-sensitivity in the spectra of each differently 

substituted. beta-diketonate series rises in the order 

TFA < Acac·- 3-MeA ·-"'3-EtA < Bzac < DBM"' DPM. This may be 

interpreted as a raising of the M-0 str .. frequency, and 

hence the occurrence of the band containing the most 

lVI-0 character in the spectra of the complexes of each 

ligand type at successively higher frequencies. 

Tl1e second point which m2.y be raised is that in 

band 4 ( M-0 + C-R str. ), the range of variation of 

frequency on change of 1,3- substituent is virtually the 

same in all cases, so that it is possible that in this 

band, which contains less m-o str. character ( as indic-

a ted by 18 0 studies (54), and its low metal-sensi ti vi ty) 

the amount of M-0 str, character is the same for all the 

differently substi tu.ted beta-diketonates. 

Further, band 4 increases in frequency in the 

order HFA < TFA < Acac < Bzac < DBrl < DPiv1, which is the order 

of increase of M-0 str. indicated by the shifts in 

greatest rae tal sensi ti vi ty from band 1 ·to 2, and fre>m 

2 to 3., This is as wou.ld be expected from the fact that 
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~able 1-2 --
Range ( in cm-l ) over which bands 1, 2, 3 and 4 vary 

on change of metal in the differently subR~~tuted be:ta:: 
diketonate series of complexes with first transition 
period· trivalent metal ions. 

Range of variati.on (cm-1 ) 
Complexes Band 1 Band 2 Band 3 Band 4 ... ... --- ...... 

M (TFA) ~ 47a. 24 50b 19 
M(Acac}

3 
--

30 110 22. 27 -
Nl(3-MeA)J 8 62 §.1 22 -
M (.3-EtA);

3 
11 §1 2.! 24 

M(Bzac)
3 10 106 22 33 -----

M(DBM)
3 ij, 36 15 36 ..._.. 

M(DPM)
3 il 16 29 

aThis range is unrepresentat~._ve oi' the sensi tiv
ity of t~is band to change of metal, since the 
Co (III) complex, fo~.c which m-0 str. is the high
est in each range, had an exceptionally high 
frequenc;y··. Neglecting the frequency for the 
Co(III) complex, the order of metal sensitivity 
indicated for TFA complexes by tfu.e variations 
of these bands is seen in the ranges over which 
they v~ry in the remaining compl·exes·; Band 1 = 
16 em-~, Band 2 = 18 cm-1, Band 3 = 38 cm-1. 

bUnderlined rahges indicate the most metal- sens
itive band, or bands, in the spectra of each 
of the series o:f differently substituted beta
diketonates. 

cThese ranges are unrepresentatively small, since 
the points for the Co (III) complexes are ur.Jrnown. 
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the M-0 str. remains coupled to band 4 throughout all 

the series v:f 1, 3- substituted ligands, instead of there 

being an ircrease of 1¥1-0 che.racter in successively 

higher bands, as i!:l. bands 1, 2 and 3, on ±ncrease of the 

M-0 str. frequencyo 

T-he extent to which band 4 reflects the eler.tron 

shift ( band 4 = M-0 + C-R str. ) 

en change of substituent is seen in Fig. 27, in which 

the C=O str. is seen to exhi':r~ t an inverse relation-

ship with bend 4 on change of 1, 3-subst:i:':;~.lent in series 

of beta-diketonate complexes with any one metalo The 

M-0 str., ( tJ;10 most meta_l-sensitive of ban.ds 1,2 cr 3 

for any particular beta-c.iketone ligand ) yields a 

similar i~vers8 relationship. ( Figo 28 ). 

In studying the effect of change of metal, it is 
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·convenient to use M-0 str., tr.~.is being .assigned as the 

most metal sensitive of bands 1?2 or 3. Tnis is a valid 

procedure, since the trends displayed by Bands 1?2 and 

3 are essentially the same for all the differently 

substituted beta-diketonates on change of metal. 

Hovmver; 1.lSii:1,g b!imd8 1' 2 or 3 tn studying ef'T:'e'Ct s 

of chauga of 1, 3 su.bsti tuer1t presents various di:fficul t-

ies. 
. \. . . 

In many cases, there are two bands of sJ.mJ.lar 

metal-sensitivity, in which case it is difficult to 

decide which band to use, or_else involves the unrel

iable procedure of attempting to estimate intermediate 

frequencies whicb will be representative of the ·stabil

ity of the complexo Further, the actual strm1.gth of 

the M-0 bond may be greater, or smaller than, is repre-

sented by the frequencies at the extremes of each 

range.,· ( ~-!'?..!.. HFA complexes at one extreme may be rel

atively less stable than indicated by the lJwest bsnd 

ir.. the series of three in the upper region, and DPTVI at 

the other extreme may be relati-vely more stable than 

indicated by the hiehest bands in the upper region.) 

On the other hand? -oEmd 4, assigne6. to the M-0 + 
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C-R str., should yield a reliable estimate of M-0 band 

shifts, since, as seen froiLl the electron shifts which 

occur on cl...ru'lge of 1, 3- substituent ( page 225 ) , both 

the M-0 str, and C-R str. should increase simultaneous-

ly. Therefore, keeping in mind that band 4 represents 

change in the C-R bond strength as well as of the l.'ii-0 

bond strength, we shall use this band in interpreting 

the effects of change of 1, 3- substi tu.ent at a later 

stage. 

In addition to bands 1 9 2, 3 and 4 ( and a lorv in-
-1 tensity band abou.t 30 em below band 4, further ref-

erred to as bru~d 5 ), low intensity bands may be obser~ 

ved :Ln the 1·egion 400 - 200 cm-1 of the beta-diketonate 

spectrt:u:n. The nature of these is uncertain, but it has 

been reported (51) on the tasi.s of a NCT that tl-:e high-

est of these is a M-0 str. vibration~ :r:'his is reason-

able in tb.at this band is highly sensitive to change of 

t 1 Tl 1 . l . t . . 03 -1 me a .. .1e range over w 11.c 1 1. - var1.es l.S J em on 

change of metal in the first transition period trivalent 

tr.is (acetylacetonates), as compared ·.vi th 95 cm-1 for 

band 3, and 110 cm-l for band 2. 
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Moreover, if we examine structurally simpler 

complexes, S•J..Ch as the ( M(CN) 
6

] n- and [ M(NH
3

)
6
1n+ 

ions, we find that the ranges over which the M-L str. 

frequencies vury where Mare also first transition 

period ions is approximately 340 - 420 cm-l and 300 

400 cm-l respectively. By comparison then, we might 

also expect the M-0 str. frequencies in oxygen donor 

complexes to occur in similar ranges ( i_~e·~ 290 - 400 

cm-1 ), since.the masses of the c, Nand 0 atoms which 

are coordinated to the metal in each particular case 

are similar. 

However, this is not necessarily so, in that force 

constants are not reliably known for any o:f these mole-

cules 1, and "further, the beta-diketonat&s are chelate 

complexes, and so may not be directly comparable with 

monodentate forms. In addition, the range over which 

band 6 varies is not larger than the ranges over which 

bands 2 and 3 vary in the acetylacetonate spectrum, so 

that thero is no tasis for assigning a greater IY'I'->0/ 

character to this vibration on the grounds of metal 

sensitivity., 
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The variations of band 4_, 5 and 6 with at. no. 

in the first transition period trivalent tris(acetyl

acetonates ) are seen in Fig. 24 (page 218 ). It is 

observed that in passing from bands 4 to 5, and from 

bands 5 to 6, a large increase in the frequencies for 

the Sc(III) and Ga(III) complexes is observed, relative 

to those of the complexes of the other ions in the 

series. 

Four bands instead of three are present in this 

region in the Mn(III) complex, pres1..m1ably due to Jahn

Teller distortion. A mean frequency between each of 

these may be estimated which rri>ughly corresponds to the 

four short~ and two long; M-0 bonds. ( These are points 

A, Band C in Fig. 24.) This must be higher than the 

lower of two successive bands by two thirds o:f the dif

ference between them, since each higher band corresponds 

to four short bonds, and each lower band eorresponds to 

two loJ::.g bonds. These rough estimates indicate that 

the fre~~ency of band 6 for the Thm(III) complex, as 

with the Sc(III) and Ga(III) complexes, is higher than 

would be predicted by CFT. It may be observed ( Fig 23 ), 

that the C=O str. :for the s.:une three ions, Sc (III), 
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Mn(III) and Ga(III) ocdurs at significantly higher 

wavenumber tlJ.an for the other ions in tho series.. If 

we suppose that band 6 contains a high percentage of 

C=O character, this would tb..Qn accc,..mt for the ouservat

ion that band 6 for Sc(III), Mn(III_) and Ga(III) is sig

nificantly higher than would be predictec1 by CFT .• 

On the basis of these arguments, we therefore 

suggest the following assignme-nts for the more metal

sensitive bands observed in the spectra of beta ... diketon-

- 8 -1 atP. complexes in the region 200 - 00 em • 

Band Assignment 
·- .r-....... 

1 M-0 str. + ring def., 1 The most Upper 
2 m-o str. + ring def. metal-

region J sensitive 
3 rvi-0 str. + ring def. of these 

= ll',[-0 str. 

4 r;1-0 str. + C-R etr. 
Lower 

5 M-0 str. + C-R str .. 
region 

6 M-0 str. + ring def. 
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There is an extensive literature on the interpret-

ation of frequency trends in tho IR spectra of acetyl-. 

acetonates on change of central cation, but in these 

studies distinction between the complexes of' TM and 

non-']M metal has not usualJ.y been made. Earlier studies 

have been concentrated on the 0=0 str. and C=C str. 

vibrations, because of limitations in relation to instr

umentation in the far IR ( the range of many of the 
~ 

instruments usec1 was only 4000 - 625 cm .... ..i.., which does 

not extend far enough into the far IR. to detect M-0 str. 

vibrations in most comp01..mds. ). 

In discussing the C=O str. and C=C str. vibrations 9 

band assignments used by other authors will be altered 

to agree with those used. by ourselves, so as to a"roid 

confusion. Correlations of' frequenc;r trends on change 

of central cation have betn found with parameters such 

as stability constants for the complexes themselves, 

and. with ionisation potentials and i':>nic radii of the 

central cations of the complexes& 
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Ao C.orre__l ... ations .• o.f fre.m..ten .. cx _tr,en@......YQ..il:L stabili t_y~Ol}.

stanji d~~ 

Holtzclaw and Collman (59) found an inverse relat

ionship between the C=O s·~r. and stability constants 

of the seri9s of acetylacetonates M(Acac) 2 (H20)n~ 
where M = rrm, Co, Ni, Cu, Pd, ~lie, and Cd, EJnd M(Acac) (I-I2o) 2 

where Iv1 = Na. Tlli::::; is as would be expected if we sup-

pose that strengthening of the M-0 bond cau.ses a weak

ening of the C=O bond. 

However 9 the reliability of such correlations is 

dubicus, in that cbo.:nge of structure in tlH~ Ni (II) 

complex above from n = 2 to n = 0 causes m'l increase 

. 0 + " 22 -l 1n ths frequency of the C= s~r. OI em • Thus, 

depending on which complex was used, the position of 

the ion in the series varieso This makef3 comparison 

with data deri vec1 f~cOJi.1 stability constant stu.diea diff

ic,..tl t, since the identity of the species in solution is 

u.nknovvno 

Fu.rther, in complexes such as the trivale:at b3ta-

diketonates of first transition period ions, the C=O 
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str .. does net exhibit an inverse relationship with the 

:M-0 s-pr. on change of metal, so that it would not be 

possiple to infer the relative strengths of the M-0 

bonds from the variation of the C=O str. The fi•equency 

of the M-0 str. does, however, appear to reflect the 

relative stability of the ccmplex, as indicated by 

3tability constant data for both divalent and trivalent 

ions (66). This is as seen in Table 13 below. The 

stability constant data are from the literature (66) 

Stability co:vJstant and IH data :for acety1acetonate 
1 F . . -1 camp exes. requenc1.es are 1.n em • 

M(Acac) 2 M(Acac) 2 (H 0) 2 
Metal log K1K2 r.~·-0 str" C-0 str. M-0 str., C-0 str. ....... __. ........... .,.~--

Mn 7~25 54 5 1611 551 1616 
Fe 8o67 558 1581 
Co 9•51 581 1591 568 1612 
Ni 10r.~38 593 1620 571 1598 
Cu 14•95 612 1580 
Zn 565 1586 559 1604 

log K1K2K3 -=-- . ...~ 

M(Acac)
3 

La 11•9 527 1594 
Ce 12.,6 529 1608 
Nd 13•1 531 1605 
Al 22•3 580 1597 
Ga 23"6 584 1586 
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Be Ionisation potentials and ionic radii 
......... .. ... * .... ~~~~.....,_ 

West 8nd Riley (60) observed a relationship bet

ween the C=O str. and ionisation potential { Iz ) for 

eighteen metal derivi tives of acety-lacetone. The C=O str" 

was found to decrease with increasing Iz of the central 

cation~ (For comparison with the C=O str., 1st ionis-

ation potent~als for the complexes of monovalent metals, 

2nd ionisation potentials for the ccmplexP-s of divalent 

metals, ano. third ionisation potentials for the complexes 

of trivalent metals were used.) 

This work was supported by Lawson (i), who also 

observed a similar relationship for the C=C str.. This 

moved to hi.gher ws.venlJjnber with increasing Iz of the 

central cation~ eY..hi biting en inver8e relationship with 

the C=O str.. Lawson also observed_ o.n inverse relation

ship between the M-0 str. and the icnic radius (r+) of 

the central cation on ch9nge of metal in acetylacetonate 

complexes .. 

The significance of these correlations of IR fre

quencies wi tl'l Iz and r+ values is to be found in the 

relationship be~woen the covalent ( as opposed to ionic ) 
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nature of any particular bond f:.:tnd the ionic radij. of 

the atoms forming the bond. Covalency arises out of 

the ability of the ability of the cation to attract 

electrons ( or lose electrons to the cation in the 

case of the anion ) from the e..nion with which it is 

forming the bond, so that the i:lwo atoms forming the 

bond are held together by electron-sharing 9 rather than 

electrostatic forces alone, as in the case of. ionic 

bonding. The ability of the cation to attract electrons 

from tb.e anion to which it is bonded is dependent on 

the charge; a.ensi ty on the cation, which is in turn 

dependent on two factors; first,. ,. tne charge on the 

cation ( the greater the charge, the greate~ the attract-

ing power, s~ that attracting power should increase 

+ 2+ 3+ 4+ ) r1I < M d!I < r:I et_c* , ancl. second, .. · .. tbe radiu.s of the 

cation. ( the smaller r+, the greater the charge density 

on the cation ) (62)o Other factor8 which also (62) 

play a part in determining the covalent nature of the 

bond are the existence of d-orbli.tals energetically· 

available for ~-bonding, and the size of the anion 

( the larger the anion, the more easily is it polarised 

by the cat:!. on ) • 
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The e!fect of. incre~sing ionic charge on the 

frequencies r-f the ra-~o str., the C=O atr .. , and the 

C=C + C-CH~ str. for complexes of ions f'rom the same 

period ( the ions are therefore of comparable mass ) of 

the periodic system is se,Jn in Figs. 30, 31 and 32 

res:pecti vely ( pages 239 - 241 ) • The typical anC' A 

subgroup elements are classif'ied separately f'rom the 

B subgroup elements from the same group o ~ Al(III) 

is classified with Sc(III), Y(III) and La(III), rather 

than with Ga(III) and !n(III)), since B subgroup elem-

ents have P.nd.ergone the d-orbi tal contraction which 

results in mualler ionic radii than found in A subgroup 

elements from the ~ame period. This accounts for the 

greater l'ePernblance of the properties of the typical 

elements of g:::·onp III and IV to their 1:3 rather tha11. their 

A subgroups. Thus we find that the M-0 str. Ga(III) 

and 1n(III) is very much closer to that for Al(III), 

whereas the M-0 str. for Sc (III), Y(III) and 1 . (III) 

is very much lower thru1 observed in the Al(III) ccmplex. 

The effects of change of' ionic radiua are illus-
' trated by trend::: observed within a single group of the 

periodic table where ionic charge remains constant, ~o£~ 
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L"+ + + + + 
1 , Na , K , Rb and Cs • , where the M-Ostr. and 

C=C + C~CH3 p-!;r. decrease, and the C=C str. increases, 

with increasing h~:eFeaoin:g r +, as seen in the Table 

below 

T ( -1) +( • ) .Jl frequency data em J and :r- .a. ) for the acctylacet-
onates of various non--Tm ions. 

Ion + a IVI-0 str. C=O str. C=C- str. C=C + C-CH3 r 
e.-• • • d ,.. ... -...... ·-- .... -

L.+ 0.,68 557 1609 1523 1266 1+ 
Na+ 0•98 534 1617 1515 1245 

K 1•33 522 ' 1619 1511 1237 
Rb+ 1•49 520 1620 1510 1232 
Cs+ 1·6~ 1506 1230 

++ o· 3\J 748 1588 1535 1300 Be++ 
mg++ 0•6!) 563 1615 ~ 5'"'8 1265 ,.1. t!. 

Ca++ 0•99 535 1609 1522 1256 
Sr++ J. .. 1o 528 1611 1522 1251 
Ba 1•29 524 1610 1514 1247 
A1+++ 0•45 580 1597 1535 1290 
c +++ 0·78 542 1580 1529 1276 0C+++ 
y+++ 0•93 536 1592 153C 1265 

La 1•22 527 1594 .1527 1257 
s·++++ 0·28 628 1575 1555 1320 1++++ 
Tl.·r+++ 0•64 596 1544 1527 1284 
Zr++++ 1·48 545 1591 1540 1281 
Hf++++ 1•48 542 1593 1539 1279 
Th 1•65 524 1590 1538 1270 

a From refereuces 62 and 67. 
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The polarising pow€r of catio-n.s ( which we shall 

call C ) is 1·elated to the square of the i.onic radius 

of the ion (62 h Taking into account the ionic charge 

( I ) we arrive at the expression 

I C: = -( +)2 .r , 

In previous work on the correlation of IR freq

u.ency trends with ionic radii, cor:celati::ms with.r+ 

itself were sought. Howeve1", as can be seen in Fig. 33, 

linear relationships with F.1-0 str .. , 0;:a0' str .. , C=C + c ... R 

and C=C str, are not observed with r+, but rather with 

C on chang"3 of cer..tral cation in group IA acetylaceton

ates, be~zoylacetonates and dipivaloylmeth~ates. 

In both the group IA and IIA series 1 the values for 

the lightest elements, Li ana. Be, in each series are 

too high in the case of the Jli-0 st:r., C=C str9, and 

C=C· + C-R strQ, and too low in the case of the 0=0 str.~ 

to yield linear correla·i;ions with r +. ( Fig. 33 ) 

This might be explained in terms of a ms.ss effect, 

since r + and the mass cf the ·central cation both 

increase on descending these groups, and both effects 
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are expected to lower the M-0 str. Thus, a relationship 

of the Ivi-0 s .. .i:c. with both mass and ionic radius would 

result, which could be expressed as 

M--0 str. a: rri~+ ( v~ere m = the mass of 
the ion of radius r+.) 

+ ++ However, the c~o str~ for the Li and Be complexes, 

as previously mentioned, are lower than would be expec-

ted from interpolation of the best straight line through 

the frequencies for the complexes of the other ions in 

the series, ·as plotted against r;- end s. mass effect 

would be expected to have the opposite effect, since 
. + ++ Li and B.e are the lightest members of each of their 

respective sBries. 

C. The effect of mass n:f the' ce.tior..t. on IR frequencies 
+- ..... - .. 1-

in beta-diketonttte co~plexes 
·---·--------·-------------------------

The actu.al part played by mass effects in the 

spectra of these complexes does not appear to be very 

large. If we compare the M-0 stro for the tetrakis

(acetylncetonates), of the two ions Zr (:EV) ond Hf (IV), 

where the ionic radii are identical, we see that a lower-
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ing of the M--0 str.; Of only 3 cm-l is produced by an 

increase in ID.d.t:~S of 97%.. Other examples of this effect 

are seen below 

Ion + M-0 str., At. Wt. r 

-rcm.:n- ---
Al+++ 0•65 580 26•97 
Ga+++ 0·62 584 69•72 
zr++++ 0•87 545 91~22 
Hf++++ 0·87 542 178•6 

.!.. 

Rb' 1"49 520 85o48 
Tl+ le49 526 204·39 
Ca++ lo06 535 40o08 
Cd++ 1•03 556 112·41 

++ Qo'{8 563 24•:,2 Mg++ 
Zn 0<>83 565 65·38 
c +++ 0•65 637 58•94 0+++ 
Rh o ... 6g 650 102°91 

Djordjevic (63) has calcu.lated the relative bond 

strengths of Al(III), Ga(III) and In(III) tris(acetyl

acetona-ces 1 using the equation for thE: isolated oscill

ating dipole 

\1 = ( 

j._ 

1 K 2 
-.. 1 .,..._..,. 

C ' A 2 \ 
\ lfJt F)/ 

-1 where v is the frequency of the vibration in em 

c. is the veloci t~l of light, and 1-1 the reduced mass of 
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of' the two atoms, A, and Bs forming the dipole, such 

that 

= 

where M is the mass of' each of' the atoms A and 

B- constituting the dipole, and. is expressed in c. g. s. 

units. K is the force constant of the bond, and is the 

force tending to_restore the atoms when· displaced to 

their equilibrium positions. 

Use of this model, however, disregards the fact 

that the change of mass of the central cation is very 

small when one considers the mass of the beta-diketonate 

molecule as a whole. The application of the simple 

diatomic model is particularly erroneous when one con-

siders that the metal atom may be joined to as many as 

eight oxygen atoms 7 :tnstead of one as implied by use of 

the diatomic model. 

We may construct a simple model for the octahedral 

case to illtlStl'ate this point, in which it is assumed 

that a single oxygen atom constitutes one of the atoms 
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·in a diatom:.c molecule~ while a metal atom and the other 

fivA oxygen atoms of the octahedron, held together by 

infinitely strong bonds, constitute the other atom. 

( In oth~r words, we suppose that each oxygen atom 

vibrates against the mass of the-metal atom plus the 

mass of the other five oxygen atoms.) This then s:tould 

take into account thG fact that the metal atom is joined 

to more than one oxygen atom, o.lthough of course, we do 

not suppose th2t it predicts accurately the shifts 

which would be observed in real beta-diketonates, rather 

illustratir..g only q,uali tati voly' the point that mass 

effects are probably smaller than indicatAd by the dia

tomic model. 

Thus, for example, the effect of change of metal 

from Al(III) to Ga(III) in the diatomic molecu.le model 

should be 1;1.ccompanied ·by a decrease of 12 • 6%;, with un

chgnged M-0 for~e constants, while the model in which 

a sine;le oxygen atom vibrates against the mass of the 

metal atom plus th.e other five predi.cts a dror due to 

the increased mass of the m.etal atom of only 1•8%.. From 

the table on page 245, it is seen that the effect of in-

crease of mass probably tauees·a decrease in the M-0 
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str. frequency of pairs of ions o:f si'l1ilar radius o:f 

less than l%r, 

On th'"-' other hand, the effect of increase of mass 

of the oxygen atoms is much larger. In the 18o studies 

of Pinchas ~Yc al~ (54), a decrease in the fre~.J.ency of 

the M-0 s·cr. of 3"2% was observed on eubsti tution1 of 

the heavier oxygen atoms ( mass 18 ) for the lighter 

( mass 16 ) atoms. We find that Ot.J.r crude model correct-

ly predicts that the change of mass of the oxygen atoms 

should have a grea·~er effect than the effect of change 

of mass of ~he central cation, vn1ile the dia~omic mole-

cule predicts that the effect of change of mass of the 

metal atom should have a greater effect.. This may be 

s1.:unmarised in the form of a table 

% d~crease in the M-0 str~ 

pretiicted 

M-0 

A. 0~ change 12•6% 
from A1 to Ga 
B., On change 4•3% 
from. 16-0 to 
18-0 

O-.{Mo
5

) 
__. ...... 

obsA:r-ved 

less than 1% 
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It therefore seems rrobahle that we may ignore the 

effects of i:!:e;rease C':f mass of the central cation, since 

it appears that even in cases where the change in mass 

of the central cation is large, the effect on the :M·-0 

str. frequency is small. 

D1, ,Th .. EZ.. .e:'fe9 .. t .... o.f__d;-.. o_F.b_i.tal parti_oi_p.£jiion _ _in .P.on.d_ip.g on. 

IR frequ.enc:Les 
~..,..._ ... ,... ........ ,_,,r ~ 

I-t was previously mentioned that an important 

factor governing tbe polarising power of cations was 

the possession of d-orbitals energetically su.itablle for 

~-bondingo This phenomenon causes considerable reduction 

in the sizes of ca.tio:ns, and a disruption in the regt'!.lar 

mo:n.otoni~. char...ge of proprties of properties with increas

ing at. no. down groups in the periodic table (22). 

This is ill1..tstrated by the variations of the c=o 

str. with increasing valency for the acetylacetonates 

across periods in the periodic tableo ( Fig. 31 ) In 

group IA. met~ls the C=O str. is seen to inr..!rease reg'IJ.l-

arl3r with increasing at. no .. , but in group lfiTA metals 

a crossover is obse:r·ved, such that the C=O str. for 
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Sc(III) is lower than for Al(III). 'J..i:h.is same phenomenon 

is observed ilJ. group IVA, where the C=O str. for Ti (IV) 

ace-tylacetonate is lower than for Si(IV) acetylacetonate. 

It would appear that in the second and third periods, 

however, the effcts of ?i-bonding are considerably smaller 

than in the first transition period, since C=O sti- .. for 

the acetylacstonates of the ions in these periods is, 

as wou.ld be expected, higher than for the second short 

period ions. ( §_~ C=O str. for Zr(IV), Hf(IV) and 

Tl'l(IV) acetylacetonates is higher than -for Si (IV) acetyl

acetonate, whi.l9 C.::.-.:0 e·ar. :!for Ti (IV) acetylacetonate is 

lower than for Si(IV) acetylacetonate.) 

However, the order of decrease of the M-0 str. and 

C=C + C-CH
3 

str. -~,i th increasing at. no. down these 

periods is regu.lar, suggesting ;that 1t w.d a--bonding 
-~ 

have differen~t effects on the IR spectr~ of these com-

plexes.. Inr:rroa~ed M-0 ?t-bonding involves a great dec-

rease in the C=O str .. without greatly increasing the 

M-0 str, while increased o--bonding causes a greater 

increase in ~ ... o str., withou.t causing so great a decrease 

in the 0::::0 str. 
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A further difference whicil is noticeable is that 

C=C str.c~ is not raised much by ?t-interaction, as compar

ed with the lowering in C=O str. which is produced., !i.!J.5.• 
-1 C=O str .. in Al(III.) is lowered to 1597 em , while in 

Sc(III) acetylacetonate, it !hs lowered to 1580 cm-1 • 

On the other hand the C:..:C stro is raised to 1535 cm-1 , 

while Sc(III) it is raised to only 1529 cm-1 • In group 

IVA, c~o str. in Ti(IV) is lowered to 1545 cm-l, and in 

Si(IV) to 1575 cm-1 , while C=C str. is raised to only 

15~7 cm-1 in the former, but 1555 in the latter. In 

the second ~nd third transition periods, however, where 

?t-interaction is small, z,r(IV) and Hf(IV) have C=C str. 

raised to 1540 and 1539 cm-l respectively, while C=O str. 

is lowered. to only 1591 and 1593 cm-1 • 

These effects may be illustrated by the following 

table (cm-1 ) 

Ion Group IIIA Ion Gi·oup IVA ----
C=Ostr. C=Cstr. C=Ostr .. C=Cstr, 

Al~++++ 1597 1540 Si ++++ J~575 1555 
Sc' 1580 1529., Tzi!!!! 1543 1527]· 

La 1594 1527 . Hf++++ 1593 1539 . 
Y:++· ++++ 1592 1530 I 'r 1591 1540 · 

The anamo1ous behaviour o~ Sc(III) and ~i(IV) i 
attributed to 1t -boncling effects in ions of the 
first transition period. 
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The interpretation of this is that in predominantly 

?t-bonding corr.~.plexes, the polarisation of the ligand is of 

the classic type,. which may be represented as 

R 
\ /' .. ~ 

~C=O~ 
- '"ll>j + 
H-e' M 

\ 
C=O 

I 
R 

while in complexes where stro:ag 7t -bonding occurs, the 

effect is rather oneof equalisation of bond order due to 

a pseudo-benzenoid type resonance 

This ·squ.al5.sation of bond order accounts for the 

simultaneous lowering p:f bo·t.h the C;:::C str. and C::O str. 

observed with the introduction of ?t-bonding into the ring. 
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This phenomenon of low C=O str. and C=C str. is observed 

ci.lso in the -~L·ansi tion metal acetylacetonates, "~Nhere 

il-bonding is strong~ 

5, A. ?t-bonding and the ca:l:-bonyl frequency in transition ------·---------------.......... 
metal acetylacetonates. 

:IT"n the divalent TM acetylacetonate series ?t-bonding 

effects do not appear to be large from the evidence of 

their electronic spectra. ( The energy of the 

transition is not much· raised, as compared with non-TM 

beta-diketona+.es in which no n-bonding effects are 

possible, su.ch as :!.n the K+ salts .. ) Accordingly, we do 

not find any marked lowering of C::-:0 str. in beta-diket 

onate series cf complexes of· divalent Tm 's, compared' 

with the acetylacetonates cf divalent metals in which 

n-bonding effects are expected to be sm~ll ( e.go Ba, 

Cd, ili•) 

II'I(Acac) 2 ,,.~:II=·Co. m,r Mn .,.,. Fe zn~ Cd -----
C=O str. (cm-1)1609 1569 ].611 1581 1588 1598 1580 1586 1609 
C=C str. 1522 1518 1520 1520 1521 1525 1536 1530· 1522 
M-0 str. 535 590 545 558 581 593 615 564 556 
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We thus find that the va:r"iatiot'lS of C=O str. 

yield an inve~se relationship with M-0 str. on change 

of central cation. Further, C=C str. is raised above 

the frequencie s observed for the non-TM divalent com

plexeao. 

However, in the acetylacetonate complexes of the 

trivalent TM ions, we find that the 0=0 str. for the 

ions which have partially filled d-orbi tals (, Ti (III) 

Co(III) ) is much lower than in the ions which do not 

( Sc(III) and Ga(III) ), whereas C=C str. is gem.erally 

lower, suggesting that 7t -bonding in these ions is even 

greater than in Sc(III) e~d Ga(III). 

The variation of the C=O str. and the C::::C str. 

for the trivalent tris(acetylacetonates) across the 

series is seen in Fig. 33. Below this i.s seen the 

variation of the ionic radii of these ions with at. no. 

across the series~ · It is noticed that the C=O str. and 

C=C str. do not wary much across the series, except for 

the high C=O str. and the low C=C str. frequencies of 

the Mn(III) complextl The :i.onic radius of the Mn(III) 

ion is exceptionally large, as seen in Fig.33, which is 
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in keepingwith it having a low polarising power. 

Jin the DJ3Iv1 and Bzac complexes ( Fig., 23 ) C=O str. 

and C=C str. show the same trends across this series of 

ions, with C=O str~ bei~g exceptionally high, and C=C str. 

being exceptionally low for the mn(III) complex.. In 

TFA complexes, however, this same frequency trend is not 

observed. C=O str. for the Sc(III) and Ga(JD:) complexes 

is, as in the other_bet~-diketonate series, higher than 

for other ions j_n the series, b1.1t C=O str. for Mn(III) is 

no~ higher than for the other ions in the series. However, 

C:::O str. for the Co(III) ion is considerably lowered as 

compared with the other ions in the series. 

This may be interpreted in terms of the strong 

electron-withdrawing powers of the trj_fluoromethyl group. 

In most of the ions, It-bonding is 0f the lr~M type, which 

is weakenen by electron-withdrawing 1,3-rubstituents. 

R 
~· ., ~ 

·c~o\. 1 
/J ' H~~ M' 

\ I 
=0 

/ 
R 
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Therefore, 'i~ -bonding i.s v·eakened in all cases ii.o the 

level of ?t-,."J:vnding cbserved :im the :Mr.L {III) complex, so 

that the C=O str. for all of them occurs at nearly· the 

same frequency. 

However 9 in the Co (III) complex, ?t -bonding is of 

the M-?t* type, which is eru1anced by electron withdraw-

ing groups 

This accounts for the lower frequency of the C=O str. 

in the Co {III) complex. We thu.s find si:ruilarly that 

the C=O str. for the Rh(III) trifluoroacetyJ.acetonate 

is very low, which is in agre13ment with its having l?n 

electronic st:r"l.lctu.re analogous to that of Co {III). 

It is thus seen thait the idea of' weak '1t -bonding 

in Mn(III) acetylacetonate is supported by evidence from 
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the carbonyl :r-egion of the speotr1;;.m, as is also the 

strong M- ~ honding character of the Co(III) complexes. 

Fur·bher evidence for this is to be found in the ve,riation 

of the C=C + C-R stro across the series. 

As was seen earlier ( :E'ig. 32 }, the frequency of 

this vibration increases sharply with increasing polark 

~sing power of the central cation in beta-diketonates. 

It is thus found that in all of the series of beta-

diketonates stu.died, this vibration occurs at much lower 

frequencies in the Mn:(III) complexes, and at higher fre

quencies for the Cc(III) complexes. 

This is seen in the Table below, in which the 

variation of the C=C + C-R str .. in series of variously 

substituted bcta-diketonates with first transition period 

trivalent ions i8 shm~~m (cm-1 ); 

Complex M = Sc: Ti_ v Cr Mn Fe Co 

M(Acac)3 1276 1275 1276 1279 1256 1276 1280 
M(DBM) 1318 1317 1319 1304 1309 1320 
M(13zacj

3 1294 1297 1299 1283 1294 1297 
l\11 (TFA) 1300 1299 13GO 1290 1294 1302 
M(DPM)~ 1297. 1297 1297 1288 1294 1310 

lVJ == y Mo Ru. Rh 
--

M(Acac) 1265 1273 1273 1272 
M(TFA)

3
3 1297 1302 1303 
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Similar frequency trenc1s may be observed for the 

vibration 0=:0 + C-R str., as is seen below, although 

these are not so well marked due to the much lower metal 

sensitivity of this band. 

"C=O +C-R ( cm-1 )) for beta-diketonate complexes of first 

transition period trivalent ions. 

Complex M = Sc 11El V' Cr ·& Ee Co Y" Rh Ru. mo --
1VI(Acac) 3 929 930 932 933 925 929 936 935 935 '"'40 932 :J . 
1\fi(Bzac) 961 959 961 956 9~0 965 
M(DBM) 3 941 941 945 939 940 950 -
Ivi(TFA)~ 954 947 950 948 949 954 943 947 - 947 
M(DPr.1) 

3 965 965 965 960 962 969 -

We find in +.ne variation of the C-H bend of the 

ring proton across these series evidence for electronic 

shifts of the type 
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in that tht.. C-H bend for the Cr(III),and particularly 

the Co (III) complexes is extrmr.ely low 9 while in the 

other ions i.t is high .. 

. I -1) C-H in-plane bend \Cm i.n series of differently su.bs-

tituted beta-diketonate complexes .. 

Complex M-= Sc Ti 

M(Acac)_ 
M (Bzac).~ 
lVI(DBm)-3.) 
M(TFA) 3 M(DPm)

3 
· 

802 801 
806 
817 
805 
799 

V Cr Mn Fe Co Rh Ru Y 

803 791 802 802 782 7~2 782 
804 792 804 806 790 
814 81: 813 813 807 
803 799 802 802 793 795 
796 792 793 795 785 

807 

There is thus ample evidence from ligand vibrations 

that 7t-bonrling in the IV!n(III) complexe-e is weak, and 

strong in those of the Co {III), Rh(III) a~1.d Ru(III) 

complexes, with 7t -bonding of intermediate strength being 

found i.n the Cr(III) complexes. This is therefore in 

agreement with evidence from the UV end J:mffi spectra of 

these complexes, and also with the d&gree of 7t-bonding 

suggested by tho variation of the M-0 str. across these 

series. 
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B, • .!_onic radi~- a_:;_d the C~F-2-n_terpretation ;:_f the stab_ili ty 

of TWI complexes 

In both the trivalent M(Acac) 3 and divalent 

[M (ll.cac) 2_]h s0ri es of acetylacetonates with tro.nsi tion_ 

metals, we huve seen that 0;::0 str. a..nd C=C str. vary 

as wou.ld be expected from the concomi t<:mt variation 

f + th . . I· o · r n.oross~: · e ser1es \.1 .. e. C=O str. eY.hi bits ru.1. 

inverse relationship with both C==C str •. and r+ on 

change of cation. across the seriec). In the di val en it 

series, M-0 stre also varieEi as would be expected 

from the accompany~.ng variation of r + •. (i.e. The order 

of stability indicated by I!I-~0 str. is the Irving

Williams stability order.) 

When correlaiing stabill ties of complexes ·with 

the ionic radii 0f their c~ntral cations it should be 

remembered that decreasing ionic radius, as determined 

from M~L bond lengths in the crystal lattice, is the 

resu.l t and not the cause of increasing WJ:-L bond 

strength. In -the divalent 13 -dilretonates evidence 
,J.l; ........ 

from the UV and IR. su:g:~e:sts that 1C-bonding is weak. 
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It may 'therefore be·expected that the variation in 

M-0 bond strength ( and hence r + ) will be a function· 

of the cr-.,bo~.ding alone, and henc.e of -oH «as: was' die-· 

· cus·sed previously, in the absence of strong ?t-bonding · 

effects, -63: is a measure of the M-L cr-bonding strength 

of the complex). We therefore find an agreement 

between stability orders for complexes of divalent 

ions ·predicted both by ·che variation of r+ and ... 5 H. 

across the series, in that r+ must be a function of 

-oH. 
However, in the trivalent .. acety;lacetonates it 

is seen· that the variation of r+ in no way reflects 

the variatio::.1. of IYI-0 str. across the series (Figs3,33) 

which follows instead the oi:der suggested oy OFT. 

However, the variation of 0=0 s""GJZ .. follows the order 

predicted by the concomitant variation of r+. This 

suggests that the effect·s governing the frequency 

of M-0 stre and 0=0 str •. in the trivalent seri_es 

are ~xndamentally differento 

The variation of the ~ ... + values acrose the tri

valent 'series·which we have used, is ·aerived !'ro:U 
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the variation of M-0 bond distances in more ionic 

complexes such as oxides. In these it is probable 

that ...(f)H is "rery small so that in the variation of 

·IVI-0 bond strength across the series 1t -bonding effects 

will overshadow variations in -&H. The poor ?t-bon.ding 

ability of the Mn (111) ion therefore accounts for 

the relatively large radius repented for this ion 

in these environments,._. 

In trivalent a.cetylacetonates however, where 

1t-bonding does not affect the M-0 bond order to such 

a great extent as do CF effects, we tind that Mn-0 

pond distances (6£8) are simila::':' ito those of other first 

transition: peri.od trivalent ion·s and that tr~E> variation 

of M-0 bond distances is consistent with CFT. 

However, even in iihe A~Jae: complexes, where ro -bonding 

effects are not as large as CF· effects, the poor1t-bonding 

ability of the 1\lln(III) ion is evidenced "by an M-0 str(t 

(570om-1 ) which is lower than the theoretical value (5:90 

cm-1 ) calculated using eq. 4 and lODq estimated from f 

and g values. 

Non-TM acetylacetonate M"'·O bond distances yield a 
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good linear relationship with ionic· radii deriv-ed from· 

M-0 distancr;3 in the metal oxides ( Pauling crystal 

radii))~ but :lin transition metal acetylacetonates, the 

M-0 bond distances are shorter than estimated graphical

ly using their ionic radii and the linear relati.o:nshi.p 

between M-0 bond length and r+ for non-TM acetylaceton

ates. This shortenitng of lVI-0 bond lengths is taken (68). 

to indicate an increased covalency in TM acetylacetonat

e¢ompared with the oxides used in the establishment of 

Pauling's radii. Since the M-0 bond distance in Zn(II) 

acetylacet0nate is also shortened, the increased coval

ency· cannot only be an effect .of increased- oH in pass

ing from the oxidP. to the acetylacetonate system , but 

must also be par·~ially due to ?t-bonding effects (, - o H 

f'or Zn(II) = 0.) 

Further, the relative order of stabilities indio-

ated by ionic radii and by the actual M-0 bond lengths 

for TM acet;ylacetonates are not the same, suggesting 

that change from one system to another R.lters the rel

ative importance of rr- and ?t- bonding ( e..,.~g., Win-O in -
~03 is longer th~ in other first transition period 
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oxides, but :Ln Mn(Acac)3 it is of a similar length to 

M-0 in other -tris(acctylacetonates).) 

It i9 therefore seen tlhat, since r+ for a series 

of ions in one par"ticular system is a result of their 

bond ~ stabilisation in that system, thBse M-L bond 

lengths cannot be r·eliably used to predict; b-ond stabili t-

ies in other systems, where the relative importance of 

different stabilisjmg fr•.ctors such as - &H, or ?t-bonding 

may not be the same. However, the LFT approach may be 

u.sed, since it takes into account both the effects of 

stabilisation· oy cF· ef'fects ( - o H ) , and also ?t-bonding. 

This is amply illustrated by the failu.re of the ionic, 

radius model to predict correctly the order of stability 

of trivalent transition metal acetyU.acetonates as indic--

ated by their m .... o str. frequencies, which the LF model 

was able to do. 
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6" The trivalent rare-ea:;."th acetylacetonates., -----· ................... ··-_...........,. ___...... 

It is not at present possible to demonstrate CF 

effects in rare-earth compounds, since there are insuf-

:ficient available data for the calculation of energies 

of lattice formation from a common valence state of 

.tL·" free metal ions~ Because of the small interaction 

of the f-orbitals with the ligands, these are, however, 

likely to be small.. For example, a CF stabilisation of 

l• 5 kcal/mole has been estimated for N·d(Bro 3 J'3 
• 9H20 

(10). 

More important than CF effects, however, in det

ermining the chemical and physical properties of these 

ions, is the lanthanide cont:racti.on, which is the reg-

u'ar decrease in ionic radi1.1s from La(Jf1Jr) to Lu(III);. 

Properties such as stability constants 1 :io~ example, 

increase r8gularly/ with concomi.tant decreasf's in ioni.c 

radi1xs. 

Tn Figs .. 34 and 35 the variati.on of the M-0 str., 9 

C=O str .. ~ C=C stro and C=U + C-CH3 str,. with increasing 

ato ncr. .. across the 19.1:1thanide series is shoVIm. The 
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variations in these vibrations are consistent with 

electron shifts of the type below 

However, it is observed that although the IVf.-0 str. 

increases from La(III) across the series to E:r(III). 

( the last three members of the series, Tin'(Acac r
3 

,

'Y:'b{Acac)3 and Lu(Acac)
3 

were not prepared ), the increase 

is not regular, there being a rise to the f 7 configu.rat

ion complex, and a slight decrease after it ( see Fig. 

34 ). Tr ... is is in agreement with the fact that; the f7 

configuration,- which is the t:hal:f-filled shell" config

uration, has been quoted (62), as being of excepti0nal 

stability, in that all variation's :from the tr:ii.valent. 

oxidation state :iin lanthanide compound~ appear to:· be 

directed towards attainment of this, or 13lse the d0 or 
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:r14 configurations. ( ~!k E:1.1 (f 7 s 2
) forms a stable 

divalent oxidation state, since this then has the stable 

:e7 configuration~ Ce ( f 2s 2 ) forms a stable tetravalent 

state with the f 0 configuration, .§l~ .. ) 

However, a flaw in ~he ar~xment of the stabilitj 

of the f 7 conf'igu.ration E.£.~ has been pointed out 

(22); in that oxidation states higher or lower than the 

trivalent state also oc.cur which produce f 6 (: valency 

2 ) or f 1 ( valency 4 ) configurations, as though even 

approach to the f 0 and f 7 configur~tions results in 

extra stability. ( Because f 7 confi511rations are extra 

stable because they have half-filled shell configurat-

ions, there is no &.pparent reason 6 why· the f eonfigt.r-

ration should be :nore s·table than the f 5 configl.lration.) 

If we turn, howAver, t.o the variation of the M-0 

str .. with at. no., it is seen that .. a:n. extra stability 

is associated with "the f 6 configuration, as is also 

evidenced by the low C=O str. fre~~ency for the a~etyl

acetonate. of tho· d~ 3 configt.J..rat:l.on. ion.. The origin of 

this stabilisation probably lies in the exchange energ-

ies which are associated ~ith electrons of parallel 
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spin (19). The E::-...:change energy, is given by (19) the 

expression 

E == NK 

where E is the exchange energy~ K is a constant, and n 

is the number vf distinct pairs of electrons having 

parallel spins. In configurations in which the mrnber 

of f-electrons is less than, or equal to 7, the numher 

of pairs of electrgns having parallel spins is given by 

(n - 1 H ( where n = the m.unber of f-electrons ),, while 

with more than 7 :f-electrons, tbe number of pairs having 

parallel spins is given byr 

N = (n .,. 8) ~ + 21 

so that the excha.~.1ge energ-y of th.e vari0us cor. figurations 

are given by NK where N for the 1VI3-+· lanthanidt~s is o.s below 

La Ce Pr Nd. Pm Sm Eu Gd Tb Dy Ho Er Tm Yb Lu 
- --

0 1 ,... 
3 4 5 6 17 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 L. 

0 0 1 3 6 10 15 21 21 22 24 27 31 36 42 

r_t is therefore seen that a node results at the 

f 7 configuration, which possibly accounts for the node 
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observed in the variation of t:ne Mi.>O etr-& with· at., mo. 

at the f 7 ·configuration in the trivalent~ rare-earth 

tri~(acetylacetonates). Similarly, the stability of . . 

the f 6 configurati.on is accounted for by this i.dea. 

The generally high C=O str. and l~w M-0 str. fre-

qu.enci.es ob:served for rare-:-earth acetylacetonates are 

consistent with the small 1i and (j interactions expec

ted for these complexes, as evidenced also by the_· 

close resemblance of their UV spectra to those of the 

free i'ons •. 

As was d'i.scussed in section-. 3 . .,Co, the band at 455 

cm-1 ,-and the corresponding bands in other beta-diket

onates . ( hand 4 ~ assigned to ftca() + C-R str. ). appears 

to be the most reliable ;for the pu.rposes of examining 

· the. effects qf change of 1, 3- _.su.bsti tuen:t on the beta

diketonate spectrum, for the reason that the Iifi;...,Q str. 

is coupled to the C-R str., which both should e:rllibit 

parallel ·shifts on change· of 1, 3-· S"t+bsti tuent, as indic-
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by the electron shifts 

while the 1\i-0 otr .. itself was inconvenient for use in 

stu.dying the effect of change of 1, 3- substituent, 

because of the coupling of' this band to ring def .. vib-

rations V''hich also occur i.n the same region as the 

M-0 s-tr. frequency., 

In the IJJl1.bl& below we see M-0 + C-Cii
3 

str., the 

~ii-0 str .• , and stability c.onstw.t data. for the complexes 

NiL2 and CuL2 , where L = DBM, Bzac, Acac, TJ;;A and HFA. 

(cm-'1 ) " M-0 4 str.. is i;he J.\:1-.0 + C-R str. 

Complex log IS_Ir.2a M-0 str. r.rr-o
4 

str.. C;:=O str. 
~~ -e.............. --.-.......I t..Or+=-1· --ee=t 0 

0u(DBII'£)2 24,94 
Cu~Bzac )2 23•01 
Cu. Acac) 2 23·66 
Cu(TFA~ 2 l7c20 
Cu(HFA 2 Ni (DBM),2 20· 72. 
Ni(Bzac ) 2 18·00 
Ni(Acac) 17·08 
N~(TFA~ 22 14··02 
N ... (.HFA 2 

arefo 55e 

65.8 
629 
615 
534 
520 

-· 
593 
497 

465 
459 
455 
445 
415 
458a 
455a 
437 
43la 
397 

1549 
1562 
1580 
1616 
1655 
1544a 
1554a 
1598 
1637 
1644a 
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It is seen that the variation o:f both the;M-0 str. 

and M-0 + c~n str. ( which we shall re:fer to in :future 

as the M-0 4 stro ), indicates the same order of' increase 

o:f stability :for these complexes on change o:f 1,3-

substi tueni:t as is indicated by stabili ·by constant. data 

:for these complexes ( viz..... HFA .{ TFA (. Acac I. Bzac < DBllfi). 

The reason :for this variation is most likely to be 

:found in the elect:."'on shifts indicated on page 272 :for 

beta-diketonate complexes on change of 1,3- substituent. 

Recently Swain and Lupton (69), have shown that a 

substituent effec·t (o-) may.· be expressed. in the form 

a; - :fF + rR 

where ii: .. and R are field and resonance parame Gers, and 

:f and r are coeeficients ~n1ich determine the relative 

weightings of the field and resonance effec~s approp

riate to t.h.e system being extunined. 

The weighting factors appropriate to the beta

diketonate oystem are not known, but it is seen in the 

Table below that for the complexes of the K+ and Al+++ 
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ions the order of increase of the M-04str. is approx

imately the 8ame as the order of decrease of both F ahd 

R for the different substi tuents .• 

Table 16 

Field and resonanc.e contributions o·f 1~ 3 substi tu.ents 
of beta-dike·conutes vf Al (III) and K(IJ compared with 
M-o4st~. (cm~l) for these complexes. 

Substituents 

Rl R2 

CH3 CH3 
CH3 Ph 
Ph Ph 

CH3 CF3 
CF-

j 
CF3 

-OelO 
0·09 
0•28 
O·o58 
1 .. 26 

-0•28 
-Oo23 
-0·18 

0•05 
o ... 38 

M-o4str. 

Al+++ K+ ..._ ___ -
493 412 
472 404 
455 .355 
464 387 
424 364 

However, if we examine the or&er of decrease of 

the M-04str. in complexes of these ligands with TM's, 

the complexes of the phenyl-suhstitu.ted ligands appear 

to oe stabilised relative to .those of acetylaoetone, 

rather than destabilised, as in non-TlVI complexes., We 

may interpret this as the weighting of the F an1 R 
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components of cr being al terP.d t:o f'avour the resonance 

( R ) component, since the d-orbitals present the poss

ibility of the additional canonical st~Actures below, 

which are not possible with non-TM's where no d-orbit

als are energetically available for 7t -bonding 

H H 
'\ / ;y-c 
1/, \ 

H-C / C-H 
X I 

C=C· 

Ii ~\C=O 
I ~\ 

H--C M 

't.' rol c---
/ 

R 

We thus find that in TIVI beta-d:i.ketonates, the 
- . 

order of increase of the m-o
4
str. is HFA <TFA <Acac< 

Bzac < DBM, c~ompared to the order DBM < HFA < TFA < Bzac < 

Acac. tn t'\on- TM 1S. 

We may rationalise this data :im terms of the 

weightings of :Ji' and R as follows. We suppose that in 
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n:on-TM beta-diketonates, the resonance contributior~ 

to stabilisation (r) is always less than 25%, wiilli the 

field contribution (f) being more than 75%. In TM 

complexes, however, a high degree of resonance is poss-

ible in phenyl-substituted forms, so that f and r 

should have values of abou.t 25~;~ and 75% I\especti vely in 

the Bzac complexes, and O% and 100% in the DBM complex-

es respectively;. Using these f and r values, CJ' for 

these various types of complex shows an inverse relat-

ionship with the concomitant M-04str. frequencies. 

Table 17 

Field and resonance contributions, cr and the M-o4str. 

(cm-1 ) in a non-TM (Al +++) compared with a TII'I (Cu ++). 

Complex f(%) r(%) (j r.~-0..4~ 

Al (Acac )'., 100 0 -0•10 493 
Al(Bzac)-' 100 0 o.o9 472 
Al(DBM) 3 100 0 0•28 455 
Al(TFA)~ 100 0 0·58 464 
Al(HFA) 3 100 0 1·26 424 
Cu(DBM) 2 0 100 -0•18 465 
Cu.(Bzac )2 25 75 -0·15 459 
Cu(Acac) 2 75 25 -0·10. 455 
Cu(TFA) 2 75 25 0',•45 445 
Cu(HFA) 2 75 25 1•04 415 
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It is possible tu adju_st the. :f and r coefficients 

for the TFA and HFA complexes of Al(III) and K(I) so 

a.s to lower a- to a lower value than in the DBM: com-

plexes of these two ions.. This would then fit the 

observation that the r:I-04 str. is higher in the TFA 

complexes of AL (III) and K (I) than in the nm.1 complex-

es. However, it would involve raising the resonance 

contributions to 0" in the TFA and HFA complexes to 

75% and 100% respectively, which seems extremely un

likely, (There is no reason why trifluoromethyl groups 

shou.ld be able to enhance resonance in non-Tr.'I complex-

es, as compared with resonance in phenyl s1;.bsti tuted 

forms.) It is mo:~."'e probable that the magnitude of F 

for the phenyl grou.p has been underestimated.) 

The effec"t on the M-0 
4 
str. of change <"lf' 1, 3-

S1J.bstituent is illustrated in Fig. 39, where the effect 

of change of rr.8tal type from TM ito non-TM is also seen. 

There is a marked change-over :from upward to downward 

slope in the series Acac, Bzac~ DDM on change of cen

tral cation from TM. to non-TM. The greater the upward 

slope, the greater is the stabilisation of the complex 
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resulting from phenyl substitution. 

I-t is noticed that the upward slope in the series 

Acac ( Bzac < DBM is steepest in the Co (III) ion, indic-

ating the greatest ?t-interaction' between this ion and 

the beta-diketonate ring, which is in agreement with 

previous observations on the extent of ?t-bonding in 

the beta-diketonate complexes of this ion. Further, 

it is noticed that the upward slope Acac (.. Bzac, <DBNI is 

least steep in the mn(III) complexes, which agrees 

further with our observations on the poor ?t-bonding 

ability of this ion~ 

Similarly, in the sGries Acac ..,. TFA > HFA, it is 

noticed that the destabilisation of inc. complex is 

least with the TM ions. Moreover, in lVIn(III), the 

dovvnward t'.:r:end indicated (the HFA complex of Mn(III) 

was unfortunately not prepared ) appear to be as steep 

as those observed in non-TMvs, supporting once more 

the idea of weak ?t-bonding in this ion. 

It 1fl noticed that reasonably good linear relat

ionships are observed between M-04str. and C=O str. on 

change of 1,3- substituent. ( Fig. 27 ); This linearity 
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iS however~ broken by a Chf'l.l.J.ge in stru.cture along the 

series. ~bus we observe that, whereas the relation-

~hip of M-o4str. with C=O str. is linear for·the com

plexes Fe(DBM)3' Fe(Bzac) 3 , Fe(Acac)
3

, Fe(TFA) 3 and 

Fe(HFA) 3, with the analogous Cu(II) series Cu(DBM) 2 , 

Cu(Bzac) 2 , Gu(Acac) 2 , Cu(TFA) 2 and Cu(HFA) 2 (H20), tb.e 

M-o4s:tr. for the latter complex is much lower than 

would be expected from interpolation of the best str

aight lin'e through ihe points for the other complexes. 

Further, we see that the point for the complex 

Cu(TFA) 2 (H20), is lowered relative to M-o4 str. for 

the anhydrous complex. However, the lowering is not 

as large as wou.l<l be expected by comparison with the 

extremely low M-04str. observed for Cu(HFA) 2 (H2o). 

This may be explained in terms of the relative polar

isability of the oxygen atom in the HFA complex, and 

in other complexes. 

In most beta-diketonate anions, the polarisabil

ity of the oxygen atoms coordinated to the metal is 

greater than the polarisability of the oxygen atom of 

the water molecules~ so that the water molecules are 
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less firmly bou.ndo H-o·wever, the polarisabili ty of the 

oxygen atom of the water molecule is greater than ~hose 

on the HFA- anion, as is evidenced by the fact that 

hexafluoror.cetylacetona complexes {107 ) may be hydro

lysed by water, as is found in the Mn(III) complex, 

which may be hydrolysed by water from the atmosphere 

Mn(HFA)
3 

+ 12H2o 

This suggests that the electron shift below 

-vvilich is not very large in CU(TFA) 2 (H20), is of para

mol.mt importance in Cu (HFA) 2 (H2o), acco1.mting for the 

extremeky low Th1-o4str. Ry comparison, we see that the 

water in Cu(TFA) 2 (H20) is lost on standing at room 

temperature, while Cu(HFA) 2 (H2o) may be sublimed in 
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vacuo without loss of c.oordinated water. 

CONCLUSIONS 

We have come to the conclusion that the variation 

of M-L frequencies in the IR spectra of TM: complexes 

may be rationalised in terms of the CFT. Where variat-

ions from CFT.; predictions are observed, these may be 

attributed to two main effects; 

(1) 7t -bonding. Strong ?t-bonding encountered in 

spin ions, as in Co(Acac)
3 

and Rh(Acac)
3

? or 

[ lVIn ( CN ) 
6 

]3- and [Fe (CN·) 
6 

]3-, cau.ses M•L str. 

frequencies higher than predicted by the CF']', 

while very weak ?t-bonding, as enco·u.ntered in 

Mn(III) beta-diketonates, may cause lower M-L 

str. frequenciefF. than expected from CFT. 

low-

(2) .. Differences in structure across a series of TM 

complexes, as was seen i.n the square-planar or 

tetragonally distorted complexes of Thh~(III) and 

Cu(II). 
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Fu.rther, it was found that the effects on change 

of 1,3-· subs.!,;itu.ent cou.ld be rationalised in terms of 

the electron-wi tht1rawing powers of ;jhe 1, 3- su.bsti t

u.ent. The phenyl group was found to vary in its effect 

on the stability of the •!omplex, having a ·destabilising 

effect on the complexes of metals in which 1t -bonding 

was not possible, but having a stabilising affect on 

the complexes of metals in which 1t -bonding was strong. 

It was further found possible to rationalise the 

variation of WI-L frequ.encies of non-TM complexes in 

terms of their ionic radii, and the charge on the 

central cation~ ':!he variation of the M-L frequencies 

in the tris(acetylacetonates) of rare-earth trivalent 

ions were rationalised in terms of the concomitant 

variations of the exchange energy across the series. 
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